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Abstract
Barnes, Caleb James. Ph.D., Engineering Ph.D. Program, Wright State University,
2015. Unsteady Physics and Aeroelastic Response of Streamwise Vortex-Surface In-
teractions.
Streamwise vortex-surface interactions can occur in aviation intentionally in the
context of formation flight as an energy saving mechanism, unintentionally in wake
crossings when aircraft fly in close proximity, and as a consequence of aircraft design
through the interaction of fluid dynamics between different aerodynamic surfaces. The
bulk of past work on streamwise vortex-surface interactions has focused on steady in-
viscid analysis for optimizing aerodynamic loads in the context of formation flight or
experimental analysis on fin buffeting problems. A fundamental understanding of the
viscous and unsteady effects that may occur is both important and currently lack-
ing in the literature. This dissertation seeks to fill this need by using a high-fidelity
implicit large-eddy simulation approach coupled with geometrically non-linear finite
elements to identify and analyze important physics that may occur. Simple, canonical
configurations are employed in order help disentangle the many interrelated factors of
a very complex problem. Analysis of a tandem wing configuration elucidated mutual
induction between the incident vortex from the leader wing and tip vortex of the
follower wing that resulted in a broad taxonomy of flow structure, wake evolution,
and unsteady behaviors for several lateral impingement locations. Interaction of an
isolated streamwise vortex with a wing revealed a robust helical instability develops
when a strong vortex impinges directly with the leading-edge. This spiraling behavior
was found to occur as a result of the upstream influence of adverse pressure gradients
provided by the wing that drive the vortex into its linearly unstable regime allowing
for the growth of shortwave perturbations. Stability can be augmented through ver-
tical positioning of the vortex. A negative offset can enhance stability by providing a
stronger adverse pressure gradient while a positive offset exploits a favorable gradient
and removes the upstream instability altogether. The effects of wing compliance were
iii
revealed through full aeroleastic simulations. Essentially static, vortex-induced bend-
ing deformations reposition the vortex and drive it further into its unstable regime.
Static and dynamic components of the aeroelastic response were systematically iso-
lated where the static deformations were shown to provide the greatest influence.
Dynamic effects provide some influence to the incident vortex behavior but these are
secondary to the static behavior.
iv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Streamwise-oriented vortex interactions describe a class of flow-structure interac-
tion in which swirling flow oriented perpendicular to an airfoil, blade, or fin impinges
upon or passes close by the aerodynamic surface. The influence of streamwise vortices
can be important in many aerodynamic applications. Trailing vortices that form as a
consequence of spanwise flow over the tip of a finite wing can persist for several spans.
Aircraft flying in close proximity might cross a trailing vortex resulting in a sudden
change in flowfield creating a potentially dangerous flight environment. Alternatively,
an aircraft may intentionally position itself in line with a trailing vortex in order to
exploit the upwash field of the swirling flow region. This is known as formation flight
and has become an attractive energy saving mechanism. Streamwise-oriented vortex
interactions can also occur as a consequence of an aircraft’s design as in a canard
configuration or the separation of the leading-edge vortex from a slender wing. Tip
vortices in rotating machinery are also known to interact with trailing blades.
It is easy to perceive a number of situations in which a perpendicular vortex might
interact with a flying object and it has been shown these vortex-surface interactions
can produce unsteady fluid dynamics. Further complicating the problem, energy ef-
ficiency trends might tend toward larger aspect-ratio wings and lighter-weight struc-
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tures. Combining an unsteady vortex-surface interaction with airframes prone to
aeroelastic effects could lead to a complex interrelationship between fluid and struc-
tural dynamics producing significant buffeting loads or catastrophic failure in the
more extreme case.
While a significant body of work exists that explores the benefits and detriments
of streamwise-oriented vortex interactions in several different contexts, very little is
known about unsteady effects that may occur. This dissertation seeks to identify and
address the need for detailed investigation of unsteady fluid dynamics in perpendicular
vortex interactions with rigid and flexible structures. While motivated by the topic
of formation flight, the work in this dissertation is intended to investigate the broader
class of streamwise vortex interactions through detailed high-fidelity and aeroelastic
numerical analysis of fundamental configurations.
1.1 Motivation
A primary inspiration for the current work stems from recent interests in energy
efficiency benefits of formation flight. The following sections provide a general review
on the state of research for this topic. As the genesis of drag reduction through wake
interference stems from nature, the discussion on this topic will begin there.
1.1.1 Formation flight in nature
With many exceptionally successful examples of flight in nature it is only to be
expected that insects, birds, and other biological fliers would serve as inspiration to
overcome modern-day challenges. In the past, a number of researchers have studied
the aerodynamic impact of birds that travel in flocks demonstrating numerous advan-
tages of formation flight. Essentially, a bird trailing another is capable of riding the
upwash induced by the trailing vorticies from a leader bird. This upwash, defined by
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the periodic shedding of vortices from flapping wings, reduces the power required for
the trailing bird to fly through a forward tilt of the lift vector, shown in Figure 1.1,
and can even extend the range of the entire flock.
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Figure 1.1: Tilt in lift and drag vectors due to trailing vortex upwash
It is now common knowledge that the migratory pattern of many avian species,
such as the V-formation shown in Figure 1.2 for Canadian geese, provides energy-
saving benefits. Among the first researchers to demonstrate this concept in the proper
context was Wieselsberger[6] who in 1914 used horseshoe vortices to represent birds in
formation flight. In his work, three bodies in a diagonal formation were demonstrated
to utilize the updraft from the leading bird consequently reducing the induced drag for
each member. However, the much simplified theory used in this study resulted in an
unduly low power reduction estimate. Much later, Lissaman and Shollenberger[7] in
1970 used more accurate aerodynamic theory to investigate numerous arrangements
of birds in flight. The most optimal configurations resulted in close to a 27% range
increase for 3 birds and a 71% range increase for a formation of 25 members compared
to that of a single bird.
Several works by Hummel[8, 9] have employed classical aerodynamic theory to
investigate the benefits of birds in close-formation flight and demonstrated several as-
pects of formation spacing. For instance, Hummel[8] showed that longitudinal spacing
of birds does not affect the total power reduction, but does influence the distribution
of this power reduction among members in the formation. Lateral spacing was shown
to be of more critical importance on the aerodynamic benefit for a particular member.
Additionally, calculations of heterogenous formations demonstrated the stronger up-
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wash induced by larger members produces a greater influence on the younger, smaller
birds in the flock[9].
Figure 1.2: Canadian geese in a typical V-formation
Badgerow and Hainsworth[10] showed that a wingtip overlap in formation posi-
tioning is necessary to achieve the most benefit due to wake roll-up. Later, Hainsworth[11]
used the methods of Lissaman and Schollenberger[7] to predict the power savings for
formations measured from a photographic study of Canadian geese in formation. The
median spacing for a formation of 55 geese was fairly close to that predicted by sim-
ple aerodynamic theory resulting in a 35% power reduction compared to a single
bird demonstrating the spacing of actual avian formations resembles beneficial con-
figurations suggested by previous works. Similarly, Cutts and Speakman[12] used a
theoretical model to analyze observed formations of pink-footed geese finding a 14%
induced power savings. This value was determined to be well below the optimum
predicted in Ref. [7] due to the tendency of this particular species to fly outboard of
the ideal position. They hypothesized that it was difficult for the geese to maintain
the most favorable placement alternatively erring on the side of a more conservative
outboard wingtip spacing. Despite this departure from the most beneficial configu-
ration, formation flight in the natural world appears to be relatively forgiving. More
recently, biologists have shown the power reducing capability of flocks using direct
measurements from pelicans in flight[13]. In this study, measurements for both the
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heartbeat and wing-beat frequency decreased for the birds when in formation reveal-
ing a reduced and therefore demonstrated energy savings. This finding lends further
credence to previous claims by providing a direct link between theoretical performance
benefits and experimental measurements obtained directly from biological formation
flight.
Frazier and Gopalarathnam[14] theorized that biological fliers are capable of ex-
ploiting their variable-geometry wings to improve spanwise lift-distributions, even
when not in the optimal configuration predicted by aerodynamic theory. It is possi-
ble that natural fliers actively exploit wing geometry to better harness wake features.
Though beyond the scope of the current investigation, this concept would be an inter-
esting topic for future study especially in the context of harnessing wake interference
in aviation.
Indeed, a growing body of evidence strongly points to the fact that the natural
world has already learned how to fly more efficiently. Additional details of the me-
chanics of formation flight in a biological context are well-summarized in Ref. [9].
The next section surveys formation flight in the context of aviation.
1.1.2 Formation flight in aviation
Recent interests in formation flight for aviation stem from an increased need to
extend operating range and improve fuel efficiency. As with birds, the exploitation
of aircraft positioning is particularly attractive due its ability to produce favorable
aerodynamic effects without much change to existing air vehicles. A follower aircraft
would only need to be carefully placed in the upwash portion of the leader aircraft’s
wake profile, as shown in Figure 1.3. Such advantages, even if minor, can compound
to large benefits. For instance, a 1% reduction in drag may result in as much as
100,000 lb per year in fuel consumption for a single large aircraft annually[15].
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Figure 1.3: Example up/down-wash profile behind an aircraft as predicted by Lamb-
Oseen vortices
Commercially, passenger and cargo aircraft could exploit formation flight as an
energy-saving mechanism. One study[16] investigated formations of passenger aircraft
revealing a 60% reduction in lift-induced drag. A more recent work[17] on commercial
formation flight examined potential fuel savings for cargo aircraft utilizing configu-
rations based upon realistic scenarios. Two aircraft were shown to reduce total fuel
burn up to 10% and three aircraft produced savings up to 16%. Difficulties regarding
passenger comfort relative to unsteady loading in commercial formations are actively
being addressed[18].
The advantages of wake interference are not just limited to commercial fuel savings
alone. Small aircraft tend to have a shorter operating range which can be extended
through aerial refueling or directly through power-reduction imposed by the upwash of
trailing vortices. In both cases, the wake-interaction between vehicles is an important
consideration. Larger aircraft have been shown to produce a stronger upwash and
therefore a greater induced drag reduction on trailing aircraft[8]. Smaller short-range
wingmen following a larger mothership could receive a significant drag reduction and
hence an extension in operating range[19, 20]. In close formation configurations even
the leader aircraft can recieve some benefit due to upstream influence of the follower
aircraft[21].
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Figure 1.4: Examples of heterogenous formations
1.1.3 Flight testing
A number of flight tests have helped validate theoretical predictions for energy
savings. Hummel[9] showed a drag reduction of around 15% for a two Do-28D1 air-
craft and found the benefit was very sensitive to the lateral spacing. Following his
previous analytical work, Wagner et al.[22] conducted flight tests for two T-38 air-
craft in formation achieving an 8.8% fuel flow reduction. Around the same time,
NASA’s Autonomous Formation Flight Project[23] produced data for several flight
tests using F/A-18 aircraft in close formation similar to that shown in Figure 1.5.
Performance benefits were shown to compare well with those predicted by aerody-
namic theory over a range of lateral, longitudinal, and vertical positions[24]. Analysis
of the rolling moments showed that peak values coincided with the most beneficial
positioning[25] which could pose control difficulty and reduce aerodynamic benefits
due to trim penalties. However, through optimal positioning of the trailing vortex,
drag was reduced by over 20% and an 18% fuel-flow reduction was achieved[26]. Fur-
thermore, these optimal conditions were observed to occur at positions where flight
was easily controlled in a manually piloted air vehicle. In fact, two F/A-18 aircraft in
formation have achieved as much as a 20% fuel savings[27]. Pilots did note significant
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difficulty maintaining position and sensitivity to rolling or pitching moment changes
when in the range of optimal positioning[25] suggesting unsteady fluid dynamics can
play a significant role.
Figure 1.5: F/A-18 aircraft in a two member formation. The impingement of the
trailing vortex on the follower aircraft is demonstrated
A more recent flight test by Pahle et al.[15] explored performance for larger
transport-class C-17 aircraft in an extended (∆x/c ≈ 18) formation. Performance
was evaluated by measuring fuel-flow and thrust reduction to maintain level flight.
Fuel flow for the trailing aircraft in this preliminary study was shown to reduce by
8% compared to solo flight with potential for savings greater than 10%.
1.1.4 Issues of practicality
Influence of the streamwise vortex from a leader wing can produce asymmetrical
loading such as an unbalanced rolling moment or side force which must be overcome
to maintain steady flight[28, 29, 30]. Typically the trail wing positions that produce
the most drag reduction also tend to induce the largest rolling moments[25, 31]. These
observations lead to the question: can unbalanced forces due to the vortex upwash
be overcome without losing aerodynamic benefits? A number of methods to maintain
steady flight in formation have been proposed such as morphing the wing[14], varying
camber, the addition of winglets, or adjusting aircraft trim[16], to name a few. In fact,
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a number of authors have investigated the practicality of countering these off-balance
loads using aircraft trim.
In 1999, Gingras[32] used force measurements from experimental data in a six-
degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) model to account for the trim penalties. Predictions based
on these calculations did reveal a diminished benefit, but a 17% improved lift-to-drag
ratio was still maintained. Wagner et al.[33] used a vortex lattice method to explore
the drag reduction of multiple aircraft in close formation. Primarily, the influence
of trimming the aircraft to overcome rolling moments induced by wake interference
was demonstrated. Accounting for aircraft trim using aileron deflections inherently
changed the optimal lateral position of the wingman (trailing) aircraft and somewhat
reduced the energy saving benefit of the formation. Three T-38 aircraft in tight forma-
tion were predicted to increase the operating range of the entire formation by 11.5%
and up to 67% for a single aircraft from the group. Despite roll trim-penalties, forma-
tions were shown to be favorable. An earlier flight test using two Dornier Do-28 by
Beukenberg and Hummel[34] produced a 15% power reduction for the trailing aircraft
and demonstrated the feasibility of control systems to maintain positioning in tight
spacing. Pitch, roll, and yawing moment penalties were insignificant compared to the
energy-saving mechanisms of formation-flight; even if the formation consists of only
two planes. More recently, Kless et al.[35] performed a numerical study on the influ-
ence of aircraft in an extended-formation (around 30-span separation) configuration.
The influence of trimming the aircraft to maintain position only reduced benefits at
most by 5% for subsonic and 11% for transonic conditions returning a 54% and 35%
drag decrease for subsonic and transonic conditions respectively. Indeed, the effects
of trimming the aircraft to maintain steady level flight are important and change the
optimal positioning, but much of the aerodynamic benefits can be maintained.
Past analysis of formation positioning has shown that benefits are particularly sen-
sitive to lateral and vertical positioning of the aircraft, particularly near the locations
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of maximum benefit. Without going into too much detail on this topic, a number of
researchers have worked toward developing tools to assist in station-keeping for forma-
tion flight, such as Refs. [36, 37, 38, 39, 40] to name a few. NASA’s autonomous flight
project [23] demonstrated the feasibility of manual control with cues on the heads-up
display to guide the pilot’s actions. In the case of larger cargo and passenger air-
craft in which extended-formations are more practical the longer distances can render
station keeping a difficult task. Advanced collaborative positioning technology could
be useful[41] in commercial applications. Furthermore, atmospheric disturbances can
make the trailing vortex position difficult to predict. In this case it makes more sense
to position the follower air vehicles based upon the wake rather than its position
relative to other aircraft in formation. To this end, wake sensing techniques have
also recently been under development[42]. As positioning and station-keeping tech-
nology become more advanced, the feasibility of practically applying formation flight
concepts improves as well.
1.2 Streamwise vortex-surface interaction
Although motivated by the concept of formation flight, the work contained in this
dissertation is intended to improve the understanding of the viscous and unsteady
physics related to the broader class of streamwise vortex-surface interactions on a
more fundamental level. This branch of flow-structure interaction can be further
divided into three categories:
1. Wake-vortex interaction
2. Blade-vortex interaction (BVI)
3. Vortex-fin interaction
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Each of these fields reveal unique perspectives of the general problem that provide a
more comprehensive understanding of the topic when considered together. A review
of the most relevant works is provided in the following sections organized according
to the aforementioned classification.
1.2.1 Wake-vortex interaction
This branch of perpendicular vortex encounters can include aircraft flying in close
proximity, unintentional wake crossings, or formation flight. As will become apparent
through the following overview, this branch is dominated by research on the optimiza-
tion of inviscid aerodynamic loading in the context of formation flight. However, there
are many potential issues related to viscous and unsteady effects not well addressed
in the literature to date.
Theoretical analysis
A number of theoretical analyses have investigated the optimum loading imposed
by streamwise vortex interactions. Probably one of the earliest works on drag re-
duction in the context of aviation was Schlichting[43] who used lifting-line theory
to predict power reductions of symmetrical V-formations for multiple aircraft. Years
later, in order to demonstrate the applicability of biologically inspired formation flight
in aviation, Beukenberg and Hummel[34] used horseshoe vortex and rolled-up vortex
sheet models to predict the power reduction for a two aircraft in formation. A 10%
power reduction was shown for the formation with a 17% reduction for the trail-
ing aircraft. Somewhat more recently, Blake and Multhopp[44] presented a series of
calculations for aircraft in close proximity using both a vortex lattice method and
a horseshoe vortex model with a viscous core. This work explored heterogeneous
formations where aircraft weight was not evenly distributed among the formation.
Their findings suggested that heavier aircraft should be placed in the middle of the
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formation and favored the use of an echelon configuration with the lead aircraft pe-
riodically rotating to the back of the group. Later, Blake[45] extended this work to
include a larger number of aircraft using vortex lattice methods and experimental re-
sults emphasizing the influence of aerodynamic coupling due to the wake interference
of aircraft in close formation.
Several authors have used various inviscid techniques in order to characterize
optimal loading in formation configurations. For instance, Iglesias and Mason[29] and
Frazier and Gopalarathnam[14], while using different methods, both found identical
lift distributions that minimized induced drag for the entire formation. Similarly both
concluded that streamwise spacing of the wings has little influence on the optimal
loading. Later, King and Gopalarathnam[46], showed that wings in formation with
an elliptic lift distribution can produce the same induced drag benefits as the optimal
loading. This elliptic distribution can be realized by adapting wing shape in flight,
similar to birds.
Experimental analysis
Experimental works exploring the effects of wake interaction are few and mostly
focus on an exploration of wing positioning to find the optimal drag reduction and
lift to drag ratios. For instance, Gingras[32] analyzed a wind-tunnel experiment on
scale models of fighter aircraft and found a 30% increase in lift-to-drag ratios which
resulted from an increased suction on the upper surface. The uneven loading due
to the vortex encounter produced asymmetrical side-force and moment coefficients.
Later, Blake and Gingras[28, 47] performed several wind-tunnel tests to investigate a
two-body formation of delta wings which returned a 25% reduction in induced drag
for the trailing wing. The most significant changes with respect to lift and moments
for the trail wing were found to correlate with changes in lateral spacing where op-
timal conditions coincide with a small wingtip overlap. A similar trend with lateral
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spacing was observed when the vertical offset was changed, but attenuation of the
aerodynamic benefits from the optimal condition was less dramatic. A comparison
between the experimental results and a vortex lattice method calculation was gen-
erally favorable except when the wings were positioned in such a manner that they
overlap. This discrepancy was attributed to upwash induced by the lead wing which
increases separation at the trailing wingtip.
A more recent paper by Bangash et al.[48] presents a series of wind-tunnel tests
and vortex-lattice simulations for echelon, inverted-V, and inline formation configu-
rations, see Figure 1.6. The lead-wing angle of attack and lateral positioning of the
wings produced the strongest influence on the trailing wing. The upwash/downwash
induced by the trailing vortex significantly modified the effective angle of attack along
the span and can cause sections of the wing to stall that would otherwise remain at-
tached. They found a favorable increase in lift-to-drag ratios for both the inverted-V
and echelon formations while the echelon formation exhibited an undesirable rolling
moment. In general, the effective angle of attack of trailing wings increased propor-
tionately to the circulation of the leader wing trailing vortex due to the change in
induced upwash. Both of the previous papers found that viscous effects induced by
the wake encounter, such as flow separation, can become important aspects.
V-formation Inverted V Echelon Inline
Figure 1.6: Formation configurations for two to three aircraft
Recently, Inasawa et al.[49] conducted wind-tunnel tests for two rectangularA =
5 NACA 23012 wings in a close-formation. The maximum advantage of lift and
drag was found at no vertical offset and a small positive lateral overlap of 5% of the
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span producing a 24% increase in lift-to-drag ratio for the trail wing compared to an
isolated wing at the same conditions. Particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements
elucidated the influence of the lead wing tip vortex encounter on the trail wing and
several streamwise vortex interactions. For instance, at a small spanwise overlap, the
lead wing trailing vortex was shown to interact with and reduce the circulation of
the trail-wing tip vortex. This circulation reduction was found to be minimum (40%
decrease) at the spacing that produces the optimal aerodynamic benefits.
Computational analysis
Due to the level of complexity and computational expense to model two wing
bodies, numerical analysis of wings in formation flight has been almost exclusively
limited to potential flow solutions. For instance, Refs. [44, 50, 40] employed various
horseshoe vortex models. However, vortex lattice methods appear to have been the
method of choice over the last several decades and have been used to find minimum
drag[44, 28, 33, 30] and optimum span loads or downwash [29, 14] for a variety of
configurations. Generally, the vortex lattice methods compare well with experimen-
tal results, except when the wings are close together[28, 50]. This discrepancy has
been attributed to flow separation and the flat-wake model assumption used in these
works[28, 47].
Several authors have incorporated relaxed-wake schemes such as Refs. [30, 20].
More recently, Bramesfeld and Maughmer[21] used a relaxed-wake model to investi-
gate the effects of wake rollup which showed small improvement in aerodynamic pre-
dictions. While these simple numerical techniques are efficient to utilize and mostly
match well with experimental data, they are limited to steady analysis and do not ac-
count for viscous effects shown in several of the experimental works[47, 19, 48]. Vortex
lattice methods are not capable of predicting viscous effects which could be important
in formation flight. For instance, Bangash[48] showed vortex induced separation due
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to the trailing vortex upwash.
Based on Munk’s stagger theorem[51], one would expect the total induced drag
of the formation should not change as the streamwise separation is increased. In-
deed, this appears to be a consistent observation among the potential flow solutions
for close-formation configurations available in the literature[8]. However, in the large
separation distances of an extended-formation, in which there are roughly 10-40 spans
of streamwise separation, several important effects neglected by Munk’s theorem be-
come important. Ning et al.[52] developed an analytical approach which included
several aspects relevant to extended formations such as the the effects of wake roll-
up, vortex decay, vortex instabilities, vortex motion, and atmospheric turbulence.
This work demonstrated the practicality of extended formation configurations which
are more practical for larger cargo and passenger aircraft. They showed that a two-
aircraft formation within 20 spans can reduce induced drag by 26-31% and three
aircraft experiences a 38-45% reduction. Longer streamwise separations of roughly
40 spans resulted in degraded performance due to an increased influence of turbulent
gusts.
A limited number of detailed numerical analyses is available due to the complex-
ity and scale of this problem. Computations involving a just single body in flight
can be rather complex. Including a second aircraft into numerical simulation can
more than double the problem scale due to requiring two fully-resolved near-body
regions and preservation of the lead-aircraft wake. Only in the last several years have
detailed CFD (computational fluid dynamics) simulations been performed on a full
formation configuration. For instance, a series of papers[31, 53, 35] explored steady,
inviscid, extended formation flight (10-40 spans of streamwise separation between
aircraft) building upon the previous analytical work in Ref. [52]. For instance, Ning
and Kroo[53] used an Euler solver and wake propagation model in order to investi-
gate the influence of two aircraft in extended-formation and evaluated the effects of
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compressibility. They found that formation flight at the drag divergence Mach num-
ber, results in vortex-induced shocks on the follower aircraft which could cause flow
separation and buffeting. This issue was alleviated by reducing the Mach number
by 2-3% or flying at a 5% higher lift coefficient. A similar Euler/vortex-propagation
model simulation by Kless et al.[35] followed this analysis in which both subsonic and
transonic cases were considered. Overall, a 54% subsonic and 35% transonic induced
drag reductions were found for the trailing aircraft which was appropriately trimmed
to maintain positioning. Steady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) computa-
tions coupled with a wake propagation model have been recently reported by Slotnick
et al.[54] as part of the Surfing Aircraft Vortices for Energy (SAVE) program.
Unresolved aspects
A number of aspects of the formation flight problem remain unresolved. Computa-
tional analysis has been almost exclusively limited to steady, inviscid computations.
The limited number of detailed experiments identify viscous effects such as vortex
induced separation in close vortex encounters where aerodynamic benefits are opti-
mal. Mutual interference between vortex and wing, vortex-induced separation, and
modification of the wing boundary layer can all significantly contribute to the general
effects of the wake interaction problem. Furthermore, unsteady effects in trailing vor-
tices, discussed in more detail later in Section 1.3, will invariably complicate vortex
encounters.
1.2.2 Blade-Vortex interaction
The second major category is blade-vortex interaction (BVI). This topic typically
refers to vortex interactions in the context of rotating machinery such as helicopter
blades. Both parallel and perpendicular vortex impingements play important roles.
Parallel vortices shed from a blade impose the most severe unsteady response and are
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largely two-dimensional in nature. The perpendicular interactions have been found
to be typically less severe, but are highly three-dimensional, complex, and provide
asymmetrical, unsteady load distributions to a follower blade. Convenient to the
current work, many of the experimental analyses on the perpendicular aspect of BVI
have been conducted for a stationary, rather than rotating, follower blade. Therefore,
these insightful studies significantly contribute to the general understanding of vortex
wing interactions and are directly applicable to the current work. The most relevant
of these articles are described in the following.
Patel and Hancock[55] conducted a qualitative wind tunnel study of two-dimensional
blade sections at α = 0◦ subjected to a trailing vortex generated upstream. Surface
oil flow patterns of a close interaction revealed secondary separation imposed by the
vortex as it traverses the surface as well as a small degree of lateral displacement.
Smoke visualizations indicated breakdown of the otherwise stable vortex upstream of
the airfoils when placed in a direct impingement. Breakdown ensued above the blades
near the mid-chord when placed close to the wing surface. The flow visualizations of
McAlister and Tung[56] demonstrated a streamwise vortex can burst when subject
to stall above an airfoil at high angle of attack. Both of these studies demonstrate
highly unsteady behaviors arising as a direct consequence of vortex-wing interaction
that do not appear to have been explored in further detail.
Wittmer et al.[57] studied BVI in the context of parallel tandem wings and demon-
strated close positioning rapidly diminishes vortex circulation and causes a rapid in-
crease in turbulent fluctuations immediately downstream of interaction. A later study
by Wittmer and Devenport[58] showed that secondary vorticity induced by vortex-
surface interaction in conjunction with the follower blade wake turbulence contribute
to the rapid dissipation of the incident swirling flow. More recently, Zanotti et al.[59]
provided stereo PIV of a perpendicular vortex passing over a pitching airfoil and found
alternating patterns of localized vortex-induced stall can significantly increase air load
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hysteresis. Bhagwat et al.[60] obtained sectional load distributions and revealed a
highly asymmetrical distribution of vortex-induced surface forces partly attributed to
three-dimensionality imposed by the follower blade tip.
1.2.3 Vortex-fin interaction
A number of works that appeared around the turn of the century explored the
influence of vortices generated by delta wings on aircraft fins and discussed sources of
buffeting. Practically speaking, these studies were motivated by flow separation on
leading-edge surfaces of fighter aircraft operating at high angles of attack, see Figure
1.7, and provide some of the best insight for the implications for unsteady fluid
dynamics in perpendicular vortex encounters. Most of these cases involve a broken-
down vortex (Section 1.3.4) upstream of a vertical fin; an emphasis related to the
strong influence of vortex breakdown type[61] or position[62] on buffeting behavior.
This section surveys the literature most pertinent to the current study.
Vortex breakdown
Leading-edge vortex
Fin buffet
Figure 1.7: Streamwise vortex interaction with an aircraft fin
Mayori and Rockwell[1] conducted water-tunnel experiments on the impingement
of a streamwise-oriented vortex that experiences breakdown upstream of a thin plate.
Encounter of the incident vortex resulted in a bifurcation in which components of the
swirling flow travel on either side of the plate following breakdown and produce a
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chaotic flow field as they recombine in the wake. The trajectory of each component,
depicted in Figure 1.8(a), was shown to diverge from the incidence location in opposite
directions. This effect can be understood to be consistent with the interaction of
an inviscid vortex with a solid surface[63] and shown in Figure 1.8(b). The self-
induced velocity of the counter-rotating vortices results in motion of the virtual pair.
Similar bifurcation and vortex-surface interaction was observed the close-formation
experiment of Ref. [49] which was again consistent with the influence of image-effects
of the wing surface.
Upper component
Lower component
Chaotic wake
Vortex Breakdown
+
+
-
-
Upper-component
Lower-component
Mirror-image vortices
Induced-velocity
Induced-velocity
(a) (b)
Figure 1.8: (a) Vortex-surface interaction as described by Mayori and Rockwell[1],
(b) image-effects during vortex-surface interaction
Secondly, fluctuations in the surface pressure were related to the wavelength of
the vortical structures over the plate. Larger scale/wavelength vorticies will tend
to produce higher pressure fluctuations on the wing surface. Control of the incident
vortex produced a more disorganized vortical structure upstream of the fin. The lower-
amplitude pressure fluctuations resulted in a diminished correlation of the incident
vortex with surface loading. Consequently, flow control was identified as a means
to reduce fin buffeting. Later, additional water-tunnel experiments of Canbazoglu et
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al.[64] showed the impingement of a streamwise vortex on a swept fin. In this case,
vortex impingement resulted in the formation of a secondary counter-rotating vortex
on the outboard side and stronger vorticity fluctuations along the fin leading-edge.
Following the previous woks, Wolfe et al.[61] investigated the direct impingement
of streamwise vortices generated by an upstream delta wing using particle image
velocimetry to evaluate the influence of the incident vortex on surface pressure fluc-
tuations. As in the previous cases, the streamwise vortex was broken down upstream
of the plate. Flow structure and unsteady loading were evaluated for a number of ver-
tical, and lateral spacings of the incident vortex. The dominant frequency in pressure
load fluctuations was found to be relatively insensitive to actual positioning while
the amplitude of pressure fluctuations was shown to be strongly dependent on vor-
tex breakdown position. Hence, the level of pressure fluctuations could be mitigated
through flow control of the vortex breakdown or diverting the vortex to a less sensitive
location.
Later, Gordnier and Visbal[2] used solutions of the unsteady three-dimensional
Navier-Stokes equations to explore the sources of fin buffeting in the experiments of
Ref. [61] in more detail. Three-dimensional leading-edge separation, bifurcation, and
unsteady loading induced by the upstream vortices from a delta wing were revealed
in this work. Spiral breakdown, Figure 1.9, of the streamwise vortex was directly
related to feedback from the separated flow on the flat plate. This undulating be-
havior resulted in the formation of unsteady vortical features over the wing surface
and consequently highly unsteady loading on the plate’s forces and moments. In-
vestigation of the mutual interaction between stall on the plate and breakdown of
the incident vortices underscores the importance of detailed numerical simulations in
understanding highly dynamic streamwise vortex-surface interactions.
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Figure 1.9: Unsteady, three-dimensional structure of vortex impingement on a
plate[2]
Gursul and Xie[65] provided experimentation that suggests several other vortex-
related phenomena in addition to breakdown that contribute to fin buffet. Fluctua-
tions in breakdown location and vortex shedding can both provide unsteady loading
on a vertical plate. More recently, Gursul and Xie[66] conducted a water tunnel study
to evaluate the influence of forced fin oscillations on the unsteady fluid dynamics in
the fin buffeting problem. Their work revealed a correlation between the fin oscil-
lation frequency and the amplitude of vortex breakdown location upstream of the
fin. Most notably, the ability for disturbances to propagate upstream decreased with
increasing oscillation frequency suggesting behavior much like a low-pass filter.
Lambert and Gursul[67] measured the tip acceleration of a fin subject to a broken-
down vortex. They found inboard fin positions were the most susceptible to dynamic
behavior and demonstrated through PIV measurements that maximum buffet occurs
when the shear layer of the breakdown region impinges on the fin. Another experiment
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by Phillips et al.[68] investigated the interaction of a leading-edge vortex from a
delta wing impinging on a flexible fin. In this case, the adverse pressure gradient
associated with the fin induced a breakdown of the incident vortex. Application
of a deflected jet was used to control and delay vortex breakdown to a location
behind the fin subsequently diminishing buffet. This work demonstrated control of
dynamic behavior in a streamwise vortex not by deflecting the vortex, but by delaying
instability.
1.3 Unsteady physics
Much of the work on unsteady physics of streamwise vortices, with the exception
of vortex breakdown, has been conducted in order to better understand the progres-
sion of turbulence in the otherwise persistent trailing vortices of aircraft rather than
study the potential implications for vortex-surface interaction which is the goal of
the present work. The following sections provide a brief survey of the most prevalent
unsteady physical phenomena that can contribute to the perpendicular vortex-surface
interaction problem. This section is not intended to be a thorough review of the field
of study, but rather an introduction to each of the most important topics relevant to
this document.
1.3.1 Crow instability
The first class of unsteady behavior to be discussed here is the long-wave or
Crow instability named for the discovering researcher[69]. This instability typically
occurs when the mutual strain field imposed by the counter-rotating vortex in a
pair of trailing vortices resonates with a long, bending Kelvin wave and amplifies
perturbations in either, but typically both, vortices. This particular phenomenon is
considered a long-wave instability due to the axial wavelength being much larger than
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the vortex core. The Crow instability is unique to counter-rotating vortex pairs. For
instance, Jimenez[70] and Bristol et al.[71] both showed the Crow instability cannot
arise in the case of co-rotating vortices which is more conducive for the growth of
short-wave instabilities discussed next. Late stage development of the Crow instability
eventually culminates in the periodic connection of the initially parallel vortices into
an intermittent series of ring-like flow structures when disturbance amplitude becomes
sufficiently large, portrayed in Figure 1.10(a). This behavior ultimately leads to the
decomposition and dissipation of the initially persistent trailing vortex pair[72].
Trailing vortex pair Long-wave instability Series of vortex rings Wake dissipation
(a) Long-wave (Crow) instability
(b) Short-wave (Elliptical) instability
Figure 1.10: Cooperative instabilities between parallel streamwise vortices: (a)
long-wavelength (Crow) instability and (b) short-wavelength (elliptical) instability
1.3.2 Elliptical instability
Elliptical instabilities refer to a second class of unsteady behavior in columnar
vortices, as portrayed in Figure 1.10(b), and have much shorter wavelengths than
the aforementioned Crow instability–typically on the order of the vortex core size.
This instability derives its name from the elliptical distortion of two-dimensional
streamlines in the vortex core provided by the influence of external strain fields[73].
Subsequently, short-wave instabilities arise when a Kelvin-mode or a Kelvin-mode
pair of the elliptical flow field resonate with the external strain field[73]. Contrary to
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the Crow instability, strain fields provided by either counter or co-rotating vortices
can promote the growth of short-wave instabilities[74]. Several authors[74, 75] have
shown elliptic instability for closely positioned parallel vortices is conducive to the
transfer of energy between the swirling flow regions and ultimately leads to dissipation
through the non-linear growth phases as vortical structures decompose and become
more disorganized[72].
Earlier observations of the tendency for this unsteady behavior to accelerate the
destruction of persistent trailing vortices have spurred much interest in the aerody-
namic community in recent years. Enhanced dissipation of trailing vortices would
improve safety for aircraft flying in close proximity or reduce the spacing between
take-off and landings at airports. When several streamwise vortices exist behind
an aircraft due to multiple aerodynamic or control surfaces, short-wave instabilities
are also responsible for a vortex-merging phenomenon that consequently reduces the
number of wake vortices[76].
Relative to the current problem, elliptical instabilities are not limited to the mu-
tual induction of parallel swirling flow regions as many of the theoretical and experi-
mental works described in the review by Kerswell[73] describe the growth of elliptic
instability due to generic strain fields. It is not unreasonable to expect vortex-surface
interaction to elicit this phenomenon through viscous shear or image-effects with an
aerodynamic surface. Interaction between incident swirling flow and an adjacent fol-
lower wing tip vortex is capable of succumbing to this particular instability. Ryan et
al.[77] have studied the elliptical instability of unequal strength axial vortices relevant
to such a condition. Similarly, cooperative instability between parallel streamwise vor-
tices will appear as a significant aspect of the unsteady flow described later in this
document.
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1.3.3 Hydrodynamic instability
Strain fields are not the only mechanism to promote the growth of disturbances in
streamwise vortices. Isolated columnar vortices with an axial velocity component can
become susceptible to short-wave instabilities independent of an external influence.
The growth of short-wave perturbations has been widely studied for the q-vortex[78]
which is a common model for an aircraft trailing vortex far downstream. The specifics
of the q-vortex will be discussed in more detail upon its first use in Chapter 5.
Typically, the ratio of tangential to axial velocities dictates the growth of unsta-
ble modes[79]. For instance, Leibovich and Stewartson[80] conducted an asymptotic
analysis on the q-vortex and derived a stability criterion solely dependent on the swirl
ratio, q = Γ/2πrv∆u ≈ 1.576V0/∆u, where V0 is the maximum tangential velocity
and ∆u = U∞−umin is the axial velocity difference with the free stream. They found
that when the swirl ratio is sufficiently large, rotation suppresses the growth rate of
unstable modes at all radial positions. For q < 1.5, azimuthal instabilities appear in
an annular concentration within the vortex core and take on a helical structure in
the three-dimensional flow-field. The sign of the azimuthal wave-number, n, of these
spiral instabilities depends upon the streamwise velocity profile of the vortex[81].
Wake-like axial profiles result in −n wavenumber instabilities that propagate in the
direction opposing the swirling flow. Reversal of the axial velocity profile to a jet-like
vortex simply results in a sign change, +n, of the same spiral modes[82].
Other types of hydrodynamic instability of a single q-vortex have been found such
as the viscous instability modes described by Khorrami[82] or Mayer and Powell[83]
and the so-called center-modes of Fabre and Jacquin[84] that occur in higher Reynolds
number flows. More information on the fundamental analysis of these and other
unsteady behaviors can be found in the review by Ash and Khorrami[79]. While the
taxonomy of hydrodynamic instability of axial vortices is a complex and diverse field,
it will become apparent later that the helical-modes of instability described above
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can be a robust and influential behavior in streamwise vortex-surface interactions.
1.3.4 Vortex breakdown
Vortex breakdown, also frequently called vortex bursting, is perhaps the most
severe of the unsteady vortex behaviors documented in the literature. A detailed
description or review of this complex and highly non-linear phenomenon is well outside
the scope of this dissertation. A very brief synopsis is provided below to introduce
the concept as it pertains to the current topic.
Although some debate exists in the technical community on a systematic defi-
nition of vortex breakdown, the phenomenon typically entails an abrupt change in
vortex diameter followed by large-scale fluctuations downstream[85, 86]. A stricter
definition proposed by Leibovich[87] requires a stagnation point followed by flow re-
versal contained within a small streamwise extent. Two topologies generally appear
when breakdown ensues: spiral or bubble-type[88], both well-portrayed by the dye vi-
sualizations of Lim and Cui[3] in Figure 1.11. The bubble-type topology describes an
abrupt axisymmetric swelling of the vortex core followed by a chaotic, often helical,
flow structure downstream. Spiral-type breakdown is inherently non-axisymmetric
and consists of a large amplitude helical structure immediately following of the onset
of breakdown. Broadhurst[89] demonstrated spiral mode instability can evolve from
the non-linear growth of helical mode instabilities.
Bubble-type breakdown Spiral-type breakdown
Figure 1.11: Bubble (left) and spiral (right) breakdown[3]
This feature, either bubble or spiral-type, is known to be a generic transformation
of the general flow structure and pervades in the swirling flow of many technological
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applications. It has been an extensively studied topic for the unsteady flow above
slender (delta) wings[88] and shown to be the cause of abrupt changes in aerodynamic
forces and contribute to control difficulties[90]. It has also been known to be an
influential factor in the service-life of vertical fins[65], contributes to the decay of
trailing vortices[91, 92], and has been observed on revolving wings[93] to name a
small set of the aerodynamic applications.
1.3.5 Vortex meandering
Vortex meandering, or wandering, describes random low-frequency motion of the
trailing vortex core from its mean position. This unsteady behavior significantly con-
tributes to measurement errors of the mean velocity profiles in experimental studies.
Devenport et al.[94] proposed a now widely used approach to correct for meandering
in experimental measurements of trailing vortices.
Despite being a well-known unsteady streamwise vortex behavior, a unified ex-
planation of its origins still escapes aerodynamics researchers. A number of possible
sources have been suggested for its origin, but none of them conclusively proven.
Probably the most commonly attributed source is a high sensitivity to background
fluctuations such as those inherent to wind tunnel flows[95], atmospheric turbulence
[94], and wake turbulence[72]. More recently, several authors have proposed Biot-
Savart induction as a potential contributor. For instance, Rokhsaz et al.[96] sug-
gested self-induction as a possible cause while Gursul and Xie[97] proposed induction
of small scale vortices provided by Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the shear layer.
One additional proposed origin are the viscous center mode instabilities of Fabre and
Jacquin[84] briefly introduced in Section 1.3.3.
Contribution to the understanding of this complex and elusive topic is well outside
the scope of this dissertation, but is noteworthy for its implications in the current
work that will become apparent later. While meandering behavior is typically small
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in amplitude, typically around σ = 0.01c, see for instance the measurements in Ref.
[94]. However, they can grow to many times to core diameter [95] far downstream.
One recent study[98] reported meandering amplitudes of to up to σ = 0.085c at only
four chords behind the wing. In all cases, meandering behavior tends to increase
further downstream. External factors such as free stream or wake turbulence can
exacerbate wandering amplitudes. Bailey and Tavoularis[99] reported a more than
tenfold increase in wandering amplitude in the presence of free stream turbulence.
1.4 Research contributions
Although progress has been made to improve the understanding and prediction
of impacts in the application of streamwise-oriented vortex interactions, a number
of issues must still be addressed. In the context of formation flight, an overwhelm-
ing majority of the work consists of steady inviscid analyses for the optimization of
aerodynamic loads. One set of steady RANS computations[54] has emerged in the
last couple of years. Meanwhile, several experimental works[47, 55, 100, 56, 101] and
flight tests[25] suggest that both viscous and unsteady effects can be very important
factors.
The rich dynamics associated with trailing vortices are not well-understood in
the context of tandem wings. Crow (Section 1.3.1) and elliptical (Section 1.3.2)
instabilities in addition to spiral breakdown (Section 1.3.4) may significantly affect
the interaction of an axial vortex with a surface and result in buffeting behavior.
High dynamic loading can reduce the service life of structural components and result
in early airframe failure. Streamwise vortex-surface interactions remain a fertile and
important topic for discovery and understanding.
Experimental analysis to date lacks the ability to provide sufficient temporal or
spatial resolution to fully describe the salient fine-scale three-dimensional features of
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many complex evolving flows. For example, the unsteady Navier-Stokes simulations
by Gordnier and Visbal[2] helped to reveal the complicated and interrelated physics
involved between spiral breakdown and unsteady leading-edge separation for slender
wing vortices impinging on a plate. High-fidelity computational analysis can play a
crucial role in addressing the many unresolved aspects within the broader class of
problems, but sufficiently detailed numerical simulations have been historically lim-
ited by computational cost and complexity required by the problem setup. Therefore,
this dissertation seeks to expand the current knowledge of this topic by providing the
necessary high-fidelity implicit large-eddy simulations capable of elucidating the de-
tailed unsteady fluid physics.
The first aim of this work is to characterize and understand the primary phenom-
ena that appear in perpendicular vortex-wing interactions. This study differs from
the fin-buffet problem in that it explores the interactions of otherwise stable-laminar
vortices with an aerodynamic surface and reveals the unsteady physics directly related
to vortex-surface interaction rather than due to breakdown preceding impingement.
In order to help disentangle the intertwined physics related to fluid-structure interac-
tion, two complimentary and well defined configurations, designed to provide a more
fundamental understanding of the problem, are employed. Due to the basic nature of
this research, the findings of this work extend well to the general class of streamwise
vortex-surface interaction and are not limited to the single application of formation
flight.
Fuel-efficient trends in airframe designs tend to lighter weight structures and high
aspect ratios becoming increasingly prone to aeroelastic behaviors. Unsteady fluid
dynamics can be inherently coupled to the structural dynamics of compliant struc-
tures and is perhaps best portrayed by the fin-buffet problem[62, 1, 61, 2, 68, 67].
Fluctuating loads provided by any manner of unsteady fluid dynamics can excite nat-
ural frequencies of an aerodynamic structure. Bending or pitching oscillations have
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to potential to provide feedback effects to the incident flow[66]. Mutual interaction
between the fluid and structural dynamics has the potential to produce sustained
oscillations and in the worst case lead to catastrophic failure.
Therefore, the second major goal of this dissertation is to explore the influence of
aeroelasticity in streamwise-vortex encounters. Exploration of the structural response
and its subsequent impact on the detailed flow structure will lead to a better under-
standing of the favorable/unfavorable effects of structural compliance in the presence
of swirling flows. This work encompasses the first high fidelity study on aeroelasticity
in perpendicular vortex interactions and reveals a number of important consequences
of wing compliance. Full aeroelastic simulations are presented followed by isolation
of the effects provided by both static and dynamic deformations.
The described analysis necessitates the use of highly advanced numerical tools.
To this end, the extensively validated multi-physics research code Fluid Dynamics
Lab 3D Aeroelastic (FDL3DAE ) was chosen for the current work. This aeroelastic
solver couples a high-order implicit large-eddy simulation (ILES) approach with geo-
metrically non-linear mixed Reissner-Mindlin plate elements. Details of the solution
procedure are provided in Chapter 2.
1.5 General configuration
A generic depiction of the configuration of interest in this work is provided in
Figure 1.12 in order to introduce the general problem. Here, a rectangular flat plate
wing with an aspect-ratio of A = 6 and thickness of t/c = 0.03 operates at a chord-
based Reynolds number of Re = 30, 000 and is oriented at an angle of attack of
αF = 5
◦. This wing, referred to henceforth as the follower wing, is subjected to a
streamwise vortex under different parameters in each chapter.
The streamwise-oriented vortex is generated upstream of the leading-edge with
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its upwash on the inboard side of the wing and downwash on the outboard side.
The lateral and vertical positioning of the vortex generator is measured relative to
the wingtip mid-chord by the parameters ∆y and ∆z, respectively. Two different
approaches are utilized to generate the vortex in this work: (1) a leader wing flying
in close proximity, and (2) a q-vortex[78] imposed at the inflow boundary.
(x,y,z) = (0,0,0)
‘Upwash’ side‘Downwash’ side
(a) Top View
(b) Side View
Lateral, positioning, Δy
Freestream flow, U∞
Incident vortex
Vortex generator
Follower wing
Incident vortex
Vertical offset, Δz
Follower wing
(x,y,z) = (0,0,0)
αF = 5°
Freestream flow, U∞
x
z
x
y
Figure 1.12: General configuration: (a) top view and (b) side view
This particular setup provides a canonical configuration that helps to reduce the
overall number of parameters of a very complex problem, allows for systematic ex-
ploration of the parameter space, and is conducive to providing a better fundamental
understanding of the complex physics associated with streamwise vortex-surface in-
teractions. Several aspects of streamwise vortex-interaction are explored in this dis-
sertation including: lateral and vertical positioning of the streamwise vortex, leader
wing angle of attack, follower wing flexibility, and imposed static and dynamic defor-
mations of the follower wing. Each portion of this work deviates from this baseline
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description to some extent where the specific configuration used for each section is
introduced in the corresponding chapter.
1.6 Document organization
The organization of this document follows the general path of research and dis-
covery shown in Figure 1.13 and described in the following. This work began by
exploring a follower wing subject to a physically generated vortex emanating from a
leader wing flying in close-proximity. Several aspects of the problem were explored
including the lateral positioning and angle of attack of the leader wing and flexibility
of the follower wing. While this analysis provided significant insight to the general
problem, needs for further simplification were identified in order to better isolate
and characterize the unsteady physics. Next, the approach employed in a congruent
work[102, 5] was adopted and the effects of flexibility were explored. Here, the phys-
ical trailing vortex from the leader wing was replaced with a q-vortex imposed at the
inflow boundary in order to remove complicating factors of the tandem wing config-
uration. Significant time-mean bending deformations in addition to small-amplitude
oscillations were observed, but the static (time-mean) component was found to pro-
vide the most significant impact on the unsteady fluid dynamics. This unexpected
finding motivated further research into the effects of vertical positioning on the im-
posed vortex definition as a more rigorous exploration on the effects of vortex-induced
bending. Finally, the effects of dynamic aeroelastic deformations were analyzed by
subjecting the incident vortex to forced bending oscillations on the follower wing in
order to provide understanding of the potential influence of dynamic aeroelasticity
not captured in the passive aeroelastic simulations.
The remaining sections of this dissertation are organized in the following manner:
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Ch. 3: Tandem wings
Leader
Follower
Lateral positioning
Leader angle of attack
Ch. 4: Flexible follower
Garmann & Visbal (2014a, 2015b)
Ch. 5: Imposed vortex — effects of flexibility
q-vortex
Follower wing
Static & dynamic deformations 
 Flexibility influences unsteady physics
Time-mean bending  
dominant
Ch. 6: Effects of vertical positioning
Ch. 7: Effects of forced bending deformations
Positive offset
Direct impingement
Negative offset
Follower wing
Extension of ‘static’ bending
Figure 1.13: Chronological order of research conducted
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Chapter 2 provides details regarding the methodology used for different portions of
this work. Topics include: high-fidelity implicit large-eddy simulation (ILES), geomet-
rically non-linear plate element, and the coupling process between the two procedures.
Chapter 3 presents simulations of rigid flat plate wings in a close formation. The
effect of lateral positioning and strength of the incident vortex are evaluated in this
section. This research provides unique insight into the unsteady behaviors that can
arise and describes where viscous effects are important to aerodynamic loads.
Chapter 4 investigates the effect of follower wing flexibility in close formation. Time-
mean vortex-induced bending can shift interaction away from the intended regime and
provide a notable change to wake evolution immediately behind the follower wing.
Chapter 5 subjects the follower wing to a stronger streamwise vortex isolated from
complicating factors provided by the leader wing. This approach elicits a more pro-
nounced interaction and removes interrelated factors. This section describes the im-
pact of wing compliance on vortex stability and unsteady loading and reveals the ma-
jor influence of flexibility by isolating the effects of static from dynamic deformations.
Chapter 6 demonstrates the impact of vertical positioning on rigid wings and iden-
tifies stablizing and destabilizing operating regimes. The clear upstream influence of
the wing due to adverse pressure gradients is revealed and spiraling undulations are
linked to hydrodynamic instability.
Chapter 7 clarifies dynamic aeroelastic effects using forced bending oscillations to
isolate the dynamic component of flexible wings. The influence on feedback response
and unsteady flow structure are emphasized in this chapter.
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Chapter 8 summarizes the main contributions of this dissertation and provides rec-
ommendations for future work.
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Chapter 2
Methodology
This chapter provides a description and references for the methodology contained
within the in-house aeroelastic solver FDL3DAE. The important details regarding
spatial and temporal discretization are provided for both the fluid and structural
components as well as their coupling procedure. An additional validation test is
presented demonstrating the capability of the fully coupled procedure.
2.1 Fluid Solver
The implicit large-eddy simulation (ILES) approach used for the fluid dynamics
side of FDL3DAE is described first. The governing equations, spatial and temporal
discretization, and implicit filtering are described in the following.
2.1.1 Governing equations
The formulation begins with the three-dimensional, compressible, unsteady Navier-
Stokes equations cast in strong conservation form and transferred from Cartesian co-
ordinates (x, y, z, t) in the physical domain to the computation domain in curvilinear
coordinates (ξ, η, ζ, τ)[103, 104]. The system of equations are non-dimensionalized
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and written in vector form as,
∂
∂τ
(
U
J
)
+
∂FI
∂ξ
+
∂GI
∂η
+
∂HI
∂ζ
=
1
Re
[
∂Fv
∂ξ
+
∂Gv
∂η
+
∂Hv
∂ζ
]
(2.1)
where the vector of conservative variables is given by U = {ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρE}T , J =
∂(ξ, η, ζ, τ)/∂(x, y, z, t) is the transformation Jacobian[105]. The non-dimensional
time is given by τ = ∆tU∞/c where U∞ is the free stream velocity, c is the reference
chord length. Re = ρU∞c/µ is the Reynolds number based on the chord length where
ρ is the fluid density and µ is the dynamic viscosity.
The inviscid flux vectors are given by
FI =
1
J


ρU
ρuU + ξxp
ρvU + ξyp
ρwU + ξzp
(ρE + p)U − ξtp


,GI =
1
J


ρV
ρuV + ηxp
ρvV + ηyp
ρwV + ηzp
(ρE + p)V − ηtp


,HI =
1
J


ρW
ρuW + ζxp
ρvW + ζyp
ρwW + ζzp
(ρE + p)W − ζtp


(2.2)
where
U = ξt + ξxu+ ξyv + ξzw
V = ηt + ηxu+ ηyv + ηzw
W = ζt + ζxu+ ζyv + ζzw
(2.3)
are the contravariant velocities and
E =
T
(γ − 1)M2∞
+
1
2
(u2 + v2 + w2) (2.4)
is the internal energy. Here the quantities u, v, and w are the Cartesian velocity
components, p is pressure, and T is temperature.
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The viscous flux vectors are given by
Fv =
1
J


0
ξxiσi1
ξxiσi2
ξxiσi3
ξxi(ujσij −Θi)


,Gv =
1
J


0
ηxiσi1
ηxiσi2
ηxiσi3
ηxi(ujσij −Θi)


,Hv =
1
J


0
ζxiσi1
ζxiσi2
ζxiσi3
ζxi(ujσij −Θi)


(2.5)
in indicial notation where the stress tensor (σij) and heat flux vector (Θi) are given
by
σij = µ
(
∂ξk
∂xj
∂ui
∂ξk
+
∂ξk
∂xi
∂uj
∂ξk
− 2
3
δij
∂ξl
∂xk
∂uk
∂ξl
)
(2.6)
and
Θi = −
[
1
(γ − 1)M2∞
]( µ
Pr
) ∂ξj
∂xi
∂T
∂ξj
(2.7)
Here M∞ and γ are the freestream Mach number and ratio of specific heats
(γ = 1.4) respectively where M∞ = 0.1 for all cases in this work for an effectively
incompressible flow. Additionally, Stoke’s hypothesis was used for the bulk viscosity
coefficient where λ = −2/3µ. The Prandtl number, Pr, was chosen as a constant
value of Pr = 0.72. Sutherland’s law and the perfect gas law, p = ρT/γM2∞, were
used to close the Navier-Stokes equations. Each of the flow variables are normalized
by the free stream quantities except pressure which is non-dimensionalized by ρ∞U
2
∞
and lengths are scaled by the chord.
2.1.2 Time integration
Time-marching is accommodated using the implicit, approximately factored Beam
and Warming[106] scheme. Shifting to delta form and applying Newton-like sub-
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iterations, this procedure is written for Eq. 2.1 as
[(
1
J
)p+1
+ ψi∆τδ
(2)
ξ
(
∂FpI
∂U
− 1
Re
∂FpI
∂U
)]
Jp+1×
[(
1
J
)p+1
+ ψi∆τδ
(2)
ξ
(
∂GpI
∂U
− 1
Re
∂GpI
∂U
)]
Jp+1×
[(
1
J
)p+1
+ ψi∆τδ
(2)
ξ
(
∂HpI
∂U
− 1
Re
∂HpI
∂U
)]
Jp+1×
= −ψi∆τ
[(
1
J
)p+1
(1 + ψ) Up − (1 + 2φ) Un + φUn−1
∆τ
+ UpI
(
1
J
)p
τ
+
δξ
(
FpI −
1
Re
Fpv
)
+ δη
(
GpI −
1
Re
Gpv
)
+ δζ
(
HpI −
1
Re
Hpv
)]
(2.8)
where ∂/∂U are flux Jacobians, δ denotes spatial differentiation in the coordinate
direction of the respective subscript, ψi = 1/(1 + ψ) and ψ = 1/2 gives second-order
temporal accuracy. The quantity ∆U = Up+1 −Up permits the sub-iteration proce-
dure where Up represents the pth approximation of Un+1. On the first sub-iteration,
p = 1 and Up = Un. Equation 2.8 is iterated within a time step where Up goes to
Un+1 as p goes to∞. This approach removes errors associated with factorization and
linearization of Eqn. 2.1 as well as the explicit application of boundary conditions and
preserves 2nd-order temporal accuracy. The sub-iteration procedure also provides a
significant benefit for coupling with the structure solver as will be described later in
Section 2.3.
Stability for the solution of Eq. 2.8 is enhanced using non-linear artificial dissipa-
tion terms described in Refs. [107] and [108] on the implicit side. The computational
efficiency of the implicitly factored approach is further improved using the diagonal-
ization methods of Pulliam and Chausee[109].
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2.1.3 Spatial discretization
Spatial discretization of the governing equations is accomplished using the high-
order compact finite differencing formulation of Lele[110] and follows the specific
approach described in Refs. [111, 112]. Up to 6th-order spatial derivatives along a
coordinate line in the computational domain can be obtained by solving the tridiag-
onal system
αφ′i−1 + φ
′
i + αφ
′
i+1 = b
φi+2 − φi−2
4
+ a
φi+1 − φi−1
2
(2.9)
where φ is any scalar quantity and φi is its spatial derivative. The constants a,b, and
α are found using Taylor series expansion of Eq. 2.9 and elimination of the leading
truncation error terms for a specified order of accuracy. Values of α = 1/3, a = 14/9,
and b = 1/9 give the five-point, sixth-order compact scheme used for the interior
points of the computational domain.
Points near boundaries require the application of one-sided terms to retain a tridi-
agonal form. Spatial derivatives at the first and last points in a coordinate line are
determined using
φ′1 + α1φ
′
2 = a1φ1 + b1φ2 + c1φ3 + d1φ4 + e1φ5 (2.10)
where α1 = 3, a1 = −17/2, b1 = 3/2, c1 = 3/2, d1 = −1/6, and e1 = 0 provide
a 5-point fourth-order approximation at the 1st and Nth points. Similarly, the first
point off each boundary is determined from
α2φ
′
1 + φ
′
2 + α2φ
′
3 = a2φ1 + b2φ2 + c2φ3 + d2φ4 + e2φ5 (2.11)
where α2 = 3/14, a2 = −19/28, b2 = −5/42, c2 = 6/7, d2 = −1/14 and e2 = 1/84
gives a 5-point, 5th-order solution for points 2 and N − 1.
Inviscid flux derivatives are obtained by solving for the flux values at each cor-
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responding point and solving the tridiagonal system described above. Viscous fluxes
are bit more involved. First, derivatives of primitive values are obtained using the
approach above. Components of the viscous flux vectors are then computed using
these values and flux derivatives are then obtained by a second application of the
compact scheme.
2.1.4 Low-pass spatial filtering and implicit large-eddy sim-
ulation
The compact discretization described in Section 2.1.3 is a centered scheme. As
such, it is not inherently dissipative and can become susceptible to numerical insta-
bility provided by the growth of high-frequency modes. In order to suppress the un-
restricted growth of the spurious components of the solution, a Padé-type high-order
low-pass filtering technique[111, 113] is applied in the spatial domain. This approach
facilitates numerical stability without adversely degrading the accuracy of the origi-
nal compact discretization by restricting the applied dissipation to high wave-number
content not well-resolved by the underlying spatial discretization.
Given a generic scalar value, φ, the filter template for interior stencil points is
given by
αf φ̂i−1 + φ̂+ αf φ̂i+1 =
N∑
m=0
am
2
(φi+m + φi−m) (2.12)
where φ̂ are the filtered versions of the input quantity, am are coefficients for the
specified scheme, and αf is a free parameter. A proper choice of coefficients provides
a 2Nth-order formula on a 2N + 1 point stencil. Specific values for these coefficients
can be found in Ref. [114]. The filter is applied to the conserved variables along each
transformed coordinate direction once after each time step or sub-iteration. An 8th-
order filter is used for the interior points in the present work. Near the boundaries
of coordinate lines, one-sided formulations are needed due to the larger stencil of the
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filter scheme. This approach, which retains the tridiagonal form, is described in Ref.
[114] along with the appropriate coefficients.
An important aspect of this formulation is that the form of the Navier-Stokes
equations in Eq. 2.1 is left unfiltered and used to solve laminar, transitional, and tur-
bulent flow regions without change. This is accomplished using an implicit large-eddy
simulation (ILES) procedure. The ILES procedure makes use of the high-order low-
pass Padé-type filter, described above, in place of the sub grid scale (SGS) and heat
flux terms normally used in large-eddy simulations. For transitional and turbulent
flows, the high-order spatial discretization in conjunction with high-order filtering
provide an effective implicit LES approach in place of traditional SGS models. This
has been well demonstrated in Refs. [115], [116] and more recently in [117]. Mathew
et al.[118] has provided reinterpretation of the ILES approach in the context of an
Approximate Deconvolution Model[119]. As the grid resolution increases or Reynolds
number decreases, the ILES approach is effectively direct numerical simulation (DNS).
2.2 Structural Dynamics Solver
The sections contained here describe the methodology pertaining to the struc-
tural dynamics component of FDL3DAE. The specific geometrically non-linear plate
element formulation, finite element discretization, and time-integration techniques
utilized are discussed in the following.
2.2.1 Geometrically non-linear mixed Reisner-Mindlin plate
element
The structural portion of the aeroelastic simulations is handled using a nonlinear
mixed Reissner-Mindlin plate element[120]. This theory differs from Kirchoff plate
theory in that the fibers normal to the mid-plane remain straight, but do not neces-
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sarily remain normal to the deformed mid-plane. Second, the same fibers are not per-
mitted to extend (or contract). These conditions are known as Mindlin’s hypothesis
or the director inextensibility condition in the literature. These assumptions permit
transverse shear deformation effects and allow the model to represent both thick and
thin plates. Reissner-Mindlin formulations are attractive due to their simplicity and
versatility for a large range of plate thicknesses[121].
Consider a plate with mid-plane denoted by Ω and a constant thickness of h. The
description of this plate below follows the derivations presented in both Refs. [120]
and [122] where the method originated. These works contain some of the finer details
excluded here. Mindlin’s hypothesis typically limits Reissner-Mindlin theory to small
strains unless large displacements/displacement gradients are accounted for using a
rotation tensor in the kinematical description. This is accommodated through
u = û + z(R− I)n̂ (2.13)
where u = {u, v, w}T and û = {û, v̂, ŵ}T are the vectors of general and mid-plane
displacements respectively in the Cartesian (x,y,z) co-ordinate system, I is the iden-
tity tensor, n̂ is a unit vector pointing in the direction normal to the mid-plane
(z-direction), and R is a proper orthogonal rotation tensor defined by the Rodrigues
formula given in exponential form[123] as
R = I + S(Λ) +
S(Λ)2
2
+
S(Λ)3
6
+ ... (2.14)
where S(Λ) is defined as
S(Λ) =


0 0 θ
0 0 ψ
−θ −ψ 0


(2.15)
The values of ψ and θ are rotations of fibers orthogonal to the mid-plane. Truncating
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Eq. 2.14 to the first three non-identity terms and substituting into Eqn. 2.13 results
in the three term approximation to the displacement vector
u = û + z
(
S(Λ) +
S(Λ)2
2
+
S(Λ)3
6
)
n (2.16)
expressed in component form by
u = û+ z(θ − 1
6
(θ3 + θψ2)), (2.17)
v = v̂ + z(ψ − 1
6
(θ2ψ + ψ3)), (2.18)
w = ŵ − 1
2
z(θ2 + ψ2), (2.19)
A mixed element approach is employed for the energy functional used in the varia-
tional statement. The principal of minimum potential energy is applied for the bend-
ing and membrane energy terms. The Hellinger-Reissner variational principle[124]
describes the shear energy term. The resulting functional, including viscous struc-
tural damping (cu̇), nonconservative surface traction (Φ), body forces (b), and con-
centrated point loads (F) is given as
Π (u,Q) =
∫
Ω
(
1
2
εTN + 1
2
κTM− 1
2
QTC−1s Q+
γTQ− ûTb− uTΦ−DTF + ûThc ˙̂u + ΛT ch3
12
Λ̇
)
dΩ
(2.20)
where the vector Λ = {θ, ψ, 0}T , and D are the displacements. Bending, membrane
and shear stress resultant vectors are represented by
M =


∫ h/2
−h/2 σxxzdz
∫ h/2
−h/2 σyyzdz
∫ h/2
−h/2 σxyzdz


, N =


∫ h/2
−h/2 σxxdz
∫ h/2
−h/2 σyydz
∫ h/2
−h/2 σxydz


, Q =


∫ h/2
−h/2 σxzdz
∫ h/2
−h/2 σyzdz

 (2.21)
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respectively. The components from σ pertain to the second Piola-Kerchoff stress
tensor. The vectors ε, κ, and γ correspond, respectively, to the bending, membrane,
and shear strains and are determined using the full Green-Lagrange strain tensor.
Only linear elastic and isotropic materials are used in the current work. Therefore,
the stress resultants are linearly related to the strain vectors by
M =
h3
12
Eκ, N = hEε, Q = Csγ (2.22)
and the matrices E and Cs are given by
E =
E
1− ν


1 ν 0
ν 1 0
0 0 1
2
(1− ν)


, Cs = khG


1 0
0 1

 (2.23)
Here, E is the Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, and G is the shear modulus.
The value for k is set at 5/6 for isotropic plates. The mixed functional in Eq. 2.20
results in both displacement and force terms as field variables which provide extra
degrees of freedom to be discretized in the finite element formulation.
Applying Hamilton’s principle to Eq. 2.20 results in
∫ t1
t0
[∫
Ω
(
ρshδu
T
müm + ρsh
3/12δΛT Λ̈ + δεTN + δκTM− δQTC−1s Q + δQTγT + δγTQ
)
dΩ
]
dt =
∫ t1
t0
[∫
Ω
(
hδuTmb + δu
T
mΦ + zδΛ
TΦ− δuTmhcu̇m − δΛT ch
3
12
Λ̇
)
dΩ + δDTF
]
dt
(2.24)
where ρs is the density of the structure. This variational statement is the end goal of
this section and will be used to provide finite element discretization next.
2.2.2 Finite element discretization
The variational statement in Eq. 2.24 now must be discretized for application
in a finite element model. Here, a mixed approach is applied where the degrees of
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freedom provided by the shear stress resultants are interpolated in a manner different
from the displacement and rotations. Given dû, dΛ, and q are the degree of freedom
vectors for displacement, rotation, and shear, respectively of the discretized system,
the interpolation scheme for each can be written as
û = N ûdû, Λ = NΛdΛ, Q = N sq (2.25)
where N û, NΛ, and N s are the shape function matrices. The strain are related to
displacements through
ε = Bmd, δε = Bmδd, (2.26a)
κ = Bbd, δκ = Bbδd, (2.26b)
γ = Bsd, δγ = Bsδd, (2.26c)
where the new degree of freedom vector is defined as d = {dû,dΛ}T . The correspond-
ing shape function matrix is
H =


N û 0
0 N s

 (2.27)
Substituting the above relations into Eq. 2.24 and assuming δd and δq are arbi-
trary provides the residual equations of motion
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R1 =
∫
Ω̂
HTG1HdΩ̂
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mass matrix
d̈ +
∫
Ω̂
HTG2HdΩ̂
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Damping matrix
ḋ
+
∫
Ω̂
BTmNdΩe +
∫
Ω̂
BTbMdΩ̂ +
∫
Ω̂
BTsQdΩ̂
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Internal loads
−
∫
Ωe
HTG3bdΩe −
∫
Ω̂
HTG4Φ2dΩ̂−
n∑
i=1
fi
︸ ︷︷ ︸
External loads
= 0
(2.28)
R2 = −
∫
Ω̂
NTsC
−1
s N sdΩ̂q +
∫
Ω̂
NTsBsdΩ̂d
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Internal loads
= 0 (2.29)
Φ2 is an auxiliary traction vector defined by Φ2 = {Φ,Φx,Φy}T . The arrays fi are
the externally applied point loads located at element nodes. The various G matrices
are defined by
G1 =


ρshI3 0
0 ρsh
3
12
I2

 G2 =


hcI3 0
0 ch
3
12
I2


G3 =


hI3 0
0 0

 G4 =


I3 0
0 C1I2


(2.30)
The value of C1 in G4 is replaced with either +h/2 or −h/2 depending on whether
the specific traction load is acting on the top or bottom surface of the plate. I2 and
I3 are 2× 2 and 3× 3 identity matrices respectively.
The element described is a quadrilateral element and therefore has four nodes.
Conformal mapping is used to transfer between the real domain (x, y) and the ref-
erence domain (ξ, η). The coordinate transformation is accomplished using bi-linear
shape functions through
X =
4∑
i=1
Nixi (2.31)
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where X = {x, y} and xi = {xi, yi}. The Ni bilinear shape functions are defined by
Ni =
1
4
(1 + ξiξ)(1 + ηiη) (2.32)
The element formulation in FDL3DAE allows for polynomial refinement (p-refinement)
of the finite element interpolations. As such, higher-order polynomial interpolation
is available based on the hierarchical set of shape functions described by Szabó and
Babŭska [125]. The higher order polynomials were not applied in this work and
description of them is therefore left in Ref. [120].
The mixed element formulation must also handle the shear stress resultants intro-
duced to the energy functional by the application of the Hellinger-Reissner principle.
These additional degrees of freedom are independent from the displacements and ro-
tations. Products of the normalized Legendre polynomials are used to interpolate the
degrees of freedom produced by the extra term. Here N s is further specified as
N s =


B 0
0 B

 (2.33)
andB contains products of the normalized Legendre polynomials, ln(ξ) =
√
n+ 1/2Ln(ξ),
where B = {l0(ξ)l0(ξ), l1(ξ)l0(η), l0(ξ)l1(η), l1(ξ)l1(η)}.
The structural element used in this dissertation has been well tested for numerous
canonical test cases in Refs. [120] and [122] and shown to perform exceptionally well
compared to the well-tested to the geometrically non-linear ANSYS SHELL181 ele-
ment. The methodology described above is quite suitable to model the large induced
deformations provided by streamwise vortex interactions.
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2.2.3 Time integration
The time-integration scheme for the finite element model is now introduced. Be-
cause of the geometric non-linearity introduced by Eq. 2.17, solution of the residual
equations of motion provided by Eqs. 2.28 and 2.29 will require an iterative procedure.
The formulation provided in this section follows loosely that described in the recent
non-linear FEA book by Borst[126]. The equations of motion can be generalized to
Rt+∆t = rt+∆t +M ät+∆t +Cȧt+∆t = 0 (2.34)
where a = {dû,dΛ,q}T is a vector of all degrees of freedom, rt+∆t = rt+∆text − rtint is
the static out-of-balance force vector and R is the dynamic residual force vector.
The internal and external load vectors are more specifically defined as
rint =


∫
Ω̂
BTmNdΩ̂
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Membrane
+
∫
Ω̂
BTbMdΩ̂
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bending
+
∫
Ω̂
BTsQdΩ̂
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Shear
−
∫
Ω̂
NTsC
−1
s N sdΩ̂q +
∫
Ω̂
NTsBsdΩ̂d

 (2.35)
rext =


∫
Ωe
HTG3bdΩe
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Body loads
−
∫
Ω̂
HTG4Φ2dΩ̂
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Traction loads
−
n∑
i=1
fi
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Point loads
0


(2.36)
where the appropriate terms have been extracted from Eqs. 2.28 and 2.29. Similarly,
the mass and damping matrices are extracted from the residual equations of motion
and given as
M =


∫
Ω̂
HTG1HdΩ̂ 0
0 0

 (2.37)
C =


∫
Ω̂
HTG2HdΩ̂ 0
0 0

 (2.38)
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Temporal integration is accommodated through the discretization of time deriva-
tive terms ȧ and ä. Many different techniques can be applied to these terms such
as the Newmark schemes or Hilber-Hughes-Taylor (HHT) method [127]. Here, the
Newmark average-acceleration technique is applied which provides an implicit, un-
conditionally stable, 2nd-order time integration scheme. The formal order of accuracy
of the time-marching scheme is the same is that used for the fluid dynamics solutions
as described in Section 2.1.2. This approach requires ȧt+∆t and at+∆t to be written
as
ȧt+∆t = ȧt +
∆t
2
(
ät + ät+∆t
)
(2.39)
at+∆t = at +
∆t
2
(
ȧt + ȧt+∆t
)
(2.40)
Solving for ät+∆t and ȧt+∆t in the above equations and substituting into Eq. 2.34
reduces Rt+∆t to a function of only rt+∆tint and a
t+∆t as unknowns. Because rt+∆tint
is a function of at+∆t, Rt+∆t is nonlinear. The residual equations of motion can be
linearized through a truncated Taylor series expansion of the internal force vector,
rt+∆tint = r
t
int +
∂rint
∂a
∣∣∣∣
n
(
at+∆t − at
)
= rint +K
t
0∆a (2.41)
where Kt0 is a static tangent stiffness matrix evaluated at time level t and ∆a is the
displacement increment.
Solving Eqs. 2.39 and 2.40 for ät+∆t and ȧt+∆t, respectively gives
ät+∆t =
4
∆t2
∆a− 2
∆t
ȧt − ät (2.42)
ȧt+∆t =
2
∆t
∆a− ȧt (2.43)
Substituting these along with Eq. 2.41 into Eq. 2.34 reduces the system of equations
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to
Kteff∆a = ∆reff (2.44)
where Kteff = K
t
0 +
4
∆t2
M + 2
∆t
C and
∆reff = r
t+∆t
ext − rtint +M
(
4
∆t2
ȧt + ät
)
+ ȧt (2.45)
Once Eq. 2.44 is solved for ∆a, at+∆t = at+∆a can be updated followed by ȧt+∆t and
ät+∆t through Eqs. 2.39 and 2.40. In general, this process would lead to a non-zero
residual Rt+∆t due to the linearization applied in Eq. 2.41. This is alleviated through
a predictor-corrector algorithm. The above steps encompass the ‘predictor’ portion
of the solution procedure. The Newton-Raphson corrector step is described next.
Consider a truncated Taylor series expansion applied to rt+∆t:
rt+∆ti+1 = r
t+∆t
i +
∂r
∂a
δat+∆t = rt+∆ti +K
t+∆t
0 ∂a
t+∆t (2.46)
where i is the index of iteration. Next, from Eq. 2.39
δȧt+∆t =
2
∆t
δat+∆t (2.47)
and then from Eq. 2.40
δät+∆t =
4
∆t2
δat+∆t (2.48)
Substituting the last three equations into Eq. 2.34 yields
rt+∆ti+1 = r
t+∆t
i +K
t+∆t
eff δa
t+∆t (2.49)
where the form of Kt+∆teff is the same as K
t
eff described above. The ‘correct’ solution
can be approached by assuming rt+∆ti+1 = 0 when r
t+∆t
i 6= 0. This results in a linear
system of equations that can be easily solved in an iterative fashion until sufficient
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convergence:
−Kt+∆teff δat+∆t = rt+∆ti (2.50)
This process requires the solution of two different linear systems of equations in Eq.
2.44 and Eq. 2.50 which are accomplished using the open-source parallel sparse multi
frontal solver MUMPS.
2.3 Aerodynamic and structural coupling
A key part of any aeroelastic computation is an accurate coupling between the fluid
and structural components of the model. Aerodynamic forces are passed from the fluid
mesh to the structural model while displacements are returned from the structural
solver and imposed on the fluid grid. Because the structural and fluid meshes may
not necessarily coincide, interpolation between the two is necessary. In the present
work, interpolation is accomplished using the finite element shape functions providing
a conservative approach.
Loose temporal coupling between the aerodynamic and structural models can
adversely affect solution integrity[128]. In order to eliminate this time lag, the two
physics models are implicitly coupled through the sub-iteration procedure described
in Section 2.1.2. Surface forces and structural displacements are interchanged at
each sub-iteration where the grid is adjusted to the new deformations. This process
completely synchronizes both models in time and preserves second order temporal
accuracy for both. Furthermore, factorization and linearization errors are eliminated
by the global sub-iteration strategy.
The aerodynamic mesh must be capable of deforming with the structure. A simple
algebraic method presented in Ref.[129] is used to deform the aerodynamic mesh in
accordance with the structural deformation. Grid velocities are determined using
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second order temporal differencing of the position vector
∂xn+1
∂t
=
3xn+1 − 4xn + xn−1
2∆t
(2.51)
where x = {x, y, z}T .
The coupled solution procedure has been shown to compare well with experimental
data for flexible delta wings[122] and membrane airfoils[130] and quite suitable for a
range of practical problems. To further support confidence in the methodology chosen
for this work, one additional validation test case is presented in the next section.
2.3.1 Verification: vortex-induced oscillations of a flexible
structure
The topology for this simulation consists of a square bluff body and a rectangular
beam in its wake as shown in Fig. 2.1(a) where the thin rectangular section serves
as a highly flexible structure. This geometry is subjected to freestream flow at a
0◦ angle of attack. Vortices shed from the body induce periodic deformations of
the flexible structure as demonstrated in Fig. 2.1(c). Fluid-structure interactions of
vortex induced shedding in the wake of a bluff body have been previously presented
by Wall and Ramm[131] in which nine-node plane-stress elements were coupled with
an incompressible Navier-Stokes solver.
An overset grid is applied for the fluid portion of the present computation and is
comprised of a patchwork of six grid regions as shown in Fig. 2.1(b) where a 5-point
coincident overlap is supplied between grid blocks. No-slip conditions are imposed at
the solid surfaces where velocities are determined by the grid motion and freestream
conditions are applied at the farfield located 100 chords away from the body. The
structural grid consists of sixty geometrically non-linear mixed Reisner-Mindlin plate
elements along the length of the flexible structure. The structural nodes located at
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the structure base are constrained in all degrees of freedom to model a cantilever
beam. Physical dimensions and material/fluid properties are presented in Fig. 2.1(a)
and Table 2.1 respectively. The physical dimensions are non-dimensionalized for the
fluid solver using the length of the flexible structure, Lref = 0.04 (m), resulting in a
Reynolds number of ReL = 1330 or ReD = 332 based on the bluff body diameter.
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Figure 2.1: Test case for vortex-induced oscillations of a flexible structure in the
wake of a bluff body. Frame (a) shows the configuration where dimensions are given
in meters, (b) demonstrates the overset grid topology used and (c) portrays a contour
plot of the instantaneous pressure coefficient near maximum displacement.
Table 2.1: Dimensional fluid and structure properties for the bluff body test case
Structure properties Fluid properties
Young’s modulus, E 0.25 (MPa) Freestream velocity, U∞ 0.513 (m/s)
Material density, ρs 100 (kg/m
3) Fluid density, ρf 1.18 (kg/m
3)
Poisson’s ratio, ν 0.35 Viscosity, µ 1.82× 10−5 (Pa · s)
Fluid-structure interaction simulations are initiated from a previously computed
solution using a rigid structure and allowed to evolve for a dimensional time of t = 5
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(s) using a non-dimensional time step of ∆tU∞/Lref = 5 × 10−4. Deformations for
the center and tip of the structure are shown in Fig. 2.2(a) for the full computational
time. Here, a periodic state appears as early as two seconds. Deformations of the
structure tip from two cycles are compared with those presented in Ref. [131] in Fig.
2.2 after deformations reach a periodic state. Both cases show favorable comparison
of deformations.
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Figure 2.2: Deformations of the beam are shown for (a) the first five seconds of
the computational solution and (b) comparison between tip deflections with reported
values.
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Chapter 3
Vortex interaction between rigid
wings in close proximity
The current chapter analyzes the streamwise vortex interaction in the context of a
formation-like configuration. In this case, the impinging flow is physically generated
upstream by a leader wing. The emphasis of this section is to explore and characterize
the viscous and unsteady mechanisms that may occur in such a configuration as
well as their impact on aerodynamic forces. To this end, the setup utilizes simple
rectangular geometries in order to reduce the number of parameters of an otherwise
complex problem. Several lateral positions and angles of attack of the leader wing are
evaluated in order to modify vortex position and strength elucidating their impact
on the resulting flow fields.
As previously described in Chapter 1, wake-interaction studies have been almost
exclusively limited to inviscid analysis while the exploration of unsteady physics in the
context of vortex-fin interaction has focused solely on the response of an aerodynamic
surface to breakdown unrelated to impingement. The present configuration subjects
an aerodynamic surface to a physical streamwise vortex that is otherwise stable absent
interaction with the follower wing.
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The work presented in this chapter is important to the scope of this dissertation
for several reasons. Several unsteady behaviors are identified and characterized. Each
of the features discussed appear to arise as a direct consequence of vortex/surface in-
teraction. Further investigation is warranted to clarify their origin and influence on
unsteady loading. The impact of viscous interaction is elucidated and its importance
clarified. To date, unsteady viscous effects have been largely neglected in the context
of formation flight. These findings provide critical insight and direction to following
studies regarding streamwise-oriented vortex interactions. The following sections de-
scribe the problem setup and some of the results from this work. Two parameters
are explored in this chapter including the lateral wing spacing and leader-wing angle
of attack.
3.1 Problem setup
Figure 3.1 depicts the problem configuration in which the streamwise-oriented
vortex interaction is provided by the trailing vortex of a leader wing placed upstream
of a follower wing. This setup permits a significant level of control for the current
problem. The positioning of the incident vortex can be modified by changing the
location of the leader wing while the size and strength can be adjusted by varying
the leader wing angle of attack.
Both wings are identical and consist of a rectangular cross-section and planform
with squared-off corners, aspect-ratio A = b/c of 6, uniform thickness of t/c = 0.03
and operate at a Reynolds number of Re = 30, 000. Angle of attack for both the
leader and follower wings are described by αL and αF respectively where αF = 5
◦
for all cases in this dissertation. This particular choice of Reynolds number and
angle of attack were chosen in order to study streamwise vortex interaction with a
transitional/turbulent separated flow. Both αL = 5
◦ and 8◦ leader wing angles of
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attack are explored in this chapter.
The trailing vortex position is controlled using the spacing parameters of ∆x and
∆y in Figure 3.1(a) and ∆z in Figure 3.1(b) which describe the longitudinal, lateral,
and vertical spacing between the two wings, respectively. All cases explored in this
section use ∆x/c = 5 and ∆z/c = 0 while the spacing parameter of ∆y varies from
−0.15c to 0.30c where a positive value corresponds with a spanwise overlap of the
two wingtips.
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Figure 3.1: Configuration for problem setup; (a) shows a top view and (b) portrays
a side view.
This configuration represents one example of the more generic problem of a stream-
wise vortex impinging upon an aerodynamic surface. The trailing vortices for both
αL = 5
◦ and 8◦ leader wings do not breakdown absent interaction with the follower
wing. Rather, the otherwise stable, free vortex is subject to instabilities or breakdown
imposed as a direct consequence of interaction with the follower wing.
3.2 Numerical considerations
Due to the presence of multiple wing bodies, a nested grid configuration efficiently
discretizes the computational domain. This topology, which is demonstrated in Figure
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3.2, consists of 19 total grids in order to properly model the detailed fluid physics
near each body and preserve the trailing vortex emanating from the leader wing.
The first set of blocks consists of a series of nearfield grids which wrap around each
wing (red) and are designed to resolve the transitional and turbulent nearfield flow
structure. These near-wing grid systems are composed of leading-edge, trailing-edge,
upper, lower and two tip grid regions. The described multiple grid configuration is
applied in order to accommodate high-order stencils at the squared-off corners of the
flat plate wing and includes a four-point coincident overlap between adjacent grids
eliminating the need for high-order interpolation within this set. The leader wing
group differs from the follower wing system only in the fact that half the grid points
in the spanwise direction are replaced by a symmetry plane.
A second set of blocks serves to connect the regions between the nearfield grids.
This group, shown in Figure 3.2, consists of two intermediate meshes (yellow) and a
vortex mesh (gray). The intermediate grids are constructed using the distributions
from each of the nearfield systems and are coarsened to roughly 2/3 the number
of points in each coordinate direction. The vortex mesh maintains the fine spac-
ing of the nearfield groups in order to preserve the trailing vortex as it travels be-
tween the two bodies. Communication between these grids and the nearfield systems
is non-coincident and therefore Chimera overset[132] methodology with high-order
interpolation[133] is employed. Finally, the nearfield and intermediate blocks are
wrapped in a coarsened farfield group (blue) that rapidly stretches to the outer bound-
aries located at 20-100 chord lengths from the wing surfaces. Grid point clustering
is maintained in the farfield blocks in order to minimize volume ratios in the overlap
regions. The final mesh utilized in the present simulations consisted of over 85 million
grid points and was decomposed into a total of 944 sub-blocks for parallel processing.
Details of mesh dimensions are provided in Section 3.3.
Boundary conditions for the described grid system are applied in the following
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Figure 3.2: Overset multi-wing grid system used; (a) shows a top-view of the full
grid system and (b) portrays a sideview.
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manner. The wing surfaces employ a no slip condition where surface velocities are
imposed at the corresponding boundary points. In addition, third-order adiabatic
(∂T/∂n = 0) and zero normal pressure gradient (∂P/∂n = 0) conditions are enforced.
Freestream conditions are imposed at the inlet, pressure, and suction-side farfield
boundaries. This condition is applied in a manner similar to the approach provided
in Ref. [134]. The high-order, low-pass filter is used in conjunction with rapidly
stretching the mesh outside of the region of interest. This serves as a buffer for
spurious reflections. Energy not supported as the mesh expands is reflected in the
form of high-frequency modes which are eliminated by the highly discriminating filter.
Simple extrapolation of all variables is employed on the outflow and side farfield
boundaries.
Each of the following computations were initially run for τ = 25 non-dimensional
times allowing for the elimination of startup transients and the propagation of the
trailing vortex past the follower wing. The simulations were then run for an additional
τ = 10 allowing for the collection of time-mean and statistical data. Each of the
simulations presented utilizes a non dimensional time step of ∆τ = 0.0001 in order
to provide sufficient temporal resolution for the fine-scale flow structure.
3.3 Effect of grid resolution
To evaluate the influence of grid resolution on the solutions obtained, computa-
tions were performed on several grids for a spanwise wingtip overlap of ∆y/c = 0.30.
Meshes were constructed from the baseline topology described in the previous section
including two coarsened grids and one refined. Relevant dimensions of each system are
provided in Table 3.1 where δzs/c is the surface normal spacing, δxs,max/c is maximum
streamwise surface spacing, and δys,max/c is the maximum spanwise surface spacing.
Table 3.2 provides the time-mean drag, lift, and quarter-chord pitching moment co-
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Table 3.1: Grid refinement details.
Nominal spacing
Grid Num. points δzs/c δxs,max/c δys,max/c
Coarser 28, 969, 019 1.59× 10−4 1.59× 10−2 3.18× 10−2
Coarse 57, 056, 825 1.26× 10−4 1.26× 10−2 2.52× 10−2
Medium 85, 178, 439 1.10× 10−4 1.10× 10−2 2.20× 10−2
Fine 113, 916, 695 1.00× 10−4 1.00× 10−2 2.00× 10−2
Table 3.2: Leader wing time-mean loads.
Time-mean loads
Grid CD CL CMy
Coarser 0.0812 0.497 0.087
Coarse 0.0787 0.458 0.107
Medium 0.0779 0.446 0.111
Fine 0.0777 0.442 0.112
efficients (CD, CL, CMyrespectively) for the leader wing which change by less than
1% between the two finest meshes. Convergence of these integrated quantities with
increasing resolution provides reasonable confidence that the present computations
are grid independent.
The effect of grid resolution on the trailing vortex is illustrated in Figures 3.3(a)
and (b) which plot streamwise and tangential velocity profiles across the vortex core
respectively. As with the integrated time-mean loads, an excellent collapse of the
time-averaged velocity profiles is observed for the two finest grids. This demonstrates
the trailing vortex is well-resolved as it develops from the leader wing and preserved
as it propagates towards the follower wing. The time-mean flow structure of the
streamwise vortex encounter on the follower wing for the four grids is shown in Figure
3.4 using an iso-surface of Q-criterion[135] colored by streamwise vorticity. Q-criterion
is defined by the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor where a positive value
indicates that rotation dominates strain and shear. Minimal differences in the general
flow structure occur with grid refinement and the same basic behavior is captured at
the vortex encounter for all four cases. The bulk portion of the incident vortex travels
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across the suction surface and small time-mean structures emitted from the wingtip
leading-edge (inset) are well preserved. Due to the minimal differences between the
two finest meshes for all quantities investigated, the medium resolution grid was
chosen for all subsequent computations.
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Figure 3.3: Effects of grid resolution; (a) time-mean streamwise velocity and (b)
time-mean streamwise velocity across the vortex core at several streamwise locations.
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Figure 3.4: Effects of grid resolution on the flow structure of a vortex encounter
using time-mean Q-criterion iso-surfaces for ∆y/c = 0.30 (Q = 2).
3.4 Effect of lateral spacing
The goal of this section is to survey several lateral positions of a trailing vortex
incident on a finite-aspect-ratio wing and develop an understanding of the flow struc-
ture and loading that results from the vortex encounter. This exploration will produce
a better understanding of the flow structure and potential sources of unsteadiness.
Several cases are compared to a single wing with values for the lateral spacing ranging
from ∆y/c = 0.30 to −0.15 and shown in Figure 3.5.
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Follower wing
Δy/c = 0.30, ‘Inboard vortex’
Δy/c = 0.15, ‘Tip-aligned vortex’
Δy/c = 0.00, ‘Outboard vortex’
Figure 3.5: Lateral positions between leader and follower wings.
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Because the trailing vortex tends to shift inboard of the wingtip during the rollup
process, see for instance Ramaprian and Zheng[136], its position when it encounters
the follower wing does not necessarily coincide directly with the lateral spacing. In
order to better describe the vortex positioning relative to the follower wing, the
location of maximum vorticity in the axial vortex was measured one chord upstream
from the follower wing leading-edge and recorded in Table 3.3. Here, it should be
noted that the vortex position is outboard for ∆y/c = −0.15 and 0.00, incident close
to the wingtip for ∆y/c = 0.15, and inboard for ∆y/c = 0.30 as portrayed in Figure
3.5. In the cases of the incident vortex traveling outboard of the follower wing’s
tip, as occurs for ∆y/c = −0.15 and 0, the inherent behavior is qualitatively similar
although more pronounced for ∆y/c = 0. Therefore, the ‘outboard’ regime will be
represented by only the ∆y/c = 0 case for brevity. While the parameter ∆y/c refers
to the relative lateral positioning between the leader and follower wingtips, more
descriptive names for each case are used interchangeably throughout this article.
These are based on the actual lateral position of the incident vortex when it reaches
the follower wing, shown in Figure 3.5 and described by inboard, tip-aligned, and
outboard, for the ∆y/c = 0.30, 0.15, and 0 cases respectively.
Table 3.3: Incident vortex positioning at x/c = −1.0 upstream of follower wing
leading-edge.
Vortex position ∆y/c = −0.15 ∆y/c = 0.00 ∆y/c = 0.15 ∆y/c = 0.30
∆yv/c -0.273 -0.114 0.025 0.185
∆zv/c 0.033 0.045 0.048 0.042
3.4.1 Time-mean flow structure
A general view of the flow structure involved in the interaction of the incident
vortex on a follower wing is portrayed by an iso-surface of time-mean Q-criterion[135]
depicted in Figure 3.6. Q-criterion is defined by the second invariant of the velocity
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gradient tensor where a positive value indicates that rotation dominates strain and
shear. The flow structure of a single wing is provided for reference in Figure 3.6(a).
When the incident vortex is placed outboard, as in ∆y/c = 0, mutual induction of the
closely positioned follower tip and incident vortices results in an upward and inboard
deflection of both features as shown in Figure 3.6(b). A small lateral shift to a tip-
aligned position of ∆y/c = 0.15 produces a different interaction between the incident
and tip vortices. Figure 3.6(c) shows that the time-mean incident vortex wraps around
the tip vortex as it passes over the wing and both are deflected downward in the wake
of the follower wing. A final lateral shift in the vortex position to ∆y/c = 0.30
results in yet another flow regime shown in 3.6(d). Here, the incoming vortex, now
positioned inboard, travels primarily over the suction surface and then inboard while
quickly weakening as it propagates toward the trailing-edge.
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Figure 3.6: Time-mean iso-surface of Q-criterion colored by streamwise vorticity
(Q = 2).
Cross-sections of streamwise vorticity are extracted at several streamwise positions
along the chord and behind the follower wing in Figure 3.7 to more clearly elucidate
the interaction between the incident vortex and the follower wing. Dark arrows convey
the sense of rotation for streamwise vortices while lighter arrows demonstrate the
trajectory of vortex pairs. For the outboard position, ∆y/c = 0, the streamwise vortex
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interaction is best described by simple vortex-dipole effects. This concept is portrayed
in Figure 3.7(b). Here, the incident vortex, denoted as (1) at x/c = 0.05, travels
outboard of the follower wingtip. The self-induced velocity between the incident
axial structure and newly formed, oppositely-signed follower wing tip vortex, labeled
as (3), results in a motion of the pair that is both upward and inboard. The tip vortex
of the follower wing has become larger and lifted away from the wing surface compared
to that of the single wing as it develops from x/c = 0.50 to 1.0. This results from an
increased effective angle of attack due to the incident vortex upwash and self-induced
velocity of the vortex-dipole which enhances the tip-vortex feeding-sheet. By one
chord length behind the wing (x/c = 2) the position of the vortex pair is significantly
upward and inward relative to its single-wing counterpart in Figure 3.7(a). This
repositioning of wake features modifies the evolution of the wake behind the follower
wing and can be expected to alter interactions with additional aerodynamic surfaces
placed downstream. A similar upward and inward trajectory of wake features has
also been observed experimentally in the PIV measurements of Inasawa et al.[49]
Moving further inboard, ∆y/c = 0.15, the axial vortex, marked by (1) in Figure
3.7(c), impinges very close to the follower wingtip and the resulting vortex interaction
becomes more complex. Here, a juxtaposition leads to the vortices wrapping about
each other with the incoming vortex initially moving upward, x/c = 0.05 − 0.25,
inboard, x/c = 0.50 − 0.75, and then downward toward the upper surface, x/c =
0.75 − 1. The vortex pair and downward motion persists behind the wing as shown
for x/c = 1.25 − 2. This behavior exhibits another significant change in the wake
features with only a small variation in lateral positioning between the leader and
follower wings. Meanwhile, the follower wingtip vortex, annotated as (3) at x/c = 0.5,
is clearly influenced by this lateral position compared to the other cases. The close
positioning of the two features pushes the tip vortex inboard and closer to the wing
such that it hugs the upper surface inboard of the wingtip. Consequently, this vortical
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Figure 3.7: Slices of time-mean streamwise vorticity contours at selected streamwise
positions for (a) single wing, (b) ∆y/c = 0, (c) ∆y/c = 0.15, and (d) ∆y/c = 0.30.
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feature can be expected to have a stronger imprint on the wing surface. As the tip
vortex leaves the wing it takes on a more diffused and elliptical cross-section compared
to that of the isolated wing as shown for x/c = 2.
The largest wingtip overlap ∆y/c = 0.30 results in an axial vortex-impingement
that is inboard of the follower wingtip, again annotated as (1) in Figure 3.7(d). Most
of the incident trailing vortex passes over the suction surface and then travels inboard
as it moves downstream, x/c = 0.25 to 1. This trend is reminiscent of the self-induced
motion of an inviscid vortex with its mirror-image at a solid surface[63]. This effect is
consistent with observations from the fin-buffet experiment of Mayori and Rockwell[1]
and formation flight experiment of Inasawa et al.[49]. While the incoming vortex
primarily travels over the suction side, bifurcation of the axial structure is evident in
the time-mean flow. For example, x/c = 0.05 shows a small portion of streamwise
vorticity, marked by (2), on the lower surface which quickly moves toward the wingtip,
x/c = 0.50 − 0.75. This outboard motion of the lower component results from the
interaction of a vortex with its mirror-image at a solid surface and reinforced by
the spanwise flow over the wingtip on the pressure side. Similar bifurcation and
vortex-surface interaction has been shown experimentally in the case of a streamwise
vortex incident on a fin in Ref. [1] and for wings in close-formation flight in Ref.
[49]. Immediately behind the wing x/c = 1.25 − 2 the incident vortex is no longer
discernible due to a rapid dissipation as it travels over the wing. While the tip vortex
appears similar in nature to that of the single wing in Figure 3.7(a) it has been
weakened by the presence of a streamwise vortex encounter.
Figure 3.8 provides the minimum pressure coefficient in the follower wing tip vor-
tex core at several streamwise positions and demonstrates the change in the strength
of the tip vortex for each lateral position of the incident vortex. The outboard,
∆y/c = 0, vortex position clearly enhances the tip vortex strength resulting in a
minimum pressure nearly five times lower than its single wing counterpart at the
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mid-chord. This strong low pressure region quickly attenuates downstream but re-
mains the strongest tip vortex at all streamwise positions. A marked enhancement
in pressure minimum is primarily due to a locally increased effective angle of attack
provided by the incident vortex upwash. For example, cp,min = −0.6 at the mid chord
of the leader-wing at αL = 5
◦ angle of attack but quickly decreases to a comparable
cp,min = −2.0 when the leader-wing angle of attack is increased to αL = 8◦. The tip
aligned (∆y/c = 0.15) incident vortex initially strengthens the tip vortex but this
enhancement diminishes as the incident vortex travels inboard and downstream. The
inboard, ∆y/c = 0.30 impingement results in a weaker tip vortex compared to the
single wing at all streamwise positions. Because of the inboard position of the incident
vortex, the wingtip is placed in a region of downwash which results in a diminished
tip vortex strength.
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Figure 3.8: Minimum time-mean pressure coefficient in the follower wing tip vortex
core.
Analysis of the time-mean surface topology lends additional insight into the im-
pact of incident vortex location on the general flow structure. Contours of pressure
coefficient and limiting surface streamlines are shown for a quarter-span of the suction-
surface near the vortex encounter in Figure 3.9(a) and provides a relative comparison
of the flow structure and surface loads to those of an isolated wing. In general, the
flow field for the single wing is characterized by a separation bubble beginning at the
leading-edge and primary flow attachment near the mid-chord. This is more clearly
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depicted in Figure 3.10 where the primary attachment line for the single wing is ap-
proximated by tracing the inversion of streamwise friction coefficient, Cf,x, on the
upper surface.
Subjecting the follower wing to a trailing vortex elicits several changes to the
surface flow topology. The primary attachment line moves further downstream for
all vortex impingements characteristic of a larger separation region due to a local
increase in effective angle of attack. This is again more clearly portrayed in Figure
3.10 for half the wing span where the vortex encounter cases are represented by
only the ∆y/c = 0.15 case due to qualitatively similar behavior. Flow separation
eventually returns to the single wing behavior on the opposite midspan (not shown)
as the influence of vortex-induced upwash diminishes.
The flow topology and surface pressure are more clearly differentiated near the
wingtip in Figure 3.9(a). Compared to the isolated wing, the outboard incident vortex
(∆y/c = 0) demonstrates a decrease in surface pressure beneath the strengthened tip
vortex. Moving the vortex encounter to the wingtip (∆y/c = 0.15) results in a wider
band of tip-region suction compared to both the single wing and ∆y/c = 0 cases.
A secondary-separation line, marked by (1) and traced by a dashed line, has moved
inboard and is more prominent compared to the previous cases as a consequence
of the tip vortex being pushed toward the surface as shown in Figure 3.7(c). An
inboard, ∆y/c = 0.30 vortex results in a weaker suction region along the wingtip
corresponding with the diminished tip vortex. Also notable is the formation of a
stable focus near the leading-edge corner. This swirling pattern, denoted by (2),
coincides with a strengthened suction region compared to the other cases shown. This
variation in surface pressure topology due to vortex positioning directly translates to
the aerodynamic loading as will be made apparent in Section 3.4.3.
Figure 3.9(b) shows contours of streamwise vorticity on a portion of the wing near
the vortex encounter on the suction-side surface and serves to portray the imprint of
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Figure 3.10: Time-mean reattachment line for the single wing and tip-aligned cases.
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the tip vortex on the wing. For the single wing, a band of oppositely-signed (positive)
wall-induced vorticity appears beneath the tip vortex which increases in the presence
of an outboard streamwise vortex in ∆y/c = 0.00, denoted by (3). This band shifts
inboard and becomes more concentrated, denoted as (4), when the tip vortex is driven
against the surface for ∆y/c = 0.15, in Figure 3.7(c). Label (5) points to a narrow
band and then sudden expansion of wall-induced vorticity indicative of the delayed
tip vortex formation for the inboard, ∆y/c = 0.30 vortex encounter.
The imprint of the incident vortex is also apparent in the contours of surface
vorticity. This is shown for the suction surface in Figure 3.9(b) where a trace of
negative wall-induced vorticity is shown for ∆y/c = 0.15 beginning near the mid-
chord by annotation (6) demonstrates the imprint of the incident vortex as it wraps
around the tip and tends toward the wing surface. In the ∆y/c = 0.30 case, a wider
band of negative wall-induced vorticity, traced by a dashed white line and noted as (7),
follows the upper component of the incident vortex and more clearly demonstrates its
inboard trajectory. A second imprint of the incident vortex is apparent on the lower
surface in Figure 3.9(c) where the imprint of a much weaker lower surface component
of the bifurcated vortex for the inboard case is clearly portrayed on the pressure side
contour and marked as (8). This narrow band of negative vorticity travels outboard
and into the tip vortex feeding sheet as it propagates downstream.
3.4.2 Unsteady flow structure
This section explores the instantaneous flow structure in order to better under-
stand the unsteady fluid dynamics that may lead to buffeting loads. Figure 3.11
depicts several snapshots of instantaneous Q-criterion iso-surfaces for each case with
the single wing provided in Figure 3.11(a). Figure 3.11(b) shows a top view of the
instantaneous flow structure for the outboard vortex encounter, ∆y/c = 0.0. Helical
substructures are observed to form in the tip vortex feeding sheet similar to those
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observed in the leading-edge vortex of delta wings[137]. In the wake, both the follower
and leader wing trailing vortices exhibit an undulating behavior as they propagate
downstream. While the leader wing vortex instability appears to be the more pro-
nounced of the two, the wavelength of both features is on the order of the separation
between the two vortices indicative of a long wavelength mutual inductive instability.
Figure 3.11(c) shows a top view of an instantaneous Q-criterion iso-surface for the
tip-aligned vortex (∆y/c = 0.15). The incident vortex becomes quite unstable near
the mid-chord as it moves inboard due its interaction with the tip vortex. Figure
3.11(d) shows a higher value of Q-criterion to more clearly elucidate instantaneous
tip vortex flow structure at the same instant of time. The wing orientation has
been changed for improved visualization of the tip vortex which takes the form of an
undulating spiral. This behavior does not indicate breakdown of the tip vortex, but
is rather a product of the unsteady interaction between the two streamwise vortices.
The larger appearance of the time-mean tip-vortex flow structure shown in Figures
3.6(c) and 3.7(c) is a consequence of this unsteady vortex interaction.
The instantaneous flow structure for the inboard (∆y/c = 0.30) case is shown in
Figure 3.11(e). Observation of the incident vortex shows that it initially maintains
its coherence as it traverses the first half of the upper surface. Near the mid-chord,
the incident vortex begins to lose stability and connects with vortical structures in
the separated flow region located on the inboard side of the vortex. Ultimately, the
streamwise vortex becomes amalgamated with the turbulent flow field and reoriented
in the spanwise direction as it approaches the trailing-edge. By the time the axial vor-
tex reaches the trailing-edge, it is weakened to the extent it is no longer recognizable,
consistent with the attenuation of streamwise vorticity observed in the time-mean
flow in Figure 3.7. Another unsteady feature unique to this case is the ring-like sub-
structures shown to form in the suppressed tip-vortex feeding sheet. Fourier analysis
of the rolling moment coefficient, provided in the Section 3.4.3, reveals this unsteady
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Figure 3.11: Instantaneous iso-surface of Q-criterion for several lateral positions.
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feature is a source of buffeting loads that can impact the lifecycle of an aerodynamic
surface.
Contours of suction-side pressure fluctuations are provided in Figure 3.12 for each
lateral position and the isolated wing. The tip-aligned (∆y/c = 0.15) case results
in the most distinct pressure fluctuations where a band of pronounced p′p′ appears
immediately beneath the tip vortex. Mutual induction between the incident and tip
vortices, Figure 3.7(c), drives the tip vortex close to the wing surface, while strong
interaction between the two features provides a highly chaotic flow, Figure 3.11(d),
thereby translating to strong pressure fluctuations on the wing surface. Being located
on the most outboard portion of the wing, this unsteady behavior can be expected
to influence fluctuations in the rolling moment.
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0
(a) Single wing (b) Δy/c = 0.00 (c) Δy/c = 0.15 (d) Δy/c = 0.30
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Figure 3.12: Surface contours of suction-side pressure fluctuations for a portion of
the wing near the vortex encounter.
3.4.3 Aerodynamic loads
This section evaluates the connection between the physical mechanisms previously
described with aerodynamic loads. The time-mean aerodynamic forces for the follower
wing are shown in Table 3.4 and compared to those of single wing for reference. In
general, the time-mean drag coefficient, CD increases for the follower wing while
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remaining relatively unchanged with lateral spacing. The presence of the incident
vortex results in a significantly enhanced lift coefficient which is highest for the most
inboard vortex position studied. Lift-to-drag ratios increase as the incident vortex
moves inboard approaching an 8.7% enhancement compared to that of a single wing.
Table 3.4: Time-mean aerodynamic loads.
CD CL L/D CMx CMx,RMS
Value % diff. Value % diff. Value % diff. (×10−3)
Single wing 0.077 - 0.433 - 5.65 - 0.002 9.8
∆y/c = −0.15 0.082 +6.7% 0.495 +14.3% 6.05 +7.1% -0.062 8.7
∆y/c = 0.00 0.082 +7.2% 0.500 +15.4% 6.08 +7.7% -0.072 10.3
∆y/c = 0.15 0.082 +7.4% 0.505 +16.6% 6.13 +8.5% -0.077 8.9
∆y/c = 0.30 0.083 +7.6% 0.507 +17.0% 6.14 +8.7% -0.067 11.0
A negative induced rolling moment, CMx , appears for each of the vortex encounter
cases with a maximum at ∆y/c = 0.15. Variation in the rolling moment coefficient
between lateral position is fairly significant where a 15% difference occurs when mov-
ing from the ∆y/c = 0.30 and 0.15 cases. Such sensitivity in CMx to a small change
in lateral spacing implies that uncertainty or variation in the vortex position could
be a dominant factor in unsteady loading. This effect can be expected to amplify
in the presence of a stronger vortex. In comparison, the root-mean-square of CMx
fluctuations, provided in Table 3.4, shows that the level of unsteady loading on the
follower wing is both small and comparable to that of a single wing for each lateral
position of the streamwise vortex.
While the instabilities associated with the different streamwise vortex interactions
do not appear to translate into a severe change in the amplitude of unsteady loads
for this particular configuration, observation of the time-mean forces does suggest a
significant variation could arise with a change in vortex positioning. For instance, the
references on vortex meandering discussed in Section 1.3.5 demonstrate the capability
of unsteady phenomena from a fixed wing trailing vortex to sweep across the charac-
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teristic flow regimes and spanwise load distributions presented in the present chapter.
Motion of either aerodynamic surface due to maneuvering, atmospheric turbulence,
or aeroelasticity can further contribute to shifts in lateral or vertical positioning of
the incident vortex.
Fourier analysis of the rolling moment coefficient is provided in Figure 3.13 which
demonstrates how unsteady loading is distributed in frequency space. While ∆y/c =
0.15 exhibits the most significant surface pressure fluctuations, Figure 3.12, no well
defined frequencies can be linked to the band of pressure fluctuations. The inboard
vortex position, ∆y/c = 0.30, does convey a clearly defined peak at a non-dimensional
frequency of Stc = fc/U∞ = 5.4. This value corresponds with the unsteady behavior
of the ring-like substructures shown in Figure 3.11(d) which were determined to have
a frequency of roughly 5 ≤ Stc ≤ 6. Though small in amplitude, this high frequency
component could impact the fatigue-life of aerodynamic structures.
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Figure 3.13: Fourier analysis of rolling moment coefficient.
Figure 3.14 shows several representations of the time-mean distribution of lift
coefficient per unit length plotted along the wing span and helps to differentiate the
aerodynamic loading for each lateral position. Figure 3.14(a) demonstrates that each
case results in a significant lift enhancement distributed over a large portion of the
wing span compared that of the isolated wing. The bulk of lift enhancement can be
largely attributed to the increased effective angle of attack induced by the incident
vortex upwash, an inviscid effect. Assuming a linear lift-curve slope valid for pre-
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stall angles of attack, and CL = 0 at α = 0
◦ for the symmetrical flat plate, the
inviscid lift contribution due to upwash can be removed at each spanwise position by
linearly scaling lift by the local effective angle of attack: C ′l,rescaled(y) = α0/αeffC
′
l(y)
where α0 is the baseline angle of attack for the follower wing of 5
◦. The increase in
αeff was obtained by computing the difference in time-mean velocity profiles from
the isolated wing along the wingspan one chord-length upstream for each case. The
rescaled sectional lift coefficient per unit length is plotted in Figure 3.14(b) where all
four follower lift profiles collapse to that of the isolated case over most of the span.
Only within one chord length of the vortex-encounter wingtip does the distribution
depart from that of the isolated wing due to the stronger vortex-surface interaction
near the vortex-side wingtip. It is in this region that the loads are most strongly
impacted by viscous effects and have the greatest influence on the variation in rolling
moment demonstrated in Table 3.4.
Focusing on the vortex-encounter in the wingtip region, Figure 3.14(c), the lift
distributions for each case are more clearly differentiated in the viscously dominated
region. The lift spike near the wing tip, associated with low pressure beneath the tip
vortex (see Figure 3.9(a)), exhibits a marked difference between the various lateral
spacings. The inboard, ∆y/c = 0.30, position results in a diminished spike in the local
lift coefficient consistent with a weakened tip vortex in the presence of downwash. For
∆y/c = −0.15 and 0.00 the outboard position of the incident vortex strengthens the
tip vortex and generates a locally enhanced lift beneath the tip vortex. In the case
of ∆y/c = 0.15 the tip vortex was shown in Figure 3.7(c) to be pushed against the
wing surface as a consequence of the self-induced velocities of the incident and forming
streamwise vortices. In this case, not only is the local lift distribution enhanced in the
tip region, it covers a larger surface area. Becsause the roll moment is most sensitive
to changes in lift on the most outboard regions of the wing, it is not surprising this
case coincides with the maximum CM,x.
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3.5 Comparison with experiment
PIV measurements from a water tunnel experiment were recently provided by
McKenna et al.[4]. This study investigated a streamwise vortex generated by a leader
wing placed upstream of a rectangular flat plate follower wing with uniform thickness
t/c = 0.03 at a low angle of attack, similar to the computational work described
above. It should be noted that the experiment and computation differ in the choice
of several parameters which are provided in Table 3.5.
The primary differences between the two cases lie in the choice of the leader wing
and chord-based Reynolds number. The lower Reynolds number of the water tunnel
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experiment can be expected to provide a less transitional flow structure and more
viscously dominated flow whereas the higher Reynolds number of the computational
work was intended to explore the vortex interaction with unsteady, transitional, and
separated flow as described in Section 3.1. Delisi[138] has reported measurements
of trailing vortices behind full aircraft and scale models and demonstrated consis-
tent behavior over a large change in Reynolds number. As will become apparent in
the following discussion, remarkably similar behavior can be expected for a range of
operating conditions.
Table 3.5: Parameters for computation and experiment
Computation Experiment
Re 30,000 8,000
∆x/c 5 4
Leader profile Flat plate NACA0012
αL 5
◦ 16◦
Follower profile Flat plate Flat plate
αF 5
◦ 4◦
Γv/U∞c 0.105 0.394
q = Γv/2πrv∆u 1.99 2.04
∆u/U∞ 0.21 0.27
rv/c 0.04 0.114
The higher angle of attack and smooth planform of the leader wing in the exper-
iment generates a larger and stronger incident vortex, as measured by the core size,
rv, and circulation Γv respectively. Other properties of the impinging vortex, such as
the vortex swirl (q), and velocity deficit (∆u) differ only by a small amount. This
section is not intended to serve as a direct, detailed comparison between computa-
tion and experiment due to the challenge of matching the many parameters involved
in a tandem wing configuration. Rather, a qualitative comparison of the mean flow
between similar cases is provided in this section and is useful to verify the physical
behavior of the computations in the preceding sections.
Figure 3.15 provides contours of streamwise vorticity (ωxc/U∞) for a vortex placed
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outboard of the follower wingtip. In addition to Both computation and experiment
exhibit an upward and inboard motion due to mutual induction between the counter-
rotating incident and tip vortices, labeled by (1) at x/c = 0.5. Tip vortices in both
cases are significantly enhanced due to the increased effective angle of attack provided
by the incident vortex upwash. Self-induced motion of the vortex dipole continues in
the wake, denoted by (2) at x/c = 1.25, where both features have moved significantly
upward and inboard immediately behind the wing.
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Figure 3.15: Contours of time-mean streamwise vorticity at selected streamwise
positions for (a) experiment [4] and (b) computation for an outboard positioned
vortex.
Next, a comparison for the tip-aligned encounter is provided in Figure 3.16. Mu-
tual induction between incident and tip vortices, shown by annotation (1), directs the
pair of counter-rotating vortices inboard at x/c = 0.5 where the tip vortex is pushed
very close to the wing surface. Mutual induction between the counter-rotating vor-
tices causes the incident vortex to wrap around the wingtip as it moves downstream.
Ultimately, the vortex dipole remains in the wake with a downward trajectory marked
by (2).
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Figure 3.16: Contours of time-mean streamwise vorticity at selected streamwise
positions for (a) experiment [4] and (b) computation for a tip-aligned vortex.
Finally, Figure 3.17, provides a comparison for an inboard encounter. In both
cases, the incident vortex traverses inboard as it passes over the wing, labelled by (1)
at x/c = 0.5. The incident vortex continues to move inboard and quickly attenuate
as it approaches the trailing-edge in both cases, marked by (2) at x/c = 1. Down-
stream, the tip vortex is clearly weakened compared to the previous lateral positions,
denoted by (3) at x/c = 1.25. One feature not captured in the experiment due to the
shadow region on the pressure-side is a small region of positive vorticity indicative of
a bifurcated incident vortex, label by (4) at x/c = 0.
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Figure 3.17: Contours of time-mean streamwise vorticity at selected streamwise
positions for (a) experiment [4] and (b) computation for an inboard vortex.
The above qualitative comparison between the computations of this chapter and
a similar experiment corroborate each of the most important features observed in the
time-mean flow and discussed in greater detail in the following section. Good agree-
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ment between the two cases provides further confidence in the detailed analysis of the
numerical simulations provided in this document. Additionally, consistent behavior
despite some parametric differences suggests the physics explored in this dissertation
are robust and can be expected to persist through a range of operating conditions.
Therefore, the discussions supplied in this dissertation provide a fundamental ground-
work for the understanding of streamwise-oriented vortex-surface interactions.
3.6 Effect of leader wing angle of attack
This section investigates the effect of raising the leader wing angle of attack to
αL = 8
◦, thereby increasing both the size and strength of the incident trailing vortex
on the flow structure and aerodynamic loading. The follower wing remains at αL = 5
◦
and the lateral wingtip overlap is chosen as ∆y/c = 0.30. The inboard position was
chosen for this case in order to explore the influence of a stronger vortex directly
impinging on a follower wing. As in the previous section, the actual location of the
incident vortex one chord-length upstream of the follower wing is recorded in Table
3.6. An increased interaction between the leader wing trailing vortex pair moves the
incident vortex downward providing for a more head-on collision with the follower
wing. It will become apparent in the following discussion that this vertical position
has some effect on the incident vortex behavior. A more systematic evaluation on
the effects of vertical positioning is provided in Chapter 6. In the lateral direction,
the larger incident vortex has shifted slightly toward the follower wingtip. Time-
mean streamwise and tangential velocity profiles are shown in Figures 3.18(a) and
(b) respectively which demonstrate the size and strength of the new incident vortex
compared to the previous αL = 5
◦ case.
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Figure 3.18: Time-mean (a) streamwise and (b) tangential velocity profiles across
the vortex core measured one chord length upstream of the follower wing.
Table 3.6: Effective position of the incident vortex at x/c = −1.0.
Vortex positioning αL = 5
◦ αL = 8
◦
∆yv/c 0.185 0.145
∆zv/c 0.042 0.020
3.6.1 Time-mean flow structure
Time-mean streamwise vorticity contours are provided in Figure 3.19 for the iso-
lated wing, αL = 5
◦, and 8◦ cases and demonstrate changes in the flow structure
that result from the modified incident vortex. Because of the greater strength and
lower effective vertical offset, the impinging vortex results in a more even bifurca-
tion between the upper and lower surfaces, for x/c = 0.05 in Figure 3.19(c). The
upper surface component, labeled as (1), tends inboard as it travels downstream,
x/c = 0.05 − 0.25. By x/c = 0.50, the incident vortex is nearly indistinguishable
losing its identity much sooner than the αL = 5
◦ case. Meanwhile, the lower surface
component of the bifurcated vortex, marked by (2), tends outboard as it propagates
downstream, x/c = 0.05−0.50, and then (3) wraps around the tip vortex, x/c = 0.50.
The impact of the stronger lower surface component of the incident vortex results in
a more disorganized formation of the tip vortex, shown for x/c = 1.00 and denoted
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Figure 3.19: Cross-sections of time-mean streamwise vorticity for (a) single wing,
(b) αL = 5
◦, and (c) αL = 8
◦.
by (4).
The surface flow topology is shown in Figure 3.20 where time-mean limiting surface
streamlines overlay contours of time-mean surface pressure coefficient on the suction-
side. Two factors are apparent when the leader wing changes from αL = 5
◦ to
8◦. First, the separation bubble, indicated by a larger region of suction, has clearly
advanced further downstream as can be expected for an increased local effective angle
of attack. Second, enhanced separation results in a more prominent swirl pattern
about a stable focus near the leading-edge compared to the αL = 5
◦ case, indicated
by a black arrow.
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Figure 3.20: Contours of time-mean upper-surface pressure coefficient and surface
restricted streamlines for (a) single wing, (b) αL = 5
◦, and (c) αL = 8
◦.
3.6.2 Unsteady flow structure
Figure 3.21 shows top and bottom views of an iso-surface of instantaneous Q-
criterion and provides a qualitative overview of the instantaneous flow structure.
First, looking at the lower surface in Figure 3.21(a), the lower component of the vor-
tex is visibly apparent and tends outboard over the wingtip as shown in the time-mean
flow. Moving to the upper surface in Figure 3.21(b), the pressure-side component can
be seen to periodically loop about the tip vortex as it is shed into the wake contribut-
ing to the disorganized appearance of the tip vortex noted in Figure 3.19(c). In the
instantaneous flow, the upper-surface component of the incident vortex maintains its
coherence for a short distance as it travels over the leading-edge. Compared to the
αL = 5
◦ case in Fig. 3.11(d), the upper surface component decays more rapidly. Two
factors could contribute to this effect: a weaker suction-side component due to the
more even bifurcation and stronger influence of the enhanced separation region on
the inboard side.
Although not well portrayed in the current chapter, an important unsteady feature
is visible in Figure 3.21(b). An indentation in the Q-criterion iso-surface is visible
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immediately in front of the wing and indicates the response of the vortex to stagnation
upon impingement with the leading-edge. This culminates in a spiraling undulation
very close to the wing. At the instance of time shown, the incident vortex is pinching
off of the upper-surface component (Figure 3.21(b)) and begins contributing to the
pressure-side component (Figure 3.21(a)). This alternating pattern is the mechanism
that permits the time-mean bifurcation shown in Figure 3.19(c) and is very similar
to the spiraling instability shown more clearly for an impinging q-vortex by Garmann
and Visbal[5]. It is intriguing to note that rather than divert to either side of the
wing, the vortex develops an instability mode. This particular behavior will be much
more thoroughly characterized later in Chapter 6.
Rapid decay
Vortex loops
Lower surface 
component
x
y
x
y
(a)
(b)
Incident vortex
Incident vortex
Unsteady spiral
Figure 3.21: Instantaneous iso-surface of Q-criterion (Q = 5) for (a) bottom view
and (b) top view for α = 8◦,∆y/c = 0.30.
3.6.3 Aerodynamic loads
The time-mean aerodynamic loads for this vortex-interaction are compared to a
single wing and the αL = 5
◦ cases in Table 3.7 while the distribution of lift coefficient
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per unit length are provided in Figure 3.22(a). As can be expected, the stronger
upwash results in a higher lift coefficient and significantly improved lift-to-drag ratio.
Figure 3.22(b) shows the distribution of lift along the wingspan for αL = 8
◦ collapses
to that of the isolated wing over most of the span when rescaled by the local effective
angle of attack. A second effect of the stronger axial vortex is a rolling moment that
has nearly doubled the previous value. Although the magnitude of the rolling moment
has increased for this interaction, the root-mean-square CMx,RMS , of the time-history is
still comparable to those observed for a single wing. As in the previous computations,
fluctuations in the incident vortex core are more likely to dominate unsteady loading
– in this case uncertainty in the vortex strength which could arise from aeroelastic
pitching behavior in the vortex generator.
Table 3.7: Time-mean aerodynamic loads for ∆y/c = 0.30.
CD CL L/D CMx CMx,RMS
Value % diff. Value % diff. Value % diff. (×10−3)
Single wing 0.077 - 0.433 - 5.65 - 0.002 9.8
αL = 5
◦ 0.083 +7.6% 0.507 +17.0% 6.14 +8.7% -0.067 11.0
αL = 8
◦ 0.085 +11.0% 0.548 +26.5% 6.44 +14.0% -0.116 13.0
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Figure 3.22: Time-mean lift per unit length (a) along the wingspan and (b) scaled
by the local effective angle of attack.
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3.7 Summary
This chapter examined the flow physics during interaction of finite-aspect-ratio
wings operating in close proximity in order to develop a better fundamental under-
standing of streamwise-oriented vortex surface interactions. Two wings were placed
with a streamwise separation of ∆x/c = 5, follower-wing angle of attack of αF = 5
◦
and Reynolds number of Re = 30, 000. The streamwise vortex in this case was pro-
vided by a tip vortex emanating from the leader wing.
Investigation of the time-mean flow field revealed three distinct flow regimes occur
within a relatively small range of lateral positions for the impinging vortex. Mutual
induction between the incident and tip vortices was found to be influential in deter-
mining the trajectory of the incident vortex and evolution of the wake behind the
follower wing. For example, when the incident vortex was positioned outboard, the
self-induced velocity of the vortex dipole provided an upward trajectory of the vortex
pair in the wake of the follower-wing. Conversely, mutual induction for a tip-aligned
incident vortex redirected the pair of streamwise vortices downward in the follower-
wing’s wake. An inboard vortex experienced bifurcation in the time-mean flow with a
dominant portion of vorticity passing over the suction-side. The upper-surface com-
ponent of the vortex tended inboard due to interaction with its mirror-image in the
wing surface and experienced rapid attenuation. This marked variation in flow struc-
ture with lateral position would have ramifications for surface loads and interaction
with subsequent aerodynamic surfaces downstream.
Analysis of the instantaneous flow characterized several unsteady phenomena.
The outboard positioned vortex, being adjacent to the counter-rotating follower wing
tip vortex, demonstrated undulations reminiscent of long-wavelength mutual induc-
tive instabilities common to trailing vortex pairs. This particular unsteady feature
would have implications for wake dissipation or in the case of interaction with a third
wing or aerodynamic surface. In the tip-aligned case, strong interaction between
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the incident and tip vortices elicited highly unsteady behavior close to the wingtip.
This marked flow disturbance enhanced surface pressure fluctuations beneath the tip
vortex and provided a clear impact to the unsteady loads. The inboard positioned
vortex demonstrated rapid dissipation of the impinging vortex on the suction side due
to an accelerated transition to turbulence. The rapid decomposition of the vortical
structure is likely due to a combination of interaction with transitional flow in the
separated region and the susceptibility of streamwise vortices to suction-side adverse
pressure gradients. A similar behavior is more clearly demonstrated in Chapter 6.
The higher leader wing angle of attack case provided a stronger vortex that more
directly impinges with the follower-wing’s leading-edge. This specific encounter sup-
plied a more vibrant depiction of unsteady behaviors for an inboard positioned vortex.
Namely, the direct impingement results in a spiraling instability upstream of the wing
that permits the bifurcation observed in the time-mean flow. The behavior of this
helical instability will be more thoroughly addressed later in Chapters 5 and 6.
Evaluation of aerodynamic forces revealed significant lift enhancement compared
to a single wing distributed over most of the span and an induced rolling moment for
every case. Much of this improved lift can be attributed to an inviscid increase in ef-
fective angle of attack due to the incident vortex upwash. Nonetheless, viscous effects
were shown to be important in the vicinity of the vortex encounter. Here, interaction
between the incident and tip vortices significantly altered the load distribution and
influenced the time-mean rolling moment coefficient. While the fluctuations in the
instantaneous loads were not very different from that of a single wing for the static
cases presented, much larger variations in rolling moment and buffeting loads would
be encountered if the vortex were to move through the various flow regimes that oc-
cur with changes to lateral positioning. Lateral change in vortex position is feasible
in the applications of vortex meandering, long wavelength instabilities, atmospheric
turbulence, or uncertainty in the vortex generator position due to maneuvering or
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aeroelastic effects. These findings motivate future studies on transient streamwise
vortex encounters.
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Chapter 4
Vortex interaction with a flexible
wing in close-proximity
While Chapter 3 identified a number of unsteady and time-mean phenomena as-
sociated with vortex/surface interaction on a rigid wing, this chapter serves as a first
step into understanding of the aeroelastic implications for streamwise vortex inter-
acting with a flexible wing. The impact of the presence of a streamwise vortex in
close-formation on wing dynamics, deformations, flow structure, and aerodynamic
loading is explored. The work depicted in this chapter is important for several rea-
sons:
1. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this work provides the first three-
dimensional unsteady, viscous, aeroelastic computations of flexible wings op-
erating in tandem.
2. Both static and dynamic aspects of aeroelasticity are shown to influence the
flow structure and aerodynamic loading.
3. Demonstrates how flexibility in light-weight, large aspect ratio wings might have
implications in structural longevity.
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4. Analysis provides motivation for a more systematic and detailed study of aeroe-
lastic effects.
4.1 Problem setup
The tandem wing configuration utilized in this chapter is identical to that de-
scribed in Section 3.1. The choice of geometric parameters is narrowed in this case to
the single leader wing angle of attack of αL = 5
◦, longitudinal spacing of ∆x/c = 5,
lateral position of ∆y/c = 0.30, and vertical offset of ∆z/c = 0 shown in Figure 4.1.
The previous choice of Reynolds number of Re = 30, 000 and follower wing angle of
attack of αF = 5
◦ are continued in this section. As before, the leader and follower
wings are chosen as rectangular flat plate wings, with an aspect-ratio of A = 6, and
uniform thickness of t/c = 0.03.
Rather than vary the properties of the incident vortex or its position, the para-
metric exploration in this chapter sheds light on the impact of structural rigidity.
In addition to the rigid follower, two flexible structures were used for comparison
with Young’s moduli of E = 69 GPa and 34.5 GPa for the moderately flexible and
highly flexible plates respectively. A reference chord length of c = 0.1 m, plate thick-
ness of ts = 0.01c, material density of ρs = 2700 kg/m
3, and and Poisson’s ratio of
ν = 0.30 were chosen for both plates. As a point of reference, the moderately flexible
wing is representative of a thin aluminum plate. The dynamic pressure was set as
1/2ρfU
2
∞ = 58.5 which corresponds to water tunnel conditions. This set of param-
eters was chosen in order to induce clearer buffeting loads, supply a structural time
scale tractable for LES computations, and provide an experimentally reproducible
configuration.
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Figure 4.1: Problem setup with a flexible follower wing.
Table 4.1: Structure properties
Rigid Moderately Flexible Highly Flexible
ts/c N/A 0.01 0.01
ρs (kg/m
3) N/A 2700 2700
E (GPa) ∞ 69 34.5
ν N/A 0.30 0.30
Figure 4.2 provides additional notation useful for the following discussion. Namely,
the wingtip closest to the vortex impingement, located at y/c = −3, is referred to as
the vortex encounter-side and denoted by the subscript v while the wingtip furthest
from the vortex encounter, located at y/c = 3, is described as the outboard-side and
denoted by the subscript o. Wing twist, θ, is measured at both of these locations
where a positive value is consistent with a positive measure of angle of attack.
Follower wing
‘Outboard’ wingtip‘Vortex-side’ wingtip
y/c = -3 y/c = 3
+θo+θv
Incident vortex
Figure 4.2: Additional notation for the flexible follower wing configuration.
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4.2 Numerical considerations
The fluid-dynamics portion of the simulations are conducted using a spatial dis-
cretization and boundary conditions identical to those described in Section 3.2. In
addition to the fluid-dynamics mesh, coupled aeroelastic solutions require a structural
component. A two-dimensional finite element mesh, shown in Figure 4.3, is placed in
the mid-plane of the wing structure as demonstrated in Figure 4.4 where all elements
are uniformly spaced. Details regarding structural element resolution and the specific
mesh chosen for all following computations are provided in Section 4.3. Forces and
deformations are interchanged between fluid and structure meshes as described in
Section 2.3. Boundary conditions on the finite element mesh consist of constraining
all degrees of freedom on element nodes along the wing midspan. All remaining finite
element nodes are unconstrained. This approach models fixed-free wings mounted to
an aircraft body in steady flight.
Constrained nodes
c
b = 6c
Figure 4.3: Structural element grid.
Figure 4.4(b) shows the fluid dynamics mesh has been rotated about the follower
wing mid-chord by αF . This coordinate rotation of the fluid dynamics mesh aligns
the wing with the reference coordinate system (xs, ys, zs) of the structural solver.
Nominal modifications to the fluid dynamics solution procedure are required for this
adjustment. Namely, the new approach requires an angle of attack to be prescribed at
the far field rather than simply orienting the wing relative to the inflow boundary as
was done in Chapter 3. In practice, the two approaches are seamless. The following
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Figure 4.4: Coupled fluid/structure grids; (a) top view and (b) side view.
discussion will continue describing the problem in terms of the original coordinates
of the fluid mesh (x, y, z) for consistency and clarity.
Each of the fluid-structure interaction cases are initialized from the previously
completed rigid solution provided in Chapter 3. Aeroelastic solutions are allowed to
run an additional τ = 10 in order for the fluid and structure behaviors to return to
a time-asymptotic state. The collection of statistical data was then conducted over a
final run of τ = 10.
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4.3 Effect of grid resolution
The suitability of grid resolution for the fluid dynamics solutions was demonstrated
in Section 3.3. The preceding evaluation of computational accuracy holds for the
simulations in the present chapter. Therefore, a full grid resolution study for the
fluid dynamics mesh is not repeated in the current section. Rather, the following
discussion examines the resolution of the structural model independently.
Evaluation of the suitability for the finite element mesh is two-fold. First, static
deformations are compared between the three structural mesh sizes provided in Table
4.2. Each discretization is subjected to forces extracted from the time-mean loads
provided by the rigid solution for an inboard vortex position (∆y/c = 0.30). This is
accomplished by interpolating the surface forces to the structural model in the same
manner as the full aeroelastic computations. Deformations are then obtained by run-
ning an independent static solution with the prescribed loading using the parameters
for the highly flexible wing. The representative loading and resulting deformations
are shown in Figure 4.5. This approach provides for a comparison for the effects of
resolution on deformations representative of the time-mean deflections experienced in
the full aeroelastic simulations.
Table 4.2: Structural mesh dimensions.
Grid Dimensions Grid size
Coarse 10× 60 600
Mid 14× 86 1204
Fine 20× 120 2400
Vertical deflections for the statically loaded wings are recorded for both the in-
board and outboard wingtips at the mid-chord nodes in Table 4.3. Here, dz describes
the mid-plane deflections normal to the free stream direction (z-direction) rather than
normal to the wing surface (zs-direction), as in: dz = ŵ cos(−αF ) + û sin(−αF ). The
mid-chord deflection on the outboard wingtip, dz,o, represents the deflection at the
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point on the wing furthest from the impinging vortex while the inboard wingtip de-
flection, dz,v, represents the vertical deflection on the wingtip closest to the incident
vortex. Both wingtips exhibit converging deflections where differences between sub-
sequent refinement is on the order of 0.01% on both sides. As should be expected,
deflections converge in an increasing manner with successive refinement, as observed
in Table 4.3. That is, coarser discretizations are effectively more constrained and
therefore stiffer than more refined grids[127].
0 1.50.75
Incident vortex
Inner tip
Outer tip
Δcp = cp,lower − cp,upper
Figure 4.5: Surface pressure difference contours on the deformed coarse structural
mesh. Deformations are exaggerated for improved visualization.
The grid work, Wgrid, is used as a second parameter to provide a more discrimi-
nating comparison of the three element meshes. This quantity is defined here as the
summation of the nodal deflections, ûm, dotted with the nodal loads, R
Wgrid =
Ns∑
i=1
(ûm ·R)i
where Ns is the total number of nodes for each structural mesh. This summation
provides an integrated value for evaluation of the entire structural model. As before,
refinement between successive grids differs on the order of 0.01%. Therefore, the
coarse structural mesh is suitable to accurately model static or time-mean wing de-
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flections in full aeroelastic computations. Coarser grids were not considered in order
to provide a sufficiently smooth deformation of the flat plate wing.
Table 4.3: Wing tip deflections and grid work for statically loaded plates
Grid dz,o/c dz,v/c Wgrid (N ·m)
Coarse 7.784× 10−2 9.791× 10−2 5.870× 10−3
Mid 7.787× 10−2 9.793× 10−2 5.872× 10−3
Fine 7.789× 10−2 9.794× 10−2 5.873× 10−3
The second portion of the analysis evaluates the structural mesh dynamics by
subjecting the plate to an initial vertical acceleration as shown in Figure 4.6(a). This
stand-alone dynamic solution was conducted using the same time step as used in the
aeroelastic analysis in order to elicit and compare the first bending and twisting modes
of deformation. The frequency spectra of bending and twisting deformations at the
wingtip, shown in Figure 4.6(b) and (c) respectively, demonstrate that identical fre-
quencies are predicted by all three levels or resolution. Therefore, the coarse structure
grid was deemed sufficient to also model the dynamic component of the aeroelastic
simulations. It should be noted that frequencies depicted for this isolated case are not
likely to be representative of those experienced in a coupled fluid-structure interaction
in which the wing experiences viscous damping due external loading.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Initial acceleration, ẅinitial, for dynamic analysis and Fourier analysis
of (b) bending and (c) twisting deformations at the wingtip mid-chord
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4.4 Effect of flexibility
4.4.1 Compliant wing deformations
This section introduces the results obtained from the coupled fluid-structure in-
teraction simulations by describing the static and dynamic response of the flexible
plate. Time-mean vertical deflection and twist at both wingtips are recorded in Ta-
ble 4.4. The vortex-side wingtip exhibits a larger time-mean deflection, dz,v, than the
outboard wingtip, dz,o. Similarly, the time mean wingtip twist, θ, is higher on the
vortex-side of the wing. This positive twisting rotation amounts to a slight increase
in the effective angle of attack. A bias in deformations on the vortex-encounter side
of the wing is consistent with the asymmetric lift distribution shown for rigid wings
in Section 3.4.3.
The nature of spanwise bending for both the compliant wings can be well-described
as primarily a static-aeroelastic effect. This would implicate an effective change in
vertical positioning of the streamwise vortex with respect to the wing surface which
will be discussed in more detail in the next section. Wing twisting is much more
dynamic although the response is small in amplitude. Fourier analysis of the wingtip
twists, depicted in Figure 4.7, shows a dominant frequency of Stc = 4.8 for both the
inboard and outboard sides of the moderately flexible wing. Interestingly, this oscil-
lation is weaker on the vortex encounter-side. The primary unsteady phenomenon
responsible for this behavior is revealed through analysis of the instantaneous flow
in Section 4.4.3 and provides a magnified effect on pitching moment oscillations in
Section 4.4.4. The highly flexible wing elicits a dominant twisting frequency higher in
amplitude, but at a much lower frequency of Stc = 0.5. Although this specific com-
ponent of the wing dynamics appears at both wingtips, it is much more pronounced
on the vortex-encounter side.
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Table 4.4: Time-mean flexible wingtip midchord deflections and twist
Wing structure dz,v/c dz,o/c θv θo
Moderately flexible 0.050 0.039 0.17◦ 0.15◦
Highly flexible 0.103 0.082 0.33◦ 0.29◦
Stc
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Stc = 4.7
Stc = 4.7
Stc = 0.5
Stc = 0.5
Moderately flexible
Highly flexible
|θv| |θo|
Figure 4.7: Fourier analysis of twisting deformations at the (a) vortex-side and (b)
outboard wingtips
4.4.2 Time-mean flow structure
This section describes the impact of flexibility on the time-mean flow structure.
Looking now at the time-mean flow field, the effect of aeroelastic deformations be-
comes more clear. A general overview of the flow topology using an iso-surface of time-
averaged Q-criterion is provided in Figure 4.8. Compared to the rigid ∆y/c = 0.30
case provided in Figure 4.8(a) for reference, the upper-surface component of the in-
cident vortex for the moderately flexible wing, shown in Figure 4.8(b), rapidly at-
tenuates. This behavior is much like that of the stronger vortex provided by the
αL = 8
◦ leader-wing. The upper-surface component disappears altogether for the
highly flexible wing in Figure 4.8(c) where the incident vortex passes mostly along
the pressure-side and then wraps about the wingtip as it approaches the trailing-edge.
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Figure 4.8: Iso-surface of time-mean Q-criterion (Q = 2) colored by streamwise
vorticity shows the time-mean flow structure for rigid and flexible wings.
The dominant modification to the time-averaged flow field for the flexible wings
can be primarily attributed to the static aeroelastic spanwise bending. This is more
clearly depicted by cross-sections of time-averaged streamwise vorticity at several
streamwise locations in Figure 4.9. Compared to the rigid case in Figure 4.9(a), the
dz,v/c = 0.05 time-mean deflection of the moderately flexible wing’s vortex-side tip
repositions the surface in such a manner that the incident vortex, labeled as (1),
is in a more direct collision with the leading-edge. The bifurcation of this direct
impingement is reminiscent to that of the αL = 8
◦ leader-wing case previously shown
in Figure 3.19. As in the rigid cases, the upper surface portion travels inboard while
the lower surface component moves toward and then over the wingtip, x/c = 0.50,
wrapping around the tip vortex, marked by (2), and then quickly dissipates. The
suction-side component attenuates rapidly in a manner similar to the αL = 8
◦ rigid
case in Section 3.6.
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x/c = 0.05
x/c = 0.50
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Figure 4.9: Contours of time-mean streamwise vorticity at several streamwise loca-
tions for the rigid and flexible wings.
The larger deflection of the highly flexible wingtip, (dz,v/c = 0.103), repositions
the aerodynamic surface with respect to the incident vortex, as shown in Figure
4.9(c), in such a manner that it produces an entirely new regime in which the incident
vortex, labeled by (1), appears to travel exclusively along the pressure surface. The
stronger vorticity of the single coherent structure produces a greater influence on
the tip vortex development, noted as (2). Consequently, the tip vortex is directed
outboard, x/c = 0.75, and upward, x/c = 1.00 away from the wing. A change in
vertical positioning provided by static aeroelastic deformation results in yet another
form in the follower wing’s wake evolution, annotated by (4), which moves the follower
wing tip vortex upward and outboard compared to that of the single wing and rigid
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wing cases. This is in contrast to the downward induction of the ∆y/c = 0.15 case and
upward/inboard wake induction of the ∆y/c = 0 and ∆y/c = −0.15 cases investigated
previously in Chapter 3.
Contours of time-mean streamwise vorticity on the suction-side surface near vortex
impingement in Figure 4.10 provide further insight into the general flow structure
associated with each case. Regions of negative vorticity, traced by dashed white lines,
indicate the imprint of the suction-side vortex component in each case. Compared
to the rigid wing, the imprint on the moderately flexible wing is much weaker and
disappears before reaching the trailing-edge. A trace of negative vorticity on the
highly flexible wing indicates the presence of a very weak upper-surface component
to the incident vortex not clearly portrayed in the time-mean iso-surface of Q-criterion
in Figure 4.8(c) or streamwise vorticity in Figure 3.19(c). On the lower surface of the
wing, shown in Figure 4.11, the pressure-side component of the incident vortex can
be seen to rapidly increase in strength with increasing flexibility.
U∞
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(a) Rigid (b) Moderately flexible (c) Highly flexible
ωxc/U∞
Figure 4.10: Contours of time-mean streamwise vorticity on the suction-side surface
near vortex impingement for rigid and flexible wings.
As the lower-surface component of the incident vortex increases in strength with
flexibility, so too does its impact on the pressure-side. This influence is demonstrated
using time-averaged pressure coefficient contours and limiting surface streamlines for
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Figure 4.11: Contours of time-mean streamwise vorticity on the pressure-side sur-
face near vortex impingement for rigid and flexible wings.
the lower-surface in Figure 4.12. An increase in the lower-surface vortex strength with
flexibility corresponds with a growing low pressure region near the wing tip. Suction
due to the vortex passing along the pressure-side of the wing would tend to reduce
the lift-enhancement but also diminish the negative induced roll moment provided by
vortex impingment. The limiting surface streamlines also exhibit a more outboard
trajectory as the lower surface component strengthens with increasing flexibility, con-
sistent with the self-induced velocity of a vortex with its mirror image in the wing
surface.
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Figure 4.12: Time-mean pressure coefficient contours and limiting surface stream-
lines on the pressure-side surface near vortex impingement for rigid and flexible wings.
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Figure 4.13 shows a side view of a cross-section of time-mean streamwise pressure-
gradient intersecting the incident vortex as it approaches the follower wing. Figure
4.13(a) shows an adverse pressure gradient at the leading-edge of the wing associ-
ated with flow stagnation against the aerodynamic surface and a favorable pressure
gradient above the wing associated with acceleration over the leading-edge. The pre-
dominant suction-side component of the rigid case would tend to benefit from the
favorable pressure gradient as it initially travels over the leading-edge.
-0.5 0 0.5
∂p/∂x
(a) Rigid (b) Moderately flexible (c) Highly flexible
Adverse gradient due to stagnation at LE
Adverse gradientAdverse gradient
Favorable gradient
Figure 4.13: Contours of time-mean streamwise pressure gradient at y/c = −2.85
for (a) rigid, (b) moderately flexible, and (c) highly flexible wings.
The small vertical offset provided by time-mean bending of the moderately flexible
wing shifts the vertical position of the vortex downward relative to the leading-edge.
This places the vortex more in line with the adverse gradient provided by flow stagna-
tion with the leading-edge. The adverse gradient provides a small degree of influence
upstream of the wing where positive ∂p/∂x appears to encroach further upstream
as shown in Figure 4.13(b). The same effect is shown more clearly for the highly
flexible wing in Figure 4.13(c) where the larger time-mean bending shifts the vortex
further beneath the wing. The adverse gradient permeates even further upstream in
the trailing vortex in this case indicating the highly flexible wing provides a stronger
upstream influence. It is interesting to note that the upstream influence is greatest for
this case even though the core flow of the incident vortex does not directly impinge
against the leading-edge as it did for the moderately flexible wing.
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The pressure regimes experienced by the incident vortex are notable due to their
significance on the breakdown of axial vortices in wind tunnel experiments, see for
instance the seminal work by Sarpkaya[139]. Although no specific adverse effect
is identified for the present configuration, this particular trend, if sustained under
harsher conditions such as a higher angle of attack or a less stable incident vortex,
could induce more severe unsteady phenomena, such as vortex bursting. The favor-
able pressure gradient above the wing, as seen in Figure 4.13(a), may provide for a
beneficial placement in terms of the stability of the incident vortex while a negative
vertical offset might be avoided in the context of formation flight. Static aeroelas-
tic deformations of high aspect ratio wings could shift the impinging flow into an
unintended regime thereby generating undesirable fluctuations in the incident flow.
This is directly shown to be the case in Chapter 5. The ramifications of pressure
gradients provided by vortex positioning are a primary topic of Chapter 6 and shown
to generate a highly unsteady feedback response in an isolated incident vortex.
4.4.3 Unsteady flow structure
Although deformations are predominantly of a static nature, several unsteady
behaviors influence the general flow field. This section provides more detail of the
instantaneous flow behavior in conjunction with the aeroelastic response. A snap-
shot of the instantaneous Q-criterion iso-surfaces is provided in Figure 4.14 where
iso-surfaces are colored by the pressure coefficient. Looking at the top view of the
moderately flexible wing, shown in Figure 4.14(a), the upper-surface component of
the split incident vortex is visible. It benefits from the favorable pressure gradient
above the leading-edge, shown in Figure 4.13(b), before rapidly attenuating as it en-
ters the adverse pressure gradient just downstream of the leading-edge. Meanwhile,
the lower-surface component, visible in Figure 4.14(b), tends outboard, consistent
with image-effects with the surface and wraps around the wingtip.
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Figure 4.14: Instantaneous iso-surface of Q-criterion (Q = 5) for (a) top and (b)
bottom views of the moderately flexible wing shown on the left-hand side while (c)
top and (d) bottom views of the highly flexible wing are shown on the right-hand
side. Iso-surfaces are colored by pressure coefficient.
As stated previously, the highly flexible wing provides a larger bending deforma-
tion which places the incident vortex primarily beneath the wing, shown in Figure
4.14(d). The vortex then travels outboard and around the wingtip as it advances
downstream quickly decomposing into smaller-scale structures in the process. The
result of these transitional features is more clearly portrayed in the top-side view
of the highly flexible wing in Figure 4.14(c) where they are shown to periodically
wrap about the follower-wing tip vortex enveloping it in a sequence of vortex loops
downstream of the trailing-edge.
Now, taking a closer look at the moderately flexible wing, dynamic aeroelastic ef-
fects become more apparent. Figure 4.15(a) shows the instantaneous surface pressure
coefficient on the lower surface. A ripple pattern in cp, marked by (1), appears on the
outboard tip side of the wing and is unique to the moderately flexible case. A span-
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Figure 4.15: Contours of instantaneous pressure coefficient for the moderately flex-
ible wing on the (a) lower surface and (b) cross-section marked by A-A. Frame (c)
shows contours of instantaneous spanwise vorticity across the cross-section marked
by A-A for the moderately flexible wing
wise slice of cp is provided in Figure 4.15(b) taken at the cross-section marked by A-A
in Figure 4.15(a). Here, the ripple pattern, again labeled by (2), takes on the form of
alternating packets of positive and negative cp. A similar spanwise slice is provided
for instantaneous spanwise vorticity, ωyc/U∞, in Figure 4.15(c) where instability in
the pressure-side shear layer, marked by (3), coincides with the pressure fluctuations.
The coupling between this instability and twisting mode deformations results in fluc-
tuating pressure near the leading-edge and an amplified twisting behavior, shown
in Figure 4.7, producing limit-cycle-oscillations. Interestingly, this instability is not
observed on the vortex encounter side of the wing where the higher effective angle
of attack appears to stabilize the lower surface shear layer and suppress pitching
oscillations.
Figure 4.16 shows the mean-squared suction-side surface pressure fluctuations for
the single, rigid, and both flexible wings and provides for a comparison of the am-
plitude of unsteady loads on the wing surface. The distribution of p′p′ takes on the
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same general form for all three vortex-encounter cases in that elevated surface pres-
sure fluctuations appear further downstream than the single wing and are distributed
over a larger surface area. This behavior is consistent with enhanced vortex-induced
separation for the rigid and flexible wings as the highest pressure fluctuations typi-
cally occur near the line of reattachment. One difference is readily apparent for the
highly flexible case in that the level of p′p′ is much lower than all other cases. This
decrease in surface pressure fluctuations, located on the most outboard portion of the
highly flexible plate, culminates in a large decrease of rolling moment fluctuations as
will become apparent in Section 4.4.4.
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(b) Rigid
y
x
(c) Moderately flexible (d) Highly flexible(a) Single wing
U∞
y/c = -2
y/c = -3
Diminished pressure fluctuations
p′p′
Figure 4.16: Contours of pressure fluctuations on a portion of the upper surface
4.4.4 Aerodynamic loads
The time-mean aerodynamic loads for the flexible wings are provided in Table
4.5 alongside the single-wing and rigid cases for comparison. Both flexible plates
experience a small decline in L/D. This drop can be largely attributed to several
effects. First, an increase in the effective angle of attack due to the time-mean wing
twist can be expected to increase both lift and drag. Second, the upward deflection
of the wingtips reorients the normal forces on the suction surface slightly inboard
producing a small side force component and attenuation of lift. Third, the vertical
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Table 4.5: Time-mean aerodynamic loads for rigid and flexible wings.
CD CL L/D CMx CMx,RMS
Value % diff. Value % diff. Value % diff. (×10−3)
Single wing 0.077 - 0.43 - 5.64 - 0.002 9.82
Rigid 0.083 +7.6% 0.51 +17.0% 6.14 +8.7% -0.067 10.10
Moderately flexible 0.083 +8.1% 0.50 +15.7% 6.05 +7.1% -0.074 8.51
Highly flexible 0.085 +10.4% 0.51 +18.6% 6.07 +7.4% -0.070 5.62
offset of the incident vortex provided by the time-mean spanwise bending can be
expected to have some influence on the wing behavior.
The time-averaged rolling moment coefficient, CMx , is shown for both the mod-
erately and highly flexible wings and compared to the rigid computation. A small
increase in effective angle of attack provided by wing twisting, which is higher on
the vortex encounter side of both cases, contributes a greater imbalance in spanwise
loading thereby further reducing CMx for both of the compliant wings compared to
the rigid case. This behavior contributes to a 10% increase in the magnitude of the
rolling moment coefficient for the moderately flexible wing. While the difference in
wingtip twisting is greater for the highly flexible wing, the rolling moment coefficient
experiences a smaller, 5% increase in magnitude compared to the rigid case. Two
factors are identified that contribute to the less severe rolling moment of the highly
flexible plate. First, the larger spanwise camber on the vortex encounter-side of the
wing provides a more significant loss of the lift component than experienced by the
moderately flexible wing. Second, suction provided by the vortex as it passes be-
neath the wing close to the tip, shown in Figure 4.12(c), partially counteracts the
negative induced CM,x. This effect is more clearly demonstrated using a stronger
vortex later in Chapter 6 where negative vertical positioning (∆z/c = −0.25) of an
isolated streamwise vortex is shown to drive CM,x much closer that of an isolated
wing.
Instantaneous lift, roll, and pitching moment coefficients along with corresponding
Fourier analysis is provided in Figure 4.17. Beginning with the CL time-history in
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Figure 4.17(a), both flexible cases appear to reduce fluctuations in the instantaneous
lift coefficient compared to the rigid wing. This effect is more clearly elucidated in the
Fourier analysis of CL, Figure 4.17(b), where the moderately flexible wing exhibits
a single clearly defined peak near Stc = 0.5 and the highly flexible wing portrays no
dominant frequencies.
A more significant decrease in fluctuations occurs for the rolling moment coeffi-
cient. The time history of CMx , provided in Figure 4.17(c), demonstrates that higher
frequency content has been largely removed from the moderate and highly flexible
wings and the frequency spectra of CM,x in Figure 4.17(e) shows the highly flexible
wing produces much lower amplitudes. The highly flexible structure exhibits root-
mean-square of the rolling moment, CMx,RMS , in Table 4.5 that is roughly half that of
the rigid case. This behavior directly corresponds with the diminished suction-side
pressure fluctuations observed in Figure 4.16(c). The particular cause of this attenu-
ated response is not clear in the present computations, but may be related to small
pitching oscillations shown in Figure 4.7. The ability of the flexible wings to reduce
fluctuations in the rolling moment coefficients during a vortex encounter would have
implications in prolonging the fatigue life cycle of aerodynamic surfaces.
The time-history of the pitching moment, CMy , is particularly interesting where
strong, persistent, higher frequency oscillations in the rolling moment portray a dom-
inant trend for the moderately flexible wing. While the Fourier analysis for the rigid
and highly flexible cases are comparable, a strongly dominant frequency appears at
Stc = 4.8 for the moderately flexible wing directly matching the clearly defined os-
cillations in wing twisting, shown in Figure 4.7. This effect is a consequence of the
coupling between instability in the lower surface shear-layer with the twisting mode
reminiscent of limit-cycle-oscillations on the outer wingtip previously shown in Figure
4.15. The disappearance of this phenomena at the higher flexibility can be attributed
to several factors. A higher flexibility leads toward a decoupling of the structure with
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shear-layer instabilities. Strain hardening provided by large deformations can also
attribute to the shift in structural behavior.
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Figure 4.17: Force measurements for rigid and flexible wings: instantaneous (a) lift,
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4.5 Summary
High-fidelity implicit LES computations coupled with a geometrically non-linear
plate element were employed in the current chapter in order to investigate the static
and dynamic aeroelastic response of a flexible wing placed in close proximity to a
rigid leader wing. The flexible follower was positioned such that the trailing vortex
from the leader wing impinges upon the leading-edge inboard of the wingtip for the
undeformed, rigid wing. Primary attention was given to modifications of the flow
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structure and unsteady response due to aeroelastic deformations.
Spanwise bending deformations were observed to be predominately static in na-
ture and served to provide an effective vertical offset of the incident vortex relative
to the leading-edge. These essentially static deformations provided a more direct
impingement of the incident vortex on the moderately flexible wing and caused it to
pass beneath the surface of the highly flexible plate. This effective negative vertical
offset promoted an upward and outboard trajectory of the follower wing tip vortex
generating a new mode of wake-evolution in addition to those described in Chapter 3.
Vortex-induced static bending deformations have the potential to shift vortex inter-
action away from the intended regime by imposing a vertical offset thereby generating
a characteristic change in the overall flow structure.
Sustained twisting oscillations were observed for both the moderate and highly
flexible plates, but small in amplitude. These small amplitude oscillations where
shown to clearly influence the unsteady flow structure and aerodynamic loads as re-
vealed by the appearance of several unique modifications to the instantaneous flow.
Twisting mode vibrations of the moderately flexible wing coupled with instability
in the lower-surface shear layer to generate pronounced oscillations in the pitching
moment. This sustained behavior would be expected to contribute to a degrada-
tion of the wing’s structural life-cycle. Upwash on the vortex encounter-side of the
wing helped to locally suppress this dynamic effect. While the highly flexible wing
portrayed larger oscillations in wing twist, suction-side surface pressure fluctuations
were markedly diminished. Contrary to the response of the moderately flexible wing,
the highly flexible plate would be expected to prolong the fatigue-life of the plate
structure. This behavior may be a consequence of passive flow control due to the
small-amplitude twisting oscillations and suggests the possibility of favorable aeroe-
lastic tailoring.
Analysis of the time-mean aerodynamic loads showed a small decrease in L/D
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and an increase in CM,x for both flexible cases compared to the rigid wing. This
behavior is consistent with an increased effective angle of attack provided by twisting
deformations and loss of lift to side-force provided by spanwise camber. The decrease
in magnitude of the rolling moment between the moderately and highly flexible wings
can be partially attributed to an increase in lower-surface suction provided by the
stronger pressure-side component of the incident vortex. This observation suggests a
negative vertical offset could help to partially counteract the vortex-induced rolling
moment.
A couple of trends noted in the present chapter motivate further investigation.
First, the incident vortex is subjected to a fairly strong adverse pressure gradient
when passing beneath the wing for the highly flexible case. Adverse pressure gradients
are known to be a critical factor for breakdown of axial vortices. While no specific
instability can be attributed to this feature in the present cases, this observation serves
as a cautionary note for the potential of a negative vertical offset to induce unsteady
phenomena and buffeting loads. A vertical shift in position may unintentionally
encountered by static aeroelastic deformation or relative motion between the two
aircraft. Second, the favorable unsteady load characteristics of the highly flexible
wing, allegedly provided by passive flow control due to small amplitude twisting
oscillations, merits further investigation. This would be ideally approached through
a more direct analysis, perhaps using forced pitching oscillations of a single wing.
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Chapter 5
Isolated streamwise vortex
interactions with rigid and flexible
wings
Each of the preceding chapters explored the interaction of streamwise vortices in
the context of wings operating in close proximity. The configuration and parameters
investigated in Chapters 3 and 4 were conducive to the exploration and analysis of the
fluid dynamics and aeroelastic response of a follower wing to a physically generated
streamwise vortex provided by an identical leader wing. While a significant level of
insight on the characteristic time-mean and unsteady behaviors were obtained from
the preceding configuration, the need for further simplification is described in the
following points:
1.) The roll-up process of the leader-wing trailing vortex is difficult to predict.
This provides uncertainty in the effective lateral or vertical positioning of the incident
vortex with respect to the follower wing, demonstrated in Figure 5.1. Although the
efforts of the previous chapters were successful in subjecting the follower wing to
the intended range of vortex positions, uncertainty in the actual vortex trajectory
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provided some difficulty in systematically exploring the parameter space. A more
precise method of positioning the incident vortex relative to the follower wing would
reduce the complexity of the problem in general and permit more rigorous exploration
of the parameter space.
U∞
Wake turbulence
Trailing vortex undulations
Shear-layer instability
Δy Δyv
Leader-wing
Follower-wing
y
x
Figure 5.1: Top view of instantaneous Q-criterion (Q = 5) for both leader and
follower-wings. Several aspects of this configuration complicate understanding of
streamwise vortices: 1.) The trajectory of the leader-wing trailing vortex produces
difficulty in accurately placing the incident vortex, 2.) Some instability in the trailing
vortex is propagated from leader-wing, 3.) The influence of shear-layer instabilities
and wake turbulence.
2.) A fundamental understanding of the unsteady behaviors provided by stream-
wise vortex/surface interaction is complicated by the influence of the leader-wing.
For example, a small degree of fluctuation appears in the leader-wing trailing vortex,
shown in Figure 5.1. The swirl strength, q = Γ/2πrv∆u, was measured to be near
q ≈ 2 a short distance upstream of the follower wing and which would tend to fall
within the stable regime for axial vortices with swirling flow[80]. Therefore, this be-
havior does not appear to be related to feedback response from the follower wing, but
its origin is unclear in the present computations due to the presence of several influ-
ential factors unrelated to vortex/surface interaction. These include wake turbulence
shed from the main body of the leader-wing and shear-layer instabilities that form in
the leader-wing feeding sheet, both identified in Figure 5.1. The strain field provided
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by the counter-rotating trailing vortex from the opposite wingtip can also promote
mutual inductive (Kelvin-mode or Crow) instability unrelated to vortex-surface in-
teraction.
3.) Chapter 4 suggested the impact of dynamic aeroelastic deformations can be
important, but oscillation amplitudes are too small for the influence to be made
saliently clear. A stronger vortex may promote more vibrant dynamics and provide
a clearer depiction of the unsteady fluid dynamics.
4.) Providing sufficient resolution for ILES computations of tandem wings is
taxing on computational resources and prohibits the number of parameters that can
be explored.
In order to more clearly isolate the unsteady behaviors directly related to vortex-
surface interaction, an approach similar to that first used by Garmann and Visbal[102]
is adopted in the current chapter and used through the remainder of this dissertation.
Here, the leader-wing is replaced by a q-vortex[78] imposed at the inflow boundary.
The goal of this chapter is to explore and understand unsteady interactions that may
arise when an initially stable, laminar streamwise vortex interacts with both rigid and
flexible wings. The canonical configuration employed and its merits are described in
more detail in Section 5.1 and then compared with the tandem wing configuration
in Section 5.4. The interaction due to compliant wings is described in Section 5.6
followed by an isolation of the influence of static aeroelastic response in Section 5.7.
5.1 Problem setup
The configuration provided in this chapter employs the interaction of a streamwise-
oriented vortex with a finite-aspect-ratio flat plate wing. The wing has an aspect-
ratio of A = 6 and thickness of t/c = 0.03 and operates at a chord-based Reynolds
number of Re = 30, 000 and angle of attack of α = 5◦. The streamwise vortex
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is imposed upstream of the wing at the inflow boundary located 9.5 chord lengths
upstream of the leading-edge. Its position is described by the initial lateral and
vertical offsets of ∆y and ∆z demonstrated in Figure 5.2, where ∆y = (yvortex − ytip)
and ∆z = (zvortex − zmidchord). These parameters define the positioning of the vortex
relative to the wingtip and mid-chord, respectively, at the inflow boundary. Each
case evaluated in this chapter places the vortex inboard of the wingtip with an initial
lateral offset of ∆y/c = 0.25 and a vertical offset of ∆z/c = 0.
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Figure 5.2: Configuration for streamwise-oriented vortex impingement; (a) top view,
(b) side view.
The leader-wing trailing vortex is generated by imposing a q-vortex [78] upstream
as shown in Figure 5.2. This vortex is described analytically in cylindrical coordinates
by defining the radial, circumferential, and axial velocities as
ur(r) = 0 (5.1)
uθ(r) =
q0∆u0
r/rv
(
1− e−(r/rv)2
)
(5.2)
ux(r) = 1−∆u0e−(r/rv)
2
(5.3)
respectively where rv is a measure of the vortex radius, ∆u0 is the initial maximum
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velocity deficit, and q0 is the initial swirl ratio defined by
q0 = Γ0/2πrv∆u0 ≈ 1.567V0/∆u0 (5.4)
where V0 is the maximum tangential velocity. The tangential and axial velocity
profiles of the q-vortex are shown in Figure 5.3 where the physical definitions of ∆u0,
rv, and V0 are annotated for clarity.
For the cases explored in this chapter, the initial swirl strength is chosen to be
q0 = 2, with a radius of rv = 0.1c, and axial velocity deficit of ∆u0 = 0.4U∞ resulting
in a maximum circumferential velocity of V0 ≈ 0.5U∞. A similar application of this
vortex was successfully employed by Garmann and Visbal[102] to evaluate several
lateral positions at a lower Reynolds number and angle of attack. The specific values
for the vortex parameters place the swirling flow within the stable regime predicted
by Leibovich and Stewartson[80] where q ≥
√
2 prevents the amplification of short-
wave perturbations. It should be noted this criterion is a sufficient, but not necessary
condition, for instability. Other forms of unsteady behavior can occur for q >
√
2, such
as those described in Section 1.3, have the potential to arise in streamwise vortices.
However, other instabilities are unlikely to appear in the present configuration and
are not encountered in practice. For instance, the viscous center modes of Fabre and
Jacquin[84] are more likely to appear at higher Reynolds numbers and cooperative
instabilities (see Sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2) are prevented by removing the strain field
imposed by the counter-rotating trailing vortex from the leader wing. Therefore, the
present configuration permits evaluation of instabilities that may arise as a direct
consequence of interaction between a stable, free vortex with an aerodynamic surface
rather than the natural growth of unstable modes preceding impingement.
Figure 5.3 shows tangential and axial velocity profiles measured behind the iso-
lated flat plate wing and compared to a fitted q-vortex with the same diameter and
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swirl properties. Comparison between the single wing trailing vortex and the fitted
q-vortex shows that the imposed definition provides a very good approximation to the
trailing vortex of the present low Reynolds number flat plate wing. One important
difference should be noted here: a second velocity deficit appears on the outboard
side, r/c ≈ 0.25, of the physical vortex. This feature is a remnant of the feeding sheet
for the trailing vortex that has not completely rolled up at this streamwise location.
The specific choice of q0, rv, and ∆u0 given above provides a much higher circulation,
Γv/U∞c = 0.503, and larger core size, but a comparable swirl ratio to the single wing
trailing vortex.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of (a) tangential and (b) axial velocity profiles for the flat
plate trailing vortex and imposed q-vortex.
The configuration described above provides for a canonical streamwise vortex
surface interaction. This well-defined configuration further simplifies an otherwise
very complex problem and helps to better elucidate the underlying physics. The use
of a flat-plate wing further decreases complexity by removing geometry effects, such
as wing curvature, and promotes flow separation that may occur on smooth profiles at
higher Reynolds numbers. The use of a well-defined vortex permits understanding of
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instabilities that may arise in the context of theoretical fluid dynamics. Application
of the q-vortex intentionally removes several complicating factors encountered for
the tandem wing configuration investigated in Chapters 3 and 4 allowing for a more
fundamental analysis of streamwise vortex interactions.
5.2 Numerical considerations
This setup utilizes a similar nested grid as that employed in Chapter 3 with some
modifications necessary for the new approach. A portrayal of the final mesh topology
is demonstrated in Figure 5.4 and consists of a hierarchy of 16 total grids in order
to properly model the detailed fluid physics. The first set of blocks, designed to
resolve the transitional flow structure near the wing body, consists of a series of fine-
scale grids which wrap around the wing surface depicted by the red colored region
in Figure 5.4. The near-wing grid system is composed of leading-edge, trailing-edge,
upper, lower and two tip grid regions. As in the previous chapters, this particular
multiple grid configuration is applied in order to accommodate high-order stencils
at the squared-off corners of the flat plate wing and includes a four-point coincident
overlap between adjacent meshes eliminating the need for high-order interpolation
within this set.
An additional refined grid block serves to preserve the incident vortex as it prop-
agates from the inflow boundary, shown in Figure 5.4 in gray. This new region is
constructed using the same point distribution as the near field group. Finally, each
of these blocks is wrapped in a far field system which is coarsened to roughly 2/3 the
number of points as that of the near field and vortex meshes and rapidly stretched
to the far field boundary. Communication between the far field and near field groups
is non-coincident and therefore Chimera overset [132] methodology with high-order
interpolation [133] is employed. Grid point clustering is maintained in the far field
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blocks in order to minimize volume ratios in the overlap regions. The final grid used
throughout Chapters 5-7, consists of 60 million grid points and is further decomposed
into 688 sub-blocks for parallel processing.
Nearfield grids
Farfield grids
x
y
Vortex grid
Wing surface
Vortex grid
Nearfield grids
Farfield grids
z
x
Wing surface
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.4: Overset multi-wing grid system used; (a) shows a top-view and (b)
portrays a sideview.
Boundary conditions for the described configuration are applied in a similar fash-
ion as the previous chapters, with some modifications. The solid boundaries at the
wing surfaces employ a no-slip condition where surface velocities due to wing motion
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are imposed at the corresponding surface points. In addition, third-order adiabatic
(∂T/∂n = 0) and zero normal pressure gradient (∂P/∂n = 0) conditions are applied.
Boundary treatments at the far fields differ from the previous cases only at the inflow
boundary where the free stream velocity and incoming vortex are prescribed with
first-order extrapolation of pressure. All other far field boundaries, located 50 to 100
chord lengths away from the wing, employ first-order extrapolation of the primitive
variables with the exception of pressure which is set to the free stream value. It
should be noted that properties of the high-order filter and rapid mesh stretching are
again exploited in the manner described by Visbal and Gaitonde [134].
A two-dimensional finite element mesh, described previously in Section 4.2 and
shown in Figure 4.3, is again placed in the mid-plane of the wing body within the fluid
dynamics mesh. As before, forces and deformations are interchanged between fluid
and structure grids in the manner described in Section 2.3. Boundary conditions on
the finite element mesh consist of constraining all degrees of freedom on element nodes
along the wing midspan while all remaining finite element nodes are unconstrained.
The rigid cases presented in the current and following chapters were initially run
for τ = 30 non-dimensional times allowing for the elimination of startup transients
and the propagation of the vortex past the wing. The rigid computation was then
run for an additional τ = 10 allowing for the collection of time-mean and statistical
quantities. Each of the aeroelastic computations were then initialized from the pre-
viously completed rigid cases and run for an additional τ = 20 permitting solutions
to return to a time-asymptotic state and allowing sufficient time to collect statistical
data. A nondimensional time step of ∆τ = 0.0001 is used in order to provide sufficient
temporal resolution for the fine-scale flow structure.
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5.3 Effect of grid resolution
The effect of grid resolution was evaluated for the case of an initial ∆y/c = 0.25
lateral offset and ∆z/c = 0 vertical offset relative to a rigid wing. Three levels of
resolution for the mesh system described in the previous section were constructed and
presented here for comparison. Table 5.1 lists global dimensions and scale factors for
each grid along with maximum streamwise δxs,max/c, spanwise δys,max/c, and surface
normal δzs/c spacing for each mesh on the wing surface.
Grid Num. points Scale factor δxs,max/c δys,max/c δzs/c
Coarse 17, 649, 961 0.29 1.56× 10−2 3.05× 10−2 2.28× 10−4
Mid 59, 671, 456 1.00 1.03× 10−2 2.02× 10−2 1.51× 10−4
Fine 139, 080, 415 2.33 0.78× 10−2 1.50× 10−2 1.14× 10−4
Table 5.1: Grid refinement details
Table 5.2 provides a comparison of the time-mean aerodynamic loads for each
grid where, CL, CD, CM,y(c/4), and CM,x describe the lift, drag, quarter-chord pitching
moment, and rolling moment respectively. Observation of the time-averaged lift, drag,
and moment coefficients demonstrates significantly decreasing changes in all forces as
resolution increases. Collapse of these integrated quantities between the two finer
grids provides confidence in the resolution of the present computations.
CD CL CM,y(c/4) CM,x
Coarse 0.094 0.659 -0.076 -0.118
Mid 0.090 0.630 -0.039 -0.136
Fine 0.089 0.622 -0.035 -0.137
Table 5.2: Time-averaged forces
Figures 5.5(a) and (b) portray streamwise and vertical velocity profiles respec-
tively across the vortex core measured two chord lengths (x/c = −2) upstream of
the leading-edge. All levels of resolution produce indistinguishable results demon-
strating the vortex mesh for all of the current grid systems are suitable to preserve
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the streamwise vortex as it approaches the wing. The instantaneous flow structure
of the vortex encounter for each mesh is shown in Figure 5.6(a) using an iso-surface
of Q-criterion. Here, the mid and fine grids portray the same qualitative behavior
in the incident vortex upstream of the leading-edge while the coarse mesh reveals
a slightly different structure in the incident vortex helical instability which has also
shifted further upstream. While the fine grid resolves smaller-scale structures, the
same qualitative behavior is observed for both the mid and fine grids over the entire
wing. The time-mean flow, depicted in Figure 5.6(b), is qualitatively similar for all
three cases. Observation of all quantities of interest in the current study shows little
change between the two higher resolution meshes and demonstrates suitability of the
mid -level grid which is used in all following computations.
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Figure 5.5: Effect of grid resolution on time-mean (a) streamwise and (b) tangential
velocity across the vortex core measured two chord lengths upstream of the wing.
The effect of grid resolution on the structural model is partially repeated for the
new configuration using the same approach as described in Section 4.3. As before,
static deformations of the wing are evaluated using the time-mean surface loads from
the rigid wing computation. Three structural meshes with uniformly spaced elements
were investigated in this section and dimensions for each are shown in Table 5.3.
Nodal vertical deflections are recorded for both the vortex-side and outboard wingtips
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Figure 5.6: Effect of grid resolution on (a) the instantaneous flow using an iso-
surface of Q-criterion (Q = 15) and (b) the time-mean flow using an iso-surface of
Q-criterion (Q = 5).
taken at the midchord in Table 5.4 using the properties for the moderately flexible
wing. The corresponding wingtip mid chord deflections provided in Table 5.4 differ
on the order of 0.01%. Grid work, Wgrid, is computed for the three grids as a more
discriminating evaluation of wing deformations. As stated previously, this calculation
provides an integrated value for evaluation of deformations on the entire structural
model and shows changes on the order of 0.01% with successive refinement.
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Table 5.3: Structural mesh dimensions
Grid Dimensions Grid size
Coarse 10× 60 600
Mid 14× 86 1204
Fine 20× 120 2400
Table 5.4: Wing tip deflections and grid work
Grid dz,o/c dz,v/c Wgrid(N ·m)
Coarse 4.661× 10−2 6.630× 10−2 4.781× 10−3
Mid 4.661× 10−2 6.631× 10−2 4.782× 10−3
Fine 4.662× 10−2 6.632× 10−2 4.783× 10−3
5.4 Comparison of isolated vortex and tandem wings
This section describes the main differences and similarities in the instantaneous
and time-mean flow structure between the streamwise vortex interactions involved
in the tandem wing and imposed vortex cases. Figure 5.7 shows a top view of the
time-mean Q-criterion for the αL = 5
◦ and αL = 8
◦ tandem wing cases from Chapter
3 and the current, imposed vortex case. As the incident vortex increases in strength
from α = 5◦ to α = 8◦, the general flow structure becomes more similar to the
imposed vortex case. While the upper-surface component of the incident vortex for
the αL = 5
◦ case attenuates as it approaches the trailing-edge, both of the stronger
αL = 8
◦ and imposed vortex cases demonstrate a more rapid attenuation due a direct
impingement with the leading-edge and more even bifurcation of the incident vortex
following impingement. The αL = 8
◦ case portrays a much earlier destruction of the
coherent vortex due to its relatively weaker strength compared to the imposed vortex
case. Just upstream of the leading-edge, both the αL = 8
◦ and imposed vortex cases
portray an indentation in the time-mean Q-criterion indicative of similar unstable
behavior shown more clearly in the instantaneous flow.
A snapshot of instantaneous Q-criterion for all three cases is provided in Figure
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of time-mean flow for tandem wing and imposed vortex
cases using an iso-surface of Q-criterion (Q = 5).
5.7. Each interaction shows that attenuation of the upper surface component is influ-
enced by interaction with transitional flow structure provided by the separation region
inboard of vortex impingement. In the αL = 5
◦ case, the incident vortex periodically
connects with vortical structures on its inboard side as described previously in Sec-
tion 3.4. Both the αL = 8
◦ and imposed vortex cases degenerate into smaller-scale
structures comparatively earlier. This factor may be influenced by both a weaker
upper surface component due to a more even bifurcation and a stronger separation
imposed by enhanced upwash from the stronger vortices. Upon impingement with the
leading-edge, the incident vortex of the αL = 8
◦ and imposed vortex cases develops a
spiraling instability much more pronounced in the imposed vortex case.
Time-mean surface pressure coefficient contours and surface restricted stream-
lines are plotted in Figure 5.9 and compare the surface flow topology for the single
wing, tandem wing, and imposed vortex cases. Consistent with previous observations,
increasing effective angle of attack provided by upwash from the incident vortex pro-
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of instantaneous flow for tandem wing and imposed vortex
cases using an iso-surface of Q-criterion (Q = 15).
duces a larger separation region as the vortex becomes stronger from Figures 5.9(b)
to (d). This is indicated by both the growing region of suction and approximated
line of reattachment in the surface restricted streamlines. A time-mean recirculation
region just inboard of the vortex encounter is consistent between all three cases as
indicated by a stable focus and enhanced suction. This swirling flow region grows
with vortex strength and its influence on surface pressure is significant enough in
the imposed vortex case in Figure 5.9(d) to influence the time-mean loading. This is
demonstrated in Figure 5.10 where a large spike in the time-mean lift coefficient per
unit length coincides with the strong suction in the swirling flow region. A similar
local enhancement in lift is shown to persist for all inboard positions of the incident
vortex in the work by Garmann and Visbal[5].
In general, the tandem wing cases tend to the behavior of the imposed vortex
as the incident vortex increases in size and strength. This observation conveys the
relevance of using the q-vortex model in the present section for analysis of streamwise
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of time-mean surface pressure and limiting surface stream-
lines for the isolated wing, tandem wing and imposed vortex cases.
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Figure 5.10: Distribution of lift coefficient per unit length along the wingspan for
the isolated wing, tandem wing, and imposed vortex cases.
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vortex interactions with low Reynolds number wings. Two important, and intentional,
distinctions are apparent between the tandem wing and imposed vortex approaches.
First, fluctuations in the tandem wing vortex upstream of the follower likely provided
by wake turbulence or shear layer instabilities of the generator wing, have been suc-
cessfully removed in the imposed vortex case. Therefore, the upstream response in
the single, stable, laminar vortex is solely a consequence of vortex-surface interaction
which can be more rigorously studied here. Second, a more pronounced response is
elicited in the imposed vortex case allowing for clearer depiction and characterization
of unsteady behavior.
5.5 Comparison with previous work
Figure 5.11 shows similar views of the instantaneous flow for the previous ap-
plication of the q-vortex by Garmann and Visbal[5] in Figures 5.11(a) and (b) and
the current case in Figures 5.11(c) and (d). Both cases use an identical wing, initial
positioning of ∆y/c = 0.25 and ∆z/c = 0, and the same vortex properties, but the
wing in Ref. [5] operates at a lower Re = 20, 000 and α = 4◦. Instability upstream of
the leading-edge is common to both cases where Ref. [5] shows spiraling undulations
emanating from interaction with the leading-edge. The higher angle of attack and
Reynolds number of the present case subjects the vortex to a more severe interaction
that successfully elicits a more pronounced unsteady response. This engenders an
abrupt change in flow structure and expansion of the vortex core in the time-mean
flow, but is not vortex breakdown in the strict sense defined by Leibovich [87], that
is, there is no stagnation or flow reversal.
The helical instability in the present work appears to provide larger amplitude
fluctuations, but is confined closer to the leading-edge. The primary frequency in both
in cases is close to Stc ≈ 1.0 and, as will become apparent in Chapter 6, independent
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of instantaneous flow between Garmann and Visbal[5] and
the current work using a snapshot of instantaneous Q-criterion (Q = 15). Frames (a)
and (b) show the Re = 20, 000, α = 4◦ case while (c) and (d) show the current
Re = 30, 000 and α = 5◦ case.
of the specific interaction, and in Chapter 7 resilient to wing oscillations. These
observations suggest the time-scales of the vortex instability are a characteristic of
the vortex itself rather than its specific interaction with the wing. Further exploration
on the effects of Re and α are outside the scope of this dissertation but are excellent
topics for future work.
5.6 Effect of flexibility
The goal of this section is to subject flexible wings to a stronger interaction sup-
plied by the imposed vortex. This enhanced interaction provides a clearer aeroelastic
response of the wing structure and feedback effects on the incident vortex. Two
compliant wings are evaluated where the moderately flexible structure has an elastic
modulus of E = 69 (MPa) and the highly flexible wing is E = 34.5 (MPa). The
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density, poisson’s ratio, characteristic length, and thickness of both plate models are
chosen to be ρs = 2700 (kg/m
3), ν = 0.30, c = 0.1 (m), and t/c = 0.01 respec-
tively. For reference, the moderately flexible wing is comparable to a thin aluminum
plate. The dynamic pressure is set as 1/2ρfU
2
∞ = 58.5 which corresponds with water
tunnel conditions. These are the same parameters used for the flexible structures in
Chapter 4. As before, this particular choice of parameters is both tractable for LES
computations and reproducible in experimental studies.
5.6.1 Compliant wing deformations
The wing deformations are explored in this section in order to provide insight into
the influence of a streamwise-oriented vortex on the static and dynamic components
of the elastic structures. Table 5.5 lists the time-mean wingtip vertical deflections,
dz and twisting θ. Both the moderate and highly flexible wings exhibit time-mean
tip deflections that are significantly larger on the vortex encounter-side due to an
asymmetric spanwise distribution of lift, shown for the rigid wing in Figure 5.10. This
effectively translates into a vertical offset of the surface placing the incident vortex
axis beneath the leading-edge in both cases, depicted in Figure 5.12. Time-mean
wingtip twisting behavior is also shown in Table 5.5 which shows the time-averaged
twisting deformations are larger for the highly flexible wing, as can be expected.
However, there is little change in θ between the vortex encounter and outboard-sides
of the wing for either flexible structure.
Table 5.5: Time-mean wingtip deformations.
dz,v/c dz,o/c θv θo
Moderately flexible 0.067 0.047 0.17◦ 0.16◦
Highly flexible 0.133 0.099 0.32◦ 0.31◦
A time-history of vertical displacements at the wingtip midchords is depicted in
Figure 5.13(a) over the last τ = 10 of simulation time. For both the moderate and
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highly flexible cases, the vortex encounter-side tip exhibits a pronounced dynamic
response compared to the essentially static displacements of the outboard tip of both
flexible structures. Fourier analysis of the spanwise bending deformations, shown in
Figure 5.14(a) clarifies the dominant frequency components for each plate. A single
clearly defined non-dimensional frequency of Stc = fc/U∞ = 0.46 appears for the
highly flexible wing whereas the moderately flexible plate exhibits two additional
frequency components of Stc = 0.91 and 0.23. These are essentially a harmonic
and sub-harmonic respectively of the single dominant frequency of the highly flexible
structure. In both cases, the dominant frequency of bending oscillations is Stc = 0.46
and roughly a sub-harmonic of the primary frequency of vortex instability, measured
to be Stc = 0.9 (see Chapter 6).
A time-history of twisting deformations at both wingtips is provided in Figure
5.13(b) in which the flexible and highly flexible wings demonstrate small amplitude
high-frequency components and larger-amplitude low-frequency components of twist-
ing on the vortex encounter-side. The larger-amplitude frequencies of the twisting
deformations, obtained from the FFT of θ in Figure 5.14(b), directly correspond to
those observed for the bending deformations at Stc = 0.46. This indicates the dynamic
response is largely driven by unsteadiness in the flow field rather than excitation of
structural modes.
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Figure 5.12: Time-mean deformations for the moderate and highly flexible wings
result in an effective vertical offset of the vortex relative to the leading-edge. Defor-
mations are amplified for visual purposes.
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Figure 5.13: Time-history of (a) wingtip vertical deflections and (b) wingtip twist-
ing. Time-mean values are provided to the right of each figure.
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Figure 5.14: Fourier analysis of (a) wingtip vertical deflection and (b) wingtip
twisting deformations.
An additional clearly defined peak is found in the wing twist frequency spectrum
at a higher frequency of Stc = 4.43. This higher frequency component is found only
on the outboard wingtip of the moderate flexible plate and is consistent with the
behavior of the moderately flexible wing in Chapter 5. As in the previous chapter,
these oscillations appear to be a coupling between shear-layer instabilities on the
lower outboard surface and twisting-mode deformations of the plate, rather than
a consequence of vortex-surface interaction. Upwash from the incident vortex was
shown in Chapter 5 to partially stabilize the shear-layer reducing the amplitude of
this frequency component on the vortex encounter-side. Here, the stronger upwash
provided by the imposed vortex completely removes this frequency content from the
vortex-side of the wing. Increasing stiffness that accompanies large deformations
provided by the vortex-induced bending can also contribute to the removal of this
phenomenon on the vortex-side of the wing.
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5.6.2 Time-mean flow structure
The time-mean flow structure about the rigid, moderate, and highly flexible plates
is depicted in Figure 5.15 where Figure 5.15(a) shows a top view of an iso-surface
of Q-criterion while Figure 5.15(b) shows a bottom-view. The rigid wing portrays
a slight expansion of the time-mean incident vortex as it approaches the leading-
edge, and then bifurcation between the upper and lower surfaces of the plate. A
more significant expansion of the incident vortex diameter is observed for both the
moderate and highly flexible plates. Similar bifurcation to that observed for the rigid
plate is found on the flexible structures, but partitioning of the incident vortex is
increasingly biased towards the lower surface with increasing flexibility. This is a
consequence of the effective vertical offset provided by the time-mean bending on the
vortex-side of the wing.
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Figure 5.15: Iso-surfaces of time-mean Q-criterion for rigid and flexible wings (Q =
5) where (a) shows a top view and (b) portrays a bottom view
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5.6.3 Unsteady flow structure
A snapshot of the instantaneous flow structure is provided in Figures 5.16(a)-(c)
for the rigid, moderate, and highly flexible plates respectively. As previously men-
tioned, the incident vortex develops an unsteady helical pattern preceding impinge-
ment with the leading-edge of the rigid wing. This spiraling flow structure alternates
between the top and bottom surfaces intermittently contributing to vortical compo-
nents on either side of the plate and is responsible for the expansion of the time-mean
vortex diameter upstream of all three wings in Figure 5.15. This phenomenon is
similar to the pinch-off and reconnect process well-described in the preceding work
by Garmann and Visbal [5]. Instability in the incident vortex appears to be exac-
erbated by both flexible plates where the unsteady helix is shown to become much
more pronounced in Figures 5.16(b) and (c). This enhanced instability provides a sec-
ondary spiral, traced by a dashed red line, in addition the the primary helix, traced
by a dashed blue line, indicative of higher modes of instability in the more perturbed
vortex of the aeroelastic cases.
A bottom view of the instantaneous flow structure is shown in Figures 5.16(d)-
(f) for the rigid, moderate, and highly flexible plates respectively, and more clearly
demonstrates the effect of elasticity on the unsteady flow structure. Here, the time-
mean bending deformation, dz,v/c = 0.07c, on the vortex-side of the moderately
flexible plate allows a more significant portion of the unsteady vortex to pass along
the lower-surface. A vertical shift of the moderately flexible wing in conjunction with
enhanced instability provides larger amplitude fluctuations in the pressure-side flow
field which engenders some degree of buffeting response of the compliant structure,
shown in Figure 5.13. This trend is shown to persist for the highly flexible wing in
Figure 5.16(f) where the larger dz,v/c = 0.133 time-mean bending deflection provides
an additional bias of the highly unsteady flow to the pressure-side of the wing, further
contributing to the dynamic response in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.16: Iso-surfaces of instantaneous Q-criterion for rigid and flexible wings
(Q = 15). Dotted lines roughly locate the beginning of instability.
The influence of vortex instability on the wing is best differentiated for each case
by looking at contours of instantaneous pressure coefficient, cp, on the lower surface
of the wing in Figure 5.17. The imprint of the unsteady spiral is shown for the rigid
wing in Figure 5.17(a) which portrays intermittent packets of low-pressure along the
surface coincident with when the spiral crosses the pressure-side. A similar helical
imprint is shown for the moderately flexible wing in Figure 5.17(b) where regions of
suction are much stronger than the rigid case. These higher amplitude fluctuations
in surface pressure will be shown later to produce significantly larger fluctuations in
the aerodynamic loads. The imprint of the unsteady vortex is strongest for the highly
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flexible wing in Figure 5.17(c) which conveys the lowest pressures of the three cases.
Although suction is stronger for this wing, it is also more consistent providing lower
amplitude fluctuations in surface pressure than the moderately flexible case.
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Figure 5.17: Contours of instantaneous pressure coefficient, cp, on the lower-surface
for the (a) rigid, (b), moderate, and (c) highly flexible wings.
Figure 5.18 shows cross-sections of turbulent kinetic energy, k, contours inter-
secting the incident vortex in the xy-plane at z = 0.04 and portrays the maximum
upstream extent of velocity fluctuations for each wing. The kinetic energy fluctua-
tions for the rigid wing in Figure 5.18(a) portray a small region of k upstream of the
leading-edge coinciding with the onset of unsteady behavior. This elevated region of
k protrudes further upstream of the leading-edge for both of the flexible cases. A
comparison of iso-lines of turbulent kinetic energy upstream of the three plates shows
the highly flexible wing provides the largest upstream extent of instability, slightly
further than the moderate flexible case, consistent with the unsteady flow structure
in Figure 5.16. Although the onset of unsteady behavior is slightly delayed for the
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Figure 5.18: Top-down view of turbulent kinetic energy, k, contours at z/c = 0.04.
moderately flexible wing, the growth rate appears to be much higher due to the signif-
icantly elevated regions of kinetic energy fluctuations in Figure 5.18(b) and consistent
with the amplitude of surface pressure fluctuations in Figure 5.17(b).
Clearly, the present analysis captures a significant influence of flexibility on the
unsteady fluid dynamics in a streamwise-oriented vortex encounter. Two aspects
of the aeroelastic response can contribute to its influence on the incident vortex.
First, the time-mean spanwise bending deflection of the vortex-side wingtip effectively
repositions the incident vortex relative to the wing surface, shown in Figure 5.12.
This static-aeroelastic effect could result in a very different vortex-surface interaction.
Second, the small-amplitude low-frequency oscillations of the dynamic response have
the potential to provide feedback effects on the incident vortex. For instance, Gursul
and Xie[66] demonstrated the breakdown of a leading-edge vortex over a delta wing
can be particularly sensitive to lower-frequency oscillations of a fin. Uncertainty as
to which of these two aspects dominates in the present flow motivates the separation
of static and dynamic responses in Section 5.7 in order to isolate the main effects.
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5.6.4 Aerodynamic loads
The time-mean aerodynamic loads for the rigid, flexible, and highly flexible cases
are provided in Table 5.6 and compared to an identical wing without an incident vor-
tex. An enhanced lift and lift-to-drag ratio compared to the isolated wing is apparent
in all three cases. However, the benefit decreases somewhat with increasing flexibility.
This effect can be explained by two factors. First, while a small increase in the effec-
tive angle of attack provided by time-mean wing twist increases lift and drag, lifting
force is partially counteracted by spanwise bending. The spanwise camber provided
by bending deflections partially orients the normal forces in the spanwise direction
which amounts to a loss in lift to side-force. Consequently, L/D is diminished.
Table 5.6: Time-mean aerodynamic loads for rigid and flexible wings
CD CL L/D CMx CMx,RMS
Value % diff. Value % diff. Value % diff. Value (×10−3)
No vortex 0.077 - 0.43 - 5.65 - 0.002 9.8
Rigid 0.091 +17.8% 0.63 +45.7% 6.96 +23.7% -0.136 12.9
Moderate 0.092 +19.6% 0.64 +47.2% 6.92 +23.1% -0.140 22.3
High 0.094 +22.6% 0.65 +50.3% 6.89 +22.6% -0.125 12.1
Second, moving the vortex away from the surface has an influence on the aero-
dynamic benefits. See, for instance, Figure 5.19(a) which plots the time mean dis-
tribution of lift coefficient per unit length along the wingspan. The effective vertical
offset provided by spanwise bending removes the locally enhanced lift provided by
suction on the upper-surface of the rigid wing just inboard of the vortex encounter.
Further inboard of the vortex, the lift distribution of the flexible wings is higher due
to a larger effective angle of attack provided by wing twist which also increases drag.
Placement of the vortex beneath the wing, as in the highly flexible case, produces a
low pressure-region near the wingtip on the lower surface, shown in Figure 5.17, that
further counteracts the lift.
Observation of the time-mean rolling moment coefficient, CMx , demonstrates the
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tendency for the asymmetrical lift distribution to produce a negative vortex-induced
rolling moment which is highest for the moderately flexible wing and lowest for the
highly flexible plate. The strong low pressure region on the lower surface of the
highly flexible wing, located near the wingtip and shown in Figure 5.17(c), partially
counteracts the negative vortex-induced rolling moment providing a less severe CMx .
Fourier analysis of the rolling moment in Figure 5.19(b) provides some insight
into the unsteady loading provided by vortex-surface interaction. The moderately
flexible wing exhibits the highest amplitude components with clearly defined peaks
at frequencies of Stc = 0.23, 0.46, 0.91. The two lower frequencies are sub-harmonics
of the primary vortex instability while the higher frequency coincides with the un-
stable mode of the incident vortex. The highly flexible wing exhibits a single, clearly
defined peak at Stc = 0.46 although much lower in amplitude than the same fre-
quency component for the moderately flexible case. Clearly, the moderately flexible
wing engenders the most unstable response of the three cases as was suggested by
turbulent kinetic energy fluctuations in Figure 5.18 and instantaneous lower-surface
pressure contours in Figure 5.17. Evidence of enhanced unsteady loading is further
supported by the root-mean-square of the rolling moment coefficient, CMx,RMS , for the
moderately flexible case which is nearly double that of the rigid wing. The frequency
content for both flexible wings directly aligns with that of the bending deformations
in Figure 5.14(a) demonstrating the tendency for vortex-induced unsteady loads to
drive dynamic response of the flexible structures.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from the Fourier analysis of the quarter-chord
pitching moment shown in Figure 5.19(c). Here, the moderate flexible wing provides
clearly defined peaks at the same frequencies of the bending deformations with an
additional component at Stc = 4.4. This higher frequency component is due to the
same phenomenon described in Section 4.4.4. The highly flexible wing produces a
single peak at Stc = 0.46 with an amplitude comparable to the same component of
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Figure 5.19: (a) Time-mean lift coefficient per unit span and Fourier analysis of
(b) rolling moment, and (c) quarter-chord pitching moment coefficients for rigid and
flexible wings
the moderately flexible plate. Similar amplitudes of this pitching behavior result in
much larger twisting deformations for the highly flexible structure in Figure 5.14(b).
5.7 Isolation of static aeroelastic effects
Section 5.6 demonstrated wing flexibility can significantly influence vortex-surface
interaction by enhancing instability upstream of the leading-edge consequently magni-
fying buffeting loads. Both static and dynamic components of the aeroelastic response
were significant providing some uncertainty as to which is responsible for the main
effects. This section decouples the static and dynamic components of the aeroelastic
solutions by isolating the static deformations. This is done by deforming the rigid
wing grid to match the time-mean deformations of the flexible wing cases, shown in
Figure 5.20. Removal of the vortex-induced oscillations allows for a clearer explana-
tion of the main influence provided by the static component. Computations for the
rigid, bent-wing simulations were conducted in the same manner described for the
undeformed rigid wing in Section 5.2.
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Figure 5.20: Statically deformed wing reproduces the time-mean bending deforma-
tion of the aeroelastic cases.
The impact of static deformation is perhaps most clearly portrayed using a pressure-
side view of an iso-surface of instantaneous Q-criterion in Figure 5.21. Here, the full
aeroelastic simulation of the moderately flexible wing and its statically deformed coun-
terpart are compared in Figures 5.21(a) and (b) respectively, where the main vortical
components for both cases are traced with dashed lines for clarity. It is readily ap-
parent that the solutions obtained at comparable instances of time produce a nearly
identical unsteady flow structure. This observation continues for the comparison of
aeroelastic and statically deformed versions of the highly flexible wing in Figures
5.21(c) and (d). Again, a nearly identical topology appears for the two cases demon-
strating the main contribution to the unsteady flow structure is the time-mean wing
deformations. In further support of this conclusion, observation of the time-mean
spanwise distribution of lift per unit length in Figures 5.22(a) and (b) for the mod-
erate and highly flexible wings, respectively, demonstrates the average aerodynamic
loading for the aeroelastic and static versions of each wing are nearly identical.
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Figure 5.21: Bottom-side view of flow structure using an iso-surface of Q-criterion
(Q = 15). Full aeroelastic and statically bent counterparts of the moderately flexible
wing are shown in (a) and (b) while the same comparison is made for the highly
flexible wing in (c) and (d).
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Figure 5.22: Time-mean lift coefficient per unit length along the wing span for (a)
aeroelastic and static moderately flexible wings and (b) aeroelastic and static highly
flexible wings.
A slice of turbulent kinetic energy contours intersecting the incident vortex in the
xy-plane at z/c = 0.04 is shown in Figure 5.23 and provides a more discriminating
comparison of the unsteady behavior for both versions of the flexible wings. The
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full aeroelastic and statically bent simulations of the moderately flexible wing are
compared in Figures 5.23(a) and (b) where the two cases show a nearly identical
onset of unstable behavior. Some difference is found close to the leading-edge where
a stronger region of k appears for the statically bent version of the moderate flexible
wing immediately upstream of the leading-edge. This would suggest the dynamic
component of the solution provides some degree of feedback to the incident vortex
but secondary to the static component.
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Figure 5.23: Top-down view of turbulent kinetic energy, k, contours at z/c = 0.04:
(a) The moderately flexible wing is compared to (b) its statically deformed coun-
terpart and the (c) highly flexible wing is compared with (d) its statically deformed
counterpart.
In a similar manner, the highly flexible wing is compared to its statically bent
counterpart in Figures 5.23(c) and (d) where the form of turbulent kinetic contours
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are again nearly identical between the two cases. The static version differs from the
aeroelastic counterpart in two ways. A minor delay in the onset of instability appears
for the statically bent wing and a slight elevation in turbulent kinetic energy appears
just upstream of the leading-edge and outboard of the wingtip. These observations
also suggests some influence from the dynamic component, but again secondary to
the time-mean deformation.
5.8 Summary
Aeroelastic computations using a high-fidelity implicit LES fluid solver coupled
with geometrically non-linear Reisner-Mindlin plate elements were conducted to eval-
uate the influence of a streamwise-oriented vortex impinging upon both rigid and
flexible wings. Each case consisted of an A = 6 flat plate wing operating at a
Reynolds number of Re = 30, 000 and a α = 5◦ angle of attack. The vortex genera-
tor in this case was replaced by a q-vortex imposed at the inflow boundary and was
aligned to provide a direct impingement with the leading-edge of the rigid wing. This
approach removes complicating factors provided by a vortex generator where any un-
steady response in the present configuration can be solely attributed to vortex-surface
interaction.
Comparison with the tandem wing cases of Chapter 3 showed the main effects
of vortex interaction tended towards that of the imposed vortex case as the leader-
wing trailing vortex increased in size and strength. Namely, the spiraling instability
beginning to emerge upstream of the leading-edge in the αL = 8
◦ tandem wing case
is much more apparent in the imposed vortex simulation. This unsteady helix spirals
in a sense opposite the rotation of the swirling flow and alternates between the upper
and lower surfaces of the wing thereby permitting a time-mean bifurcation of the
vortical flow. The higher angle of attack and Reynolds number in the present chapter
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invokes a more severe instability than that found in the previous work by Garmann
and Visbal[102] providing further amplification of unsteady loads.
Three levels of flexibility were considered for evaluation including rigid, moder-
ately flexible, and highly flexible wings, all pinned at the midspan. Both flexible wings
exhibited a significant time-mean bending deflection on the vortex-side provided by
vortex-induced asymmetric distribution of lift along the wingspan. This deformation
effectively provides a small static vertical offset of the wing surface with respect the
axis of the incident vortex. Small-amplitude dynamic bending and twisting defor-
mations were found to be imposed by fluctuations in surface pressure provided by
the unsteady flow structure. Frequency content of the vortex-induced oscillations
were found to be distributed at harmonics and sub-harmonics of the primary insta-
bility of the incident vortex. The dominant component of the dynamic response was
concentrated at roughly half the frequency of the vortex instability.
In general, flexibility was found to exacerbate the unsteady behavior of the incident
vortex culminating in an earlier onset of instability and conducive to the growth of
short-wave perturbations. This effect directly influenced the buffeting response of the
flexible wing structures. Such unsteady loading can reduce the fatigue-life of airframes
potentially leading to catastrophic failure or impose difficulty for aerodynamic control.
Uncertainty as to whether the dynamic or static component of the aeroelastic
response provided the greatest influence on vortex instability motivated the isolation
of static deformations. To this end, the rigid wing was deformed to match the time-
mean deflections the both flexible plates providing only the static component of the
aeroelastic response. Observation of time mean-loading and the instantaneous flow
structure revealed nearly identical solutions between the full aeroelastic and statically
deformed counterparts. Comparison of the turbulent kinetic energy within the inci-
dent vortex revealed a minor influence of the dynamic component of aeroelasticity
in both wings. This analysis demonstrates the primary contribution to the shift in
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unsteady response is provided by the effective static vertical offset elicited by vortex-
induced loading. Feedback effects of the dynamic component appear to contribute
but are secondary to the effect of static displacement.
Clearly, vertical positioning of the incident vortex provides important ramifica-
tions to the unsteady fluid dynamics in vortex-surface interactions. This identifies
the need to more rigorously explore the broad implications of vertical positioning.
Efforts to better understand and characterize vortex-surface interaction at different
impingement locations are detailed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Effect of vertical positioning
While the influence of relative lateral positioning was explored in Chapter 3 for
tandem wings, as well as for an imposed vortex by Garmann and Visbal[5], the broad
implications of relative vertical positioning for streamwise vortices are generally not
well known. Previously, Chapter 4 modeled the impact of a trailing vortex on flex-
ible wings and showed time-mean vortex-induced bending can effectively reposition
the incident vortex and produce a different flow topology from the intended inter-
action. Chapter 5 followed this analysis with a stronger vortex/surface interaction
and demonstrated the effective vertical shift provided by time-mean bending directly
results in a large-scale growth in the unsteady flow structure. These observations
suggest the relative vertical positioning of the vortex has important consequences for
the flow behavior in streamwise vortex impingements and further motivate a more
rigorous analysis of this specific parameter. The aim of the current chapter is to
shed light on the ramifications of vertical positioning on the unsteady interactions of
a streamwise-oriented vortex with a finite aspect-ratio flat plate wing. As will be-
come apparent later, shifts in vertical offset subject the incident vortex to a spectrum
of flow conditions, strongly dependent upon pressure gradients, that determine its
unsteady behavior.
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6.1 Flow structure
This section describes the impact of several vertical positions of the incident vortex
on both the time-mean and unsteady flow structure about a finite aspect-ratio, rigid,
flat plate wing. The same configuration as described in Section 5.1 is continued
where the current problem encompasses the same mesh requirements. Therefore,
grid independence is demonstrated in Section 5.3 and not repeated here. Several
vertical positions of −0.25 ≤ ∆z/c ≤ 0.1 are chosen at a single lateral position
of ∆y/c = 0.25, as shown in Figure 6.1. While a total of six vertical positions
(∆z/c = −0.25, −0.10, −0.05, 0.00, 0.05, and 0.10) were explored for the present
analysis, the discussion primarily focuses on the three cases of ∆z/c = −0.10, 0.00,
and 0.10 which represent most clearly the primary variations in flow structure. An
identical wing without the incident vortex is included in the discussion as a point of
reference. Each of these cases are descriptively referred to as negative offset, direct
impingement, positive offset, and no vortex respectively throughout this article. Some
discussion is provided for a larger offset of ∆z/c = −0.25 which provides a weaker
interaction, but promotes favorable aerodynamics.
Leading-edge
Δz = 
+0.10
Δz = 
  0.00
Δz = 
-0.10
Δz = 
-0.25
Figure 6.1: Initial vertical positioning, ∆z, of the incident vortex relative to the
wing.
The parameter ∆z, as defined in Section 5.1, describes the initial vertical position
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of the incident vortex at the inflow boundary, but does not necessarily convey the
actual position of the vortex when it reaches the wing. The vortex was found to deflect
upward as it approaches the wing due to flow accelerating over the leading-edge. In
order to better define the vortex position, the actual vertical offset at x/c = −0.5 is
provided as ∆zv in Table 6.1. An initial vertical offset of ∆z/c = 0 results in a direct
impingement with the leading-edge, higher ∆z place the vortex above the wing, and
lower ∆z place it beneath the wing.
Table 6.1: Initial, ∆z, and actual, ∆zv, vertical offsets measured at x/c = −0.5
Vertical offset
∆z/c -0.25 -0.10 -0.05 0.00 0.05 0.10
∆zv/c -0.22 -0.06 -0.02 0.04 0.09 0.13
6.1.1 Time-mean flow structure
The time-mean three-dimensional flow structure related to the vortex interaction
is well-portrayed using contours of time-mean streamwise vorticity at several chord-
wise planes in Figure 6.2. Beginning with the direct-impingment (∆z/c = 0) case
provided in Figure 6.2(c), the time-mean incident vortex is shown to develop a region
of diminished streamwise vorticity along its axis upstream of the wing, x/c = −0.25.
This annular concentration of streamwise vorticity is due to the motion of an unsta-
ble laminar vortex and will become more apparent in Section 6.1.2. As the vortex
impinges upon the leading-edge, x/c = 0.01, it bifurcates in a time-mean sense into
upper and lower-surface components shown in Figure 6.2(c). The pressure-side com-
ponent tends outboard as it propagates downstream consistent with mutual induction
between the incident vortex and its mirror-image in the wing surface [63]. The suction-
side component moves slightly inboard as it advances toward the trailing-edge. This
time-mean bifurcation results from the incident vortex alternating between the upper
and lower surfaces in the instantaneous flow. This unsteady process was previously
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described in Chapter 5.
For the ∆z/c = −0.10 offset, Figure 6.2(b), the streamwise vorticity contours
reveal a similar ‘hollow’ core but further upstream (x/c = −0.5) than the ∆z/c = 0
case. As the vortex approaches the leading-edge, the distribution of streamwise vor-
ticity develops a more complex topology where a weaker inner-ring of streamwise
vorticity, denoted in Figure 6.2(b) at x/c = −0.25, is visible. Beneath the wing, the
predominant lower-surface component of the incident vortex develops a rather disor-
ganized flow structure, x/c = 0.01− 1.0, resulting from a fairly chaotic instantaneous
flow field. As in the the previous case, the lower-surface component of the swirling
flow tends outboard as it propagates downstream.
Placing the vortex above the wing (∆z/c = +0.1) in Figure 6.2(d) fails to elicit
any remarkable change in the vorticity contours in the incident vortex as it approaches
and then passes over the leading-edge. Above the wing, the time-mean flow reveals an
eruption of secondary vorticity at x/c = 0.25 unique to the positive vertical offset cases
and a more coherent upper-surface component than its counterpart in the ∆z/c = 0
case.
Contours of time-mean streamwise velocity are shown for a spanwise plane inter-
secting the incident vortex core in Figure 6.3(a) and demonstrate several characteristic
changes to axial velocity profiles in each vortex-wing interaction. The direct impinge-
ment case (∆z/c = 0) produces a large streamwise velocity deficit as the vortex
approaches the leading-edge. This diminished flow speed becomes much more severe
when the vortex is placed beneath the wing in the ∆z/c = −0.1 case. When the
vortex is above the wing, ∆z/c = +0.1, the axial velocity accelerates with flow over
the leading-edge alleviating the velocity deficit near the leading-edge.
Figure 6.3(b) shows contours of the time-mean pressure gradient, ∂p/∂x, on a
spanwise plane intersecting the vortex core. For the ∆z/c = 0 case, the incident vortex
is subjected to an adverse streamwise pressure gradient associated with stagnation of
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Figure 6.2: Slices of time-average streamwise vorticity at several chord-wise posi-
tions (x/c = −0.5, −0.25, 0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50). The wing is semi-
transparent to provide visualization of pressure-side flow structure.
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flow against the leading-edge. The influence of the vortex-surface interaction is felt
upstream of the leading-edge and manifests in the form of increasing pressure which
would tend to decelerate the streamwise flow. For the ∆z/c = −0.1 case, the pressure
gradient induced by stagnation at the leading-edge is diminished compared to the
∆z/c = 0 case, but results in an adverse gradient beneath the lower surface contrary
to favorable ∂p/∂x found on the pressure-side of the no vortex and ∆z/c = +0.1
cases. In contrast, the ∆z/c = +0.1 case shows the streamwise vortex permeating
into a favorable ∂p/∂x above the wing responsible for accelerating the core velocity
of the incident vortex. Above the wing, the ∆z/c = +0.1 case vortex is subjected
to a large adverse ∂p/∂x in the separated flow region near the mid chord. This
results in a significantly diminished axial velocity in the vortex core shown in Figure
6.3(a) beyond the mid chord. These pressure gradient regimes characterize the effect
of vertical position on the vortex-wing interaction and play a critical role in the
unsteady behavior of the incident vortex addressed in more detail later.
Time-averaged surface pressure coefficient and surface-restricted streamlines are
shown in Figure 6.4 for the upper surface and help to describe the near-surface flow
topologies for each case. The suction-side surface pressure and streamline patterns
appear to be qualitatively similar for all vertical offsets and several characteristics
describe the changes in the upper surface flow topology from the isolated wing. A
dashed white line is superimposed on the streamline topologies of Figure 6.4 and used
to denote the approximate location of the reattachment line. Compared to the no
vortex case, the reattachment line has moved downstream for each of the vertical
positions. This enhanced flow separation is a consequence of an increased effective
angle of attack provided by the incident vortex upwash. Although not uniform along
the span, growth in the separation bubble is reminiscent of the flow topology ob-
served for isolated wings at several higher angles of attack simulated by Visbal and
Garmann[140]. A swirling streamline pattern appears just inboard of the incident
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vortex and coincides with a region of enhanced suction. A larger negative vertical
offset of ∆z/c = −0.25 is provided in Figure 6.4(b) and exhibits the same suction-
side characteristics as the closer vertical positions. Flow separation is reduced for the
∆z/c = −0.25 case compared to the closer vortex positions, indicated by the approx-
imate line of reattachment, due to a weaker upwash provided by the larger offset of
the incident vortex.
A more significant differentiation between vertical positions appears in the time-
mean pressure-side surface-restricted streamlines and cp contours in Figure 6.5. The
imprint of the pressure-side incident vortex component is visible for the ∆z/c = 0
case as a band of decreased pressure near the wingtip and traced by a dashed white
line. This locally increased suction strengthens in the presence of the more dominant
lower-surface component of the ∆z/c = −0.1 case. Both of these vertical offsets
exhibit a streamline pattern that tends more outboard than that for the isolated wing
and, as previously discussed, is consistent with the self-induced velocity between a
vortex and its mirror-image in the wing surface. The band of suction disappears for
∆z/c = +0.1 which lacks a pressure-side vortex component. A small low-pressure
region appears for the ∆z/c = +0.1 case near the leading-edge wingtip due to flow
separation induced by vortex downwash.
One additional case is introduced here with a larger negative vertical offset of
∆z/c = −0.25 which promotes a significant change in the lower-surface surface pres-
sures. This case elicits a streamline pattern that tends outboard, again consistent
with mirror-image effects of the wing surface, and most notably, a relatively strong
suction region near the wingtip which is shown later to help counteract the negative
vortex-induced rolling moment in Section 6.1.4.
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Figure 6.4: Contours of time-mean suction-side Cp and surface restricted stream-
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6.1.2 Unsteady flow structure
The instantaneous flow structure more clearly demonstrates the main effects of
vertical positioning. Snapshots from the instantaneous flow are provided here for four
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vertical positions and an isolated wing in Figure 6.6. Starting with a top-view of the
direct-impingement case (∆z/c = 0) in Figure 6.6(g), the most notable feature is a
helical instability that develops just upstream of the leading-edge which spirals in a
sense opposite the rotation of the incident vortex. The form of vortex instability in
the present case is responsible for the annular concentration of time-mean streamwise
vorticity upstream of the wing in Figure 6.2. Additionally, it allows the unsteady
helix to alternate between the upper and lower sides of the wing contributing to both
the suction (Figure 6.6(g)) and pressure-side (Figure 6.6(h)) vortical components that
appear in the time-mean flow (Figure 6.2(c)).
Figures 6.6(e) and (f) show the instantaneous flow for the ∆z/c = −0.10 case.
This negative vertical offset causes the unsteady helix to advance further upstream
and become more pronounced than the direct impingement case consistent with the
effect of time-mean deflection of the flexible wing cases evaluated in Chapter 5. The
suction-side component of the incident vortex, shown in Figure 6.6(e), has diminished
due to the vertical shift in position which allows the vortex to pass primarily along
the lower surface. Figure 6.6(f) depicts the flow structure of the incident vortex as
it passes beneath the wing. At this point the vortex maintains a spiraling motion,
but has become very chaotic as it interacts with the lower surface exhibiting large
amplitude fluctuations in the local flow field. While a direct impingement elicits an
unsteady behavior upstream, a small vertical shift in the position generates a highly
unsteady flow on the pressure-side.
Conversely, placing the incident vortex with a small positive vertical offset elicits
a markedly different behavior. Figures 6.6(i) and (j) show top and bottom views,
respectively, of the instantaneous flow structure for the ∆z/c = +0.10 case. Most
notably, this vertical position completely removes the vortex instability upstream of
the wing. The incident vortex, which now passes over the suction-side, remains a
stable, coherent structure until roughly the mid-chord where it begins to exhibit a
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transitional flow structure. Flow instabilities first appear on the inboard side of the
vortex due to the influence of the closely positioned unsteady separated shear layer.
Further downstream, the vortex develops a clear helical pattern on the outboard side
visible in the side-view of instantaneous Q-criterion shown in Figure 6.7. This behav-
ior indicates higher modal instability likely induced by higher frequency perturbations
emanating from transitional flow in the inboard side of the vortex.
Helical flow structure
Wingtip
x
z
Incident vortex
Side view Δz/c = +0.10
Figure 6.7: An iso-surface of instantaneous Q-criterion (Q = 15) for a side view of
the ∆z/c = +0.10 case.
One final offset of ∆z/c = −0.25 is presented in figures 6.6(c) and (d) to pro-
vide a case that represents a weaker vortex-surface interaction. The flow structure
for this position is best represented in the lower-side view of Figure 6.6(d) where a
similar helical instability forms upstream of the wing leading-edge. However, due to
the weaker interaction, this instability appears further downstream compared to the
∆z/c = −0.10 case and results in a less pronounced, longer wavelength undulation
that tends outboard as it propagates downstream. The large offset of the vortex
places the wing in line with the outboard-oriented tangential flow on the top side of
the vortex. This effect permits the formation of a tip vortex which is driven outboard
of the wingtip by the tangential flow of the incident vortex, shown in Figure 6.6(d),
and enveloped by helical substructures formed in the tip vortex feeding sheet.
Contours of the mean-squared pressure fluctuations, p′p′, on the lower-surface are
provided in Figure 6.8. The most significant pressure-side fluctuations appear near the
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wingtip for the ∆z/c = −0.1 case, traced by a dashed line. The highly unsteady flow
structure provided by the negative vertical offset, shown in Figure 6.6(d), generates
a significant level of pressure fluctuations on the wing. The direct impingement,
∆z/c = 0, elicits a similar, but weaker imprint of p′p′ near the wingtip. The large
negative offset, ∆z/c = −0.25, results in minimal pressure fluctuations on the lower
surface despite exhibiting a stronger influence on the time-mean lower-surface pressure
in Figure 6.5(b).
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Figure 6.8: Contours of pressure-side mean-squared surface pressure fluctuations.
Another concentration of surface pressure fluctuations appears near the leading-
edge and wingtip corner, annotated in Figure 6.8(c) for the ∆z/c = −0.1 case, is
indicative of the influence of unsteady separation provided by the spiraling instability
on the downwash-side of the incident vortex. The influence of this effect on unsteady
loading could be more severe for a more inboard position, given a larger region of
pressure-side separation, at the same negative ∆z and would be an interesting topic
for further analysis.
Velocity fluctuations were collected at two locations upstream of the leading-edge
for each case and used to compute the average turbulent kinetic energy spectra within
a 0.1/c × 0.1/c sample window centered about the incident vortex shown in Figure
6.9(a). Figure 6.9(b) portrays the energy spectra for several vertical offsets at x/c =
−0.45 and provides a quantitative comparison of the flow instabilities. Well-defined
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Figure 6.9: Turbulent kinetic energy spectra averaged over the sample window
shown in (a) at (b) x/c = −0.45 and (c) x/c = −0.25 upstream of the wing.
frequencies are clearly depicted for the ∆z/c = −0.1 case which exhibited the most
pronounced helical instability in Figure 6.6. The dominant non-dimensional frequency
Stc = fc/U∞ of Stc = 0.9 corresponds with the period of the large spiral in the
incident vortex upstream of the wing. Several additional clearly-defined frequencies
are also found at harmonics of the dominant peak for this case indicating higher
modes of instability not well portrayed in Figure 6.6. The same frequencies appear
for the ∆z/c = 0 and −0.25 cases at a location closer to the leading-edge in Figure
6.9(c), but at much lower amplitudes than the more unstable ∆z/c = −0.1 case. As
expected, no frequency content stands out for the stable ∆z/c = +0.1 case at either
streamwise location. While the level of instability in the incident vortex is strongly
affected by vertical position, the consistent timescales of the instability indicate its
form evolves according to the properties of the incident vortex rather than the specific
interaction.
6.1.3 Analysis of turbulence statistics
Figure 6.10 shows slices of the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) contours at several
streamwise positions for three vertical offsets and the isolated wing. Here, TKE is
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defined as k = 1/2u′iu
′
i where u
′
i are the fluctuating components of velocity in each
coordinate direction and i ≡ (1, 2, 3) refers to the x, y, and z-coordinates respectively.
A transparent iso-surface of time-mean Q-criterion is superimposed to provide ref-
erence between regions of high k and the location of dominant vortical structures.
Turbulent kinetic energy is a measure of the level of fluctuations from the time-mean
flow in transitional and turbulent regions and also reveals instabilities in laminar flow.
Both the ∆z/c = −0.1 and 0 cases portray elevated turbulent kinetic energy within
the incident vortex in front of the wing demonstrating an unsteady response to the
upstream influence provided by the aerodynamic surface. Fluctuations appear earlier
for the ∆z/c = −0.1 case which experiences a more pronounced upstream response.
Turbulent kinetic energy is notably absent upstream of the wing for the ∆z/c = +0.1
case demonstrating flow instability in the incident vortex is mitigated for this vertical
position.
Above the wing, all three vortex interaction cases demonstrate an elevated region
of turbulent kinetic energy in the separated region inboard of the vortex encounter
compared to the isolated wing. This behavior is consistent with enhanced separation
due to an increased effective angle of attack provided by the upwash side of the
incident vortex. While the suction-side contours of k are qualitatively similar for the
∆z/c = −0.1 and 0 cases, the positive offset (∆z/c = +0.1) elicits several notable
differences. Near the leading-edge, x/c = 0.25, high levels of turbulent kinetic energy
appear within the shear layer of the separated flow. Further downstream, the incident
streamwise vortex begins to show signs of instability. This appears first at x/c = 0.5
as a protrusion of turbulent kinetic energy into the vortex from the separated region.
Here, the stable, laminar vortex has become receptive to disturbances provided by
its juxtaposition with the separated flow region on its inboard side. Toward the
trailing-edge, x/c = 0.75, kinetic energy fluctuations envelope the streamwise vortex
indicating flow instability has permeated the entirety of the swirling flow region in
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Figure 6.10: Slices of turbulent kinetic energy (k) at several chord-wise posi-
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the form of a helical pattern visible in Figure 6.7.
A notable differentiation in turbulent kinetic energy contours appears in the
pressure-side flow structure. The lower component of the direct-impingement (∆z/c =
0) vortex shows growing levels of turbulent kinetic energy beneath the wing as a con-
sequence of its close interaction with the pressure-side surface. The negative vertical
offset (∆z/c = −0.1) elicits a similar behavior, but is significantly more pronounced
consistent with the highly unsteady flow field for this case. The ∆z/c = +0.1 case
generates comparatively little turbulent kinetic energy beneath wing with only a small
region near the wingtip due to downwash-induced flow separation on the outboard
side of the incident vortex.
Figure 6.11 provides contours of the so-called turbulent kinetic energy production
(P = −u′iu′k (∂ui/∂xk)) at several streamwise slices for the isolated wing and several
vertical offsets. This quantity represents the rate of transfer of energy from the mean
flow to fluctuating components and provides insight into the growth of unsteady flow
behavior. Upstream of the wing, both the negative offset (∆z/c = −0.1) and direct
impingement (∆z/c = 0) vortices exhibit a ring of P about the vortex axis. This
well-organized annular concentration of turbulence production is consistent with the
growth rate of helical mode instabilities for a q-vortex [141] which are maximum at
a particular radial position within the vortex core.
For the positive vertical offset case (∆z/c = +0.1), no turbulence production
appears upstream of the wing consistent with a stable incident vortex. Above the
wing at x/c = 0.5, P contours provide insight into the transitional nature of the
incident vortex as it passes over the suction surface. Here, an annular concentration
of turbulence production appears in the outboard side of the incident vortex indicating
the growth of helical modes, visible in Figure 6.7, and reminiscent of those observed
upstream for the lower vertical positions. The unstable behavior of the incident
vortex as it passes over the upper surface appears to be influenced first by interaction
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with fluctuations in the separated region followed by the natural growth of instability
modes from short-wave perturbations emanating from the inboard transitional flow.
Finally, a measure of turbulence viscosity is portrayed in Figure 6.12 at several
streamwise slices upstream of the leading-edge. This quantity is defined here as
νt = −
(
u′iu
′
jSij
2SklSkl
)
(6.1)
where Sij =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
. This definition provides an approximation to a linear eddy
viscosity operator through a least-squares fit to the Reynolds stresses[142]. Essen-
tially, these plots provide a good indication of what an eddy viscosity model would
need to look like to provide the correct turbulence production, P , in a turbulence
model. It is currently unclear if this is the best approach for modeling guidelines
in this case, but the following discussion provides a starting point on describing the
complexities of evaluating the unsteady behaviors in lower-fidelity models.
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Figure 6.12: Slices of turbulence viscosity, ντ for (a) ∆z/c = −0.1, (b) ∆z/c = 0,
and (c) ∆z/c = +0.1.
Figure 6.12(a) shows νt for the ∆z/c = −0.1 case. The plots begin with a small
region of negative νt at x/c = −0.5 at the center of the vortex. This concentration
of νt appears to switch sign approximately every ∆x/c = 0.1 before a final region of
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positive νt, beginning at x/c = −0.2, quickly grows and envelopes most of the vortex
just before the leading-edge, x/c = −0.05 . Outside of the central region, a ring of
positive νt follows well the trends of P shown in Figure 6.11(b).
The same data is shown for the ∆z/c = 0 case in Figure 6.12(b). Here, νt
appears at x/c = −0.5 as a very weak region of positive νt. Little changes until
x/c = −0.3 where this small concentration switches sign and becomes more intense
by x/c = −0.25. Around x/c = −0.2, cohabiting regions of positive and negative
νt exist at the center of the vortex where the growth of positive νt finally begins to
dominate as the vortex approaches the leading-edge. The νt plots for the ∆z/c = +0.1
case, shown in Figure 6.12(c), exhibit very little information of interest as can be
expected for the stable incident vortex. A very faint region of negative νt appears
at x/c = −0.2 but is most likely due to slight variations over time in the otherwise
stable, laminar vortex.
6.1.4 Aerodynamic loads
Figures 6.13(a-d) provide a comparison of the time-mean lift, drag, lift-to-drag
ratio, and rolling moment coefficient, respectively, for all vertical positions and the
isolated wing. Each of these quantities demonstrate little change with vertical place-
ment of the vortex for the range of positions considered. In contrast, Garmann and
Visbal[5] showed the time-mean loads, the rolling moment in particular, were more
significantly affected by the lateral placement of the incident vortex.
While time-mean loads appear to be less sensitive to vertical placement of the inci-
dent vortex, vertical offset has more significant implications for the unsteady loading
as demonstrated by the root-mean-square rolling moment fluctuations CMx,RMS por-
trayed in Figure 6.13(e). CMx,RMS is largest for the ∆z/c = −0.1 case consistent
with enhancement of lower-surface pressure fluctuations, Figure 6.8(c), provided by
the most unstable incident vortex. Increasing the vertical position to a direct im-
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pingement, ∆z/c = 0, reduces rolling moment fluctuations as the instability begins
to attenuate. A decrease in CMx,RMS appears between the direct-impingment case,
∆z/c = 0, and the small positive offset, ∆z/c = +0.05, cases where the upstream
vortex instability disappears. CMx,RMS increases between the ∆z/c = +0.05 and
+0.1 cases but remains below values for vortex positions that experience upstream
instability. The increase in CMx,RMS between the two positive vertical offset cases
(∆z/c = +0.05 and +0.1) is likely a consequence of a growing suction-side vortex
instability visible in Figure 6.7.
The lowest rolling moment fluctuations occur for the ∆z/c = −0.25 case which
have dropped to values close to the isolated wing. The weaker interaction removes
much of the detrimental unsteady loading (CMx,RMS) and trim penalty provided by
a negative induced rolling moment (CMx), but retains much of the L/D benefit. In
the context of formation flight, a large negative vertical offset might be attractive
due to its unsteady load characteristics and reduced trim penalties. Furthermore,
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the adverse consequences of vortex-induced spanwise bending, described in Chapter
5, would be mitigated as the wing would only deform away from the most unstable
regimes.
6.2 Discussion on vortex stability
The preceding sections of this chapter dissected the unsteady flow structure for a
small range of vertical offsets and demonstrated the implications of vertical position-
ing on the incident vortex behavior. This section connects the physical mechanisms
of the vortex-surface interaction to the instability properties of streamwise-oriented
vortices. Leibovich and Stewartson[80] derived a stability criterion for the q-vortex
based solely on the swirl parameter, q, which is a ratio of the tangential to streamwise
velocities. Their criteria describes a sufficient condition of q <
√
2 for the q-vortex
that permits growth of disturbances within the vortex core. The initial value of the
swirl (q0 = 2) used in this work was chosen to be well within the stable regime.
Nonetheless, vortex-wing interactions develop unsteady behavior reminiscent of heli-
cal instabilities for a q-vortex.
Figure 6.14(a) plots the swirl parameter, q, of the incident vortex upstream of the
leading-edge which varies from its initial stable value in the streamwise direction due
to the upstream influence provided by the wing. The direct-impingement, ∆z/c = 0,
and all negative offset cases (∆z/c = −0.05 to −0.25) result in a swirl parameter
that diminishes as the vortex approaches the wing falling well below the stability
threshold. This behavior indicates the vortex becomes susceptible to disturbances
before reaching the wing. A helical instability develops just downstream from where
the swirl falls below the stability threshold in each of these vertical positions. The
swirl for the ∆z/c = −0.1 case crosses the stability threshold further upstream than
that for the ∆z/c = 0 case consistent with the earlier onset of unstable behavior shown
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Figure 6.14: Time-mean (a) swirl parameter, (b) minimum streamwise velocity,
and (c) maximum tangential velocity versus the streamwise direction upstream of the
leading-edge for several ∆z.
in Figure 6.6. The swirl parameter for the two positive offset cases, ∆z/c = +0.05
and +0.1, show the incident vortex remains within the stable regime upstream of the
wing consistent with the lack of unsteady behavior for both cases. While the stability
criterion of Ref. [80] is not exclusively necessary for instability, the onset or lack of
instability appears to be well-predicted by the linear stability properties for helical
mode instability of the incident vortex in the present cases.
The swirl parameter shown in Figure 6.14(a) depends on the time-mean mini-
mum axial velocity, umin, and maximum tangential velocity, wmax, at each stream-
wise position which are plotted in Figures 6.14(b) and (c) respectively. While q =
1.567wmax/(U∞ − umin) is linearly proportional to both values, the streamwise vari-
ation of umin within the vortex clearly dominates the trends portrayed in Figure
6.14(a) for the swirl parameter. Previously, Figure 6.3 showed the response of axial
velocity to the pressure gradients provided by interaction with the wing at different
vertical positions which can be tied to vortex stability here. The negative vertical off-
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set experiences a stronger adverse pressure gradient resulting in a quicker swirl decay
due an enhanced velocity deficit that allows instabilities to initiate further upstream.
The positive vertical offset aligns the vortex with a favorable pressure gradient that
accelerates axial flow and preserves swirl upstream of the leading-edge.
The connection between the onset of unstable behavior and the swirl parameter
is further supported by observing the instantaneous flow for a small positive initial
offset of ∆z/c = +0.05 in Figure 6.15. Here an indentation in the instantaneous Q-
criterion is indicative of a tendency toward unstable behavior that never manifests.
Rather, the vortex diverts over the leading-edge. The swirl parameter for ∆z/c =
+0.05 in Figure 6.14(a) drops to just above the stability threshold upstream of the
leading-edge indicating the vortex nearly enters an unstable regime consistent with
the instantaneous flow.
‘Indented’ Q-criterion
y
x
Top view Δz/c = +0.05
Figure 6.15: Top view of instantaneous Q-criterion iso-surfaces (Q = 15) for the
∆z/c = +0.05. An indentation in Q-criterion suggests the beginning of instability.
A positive vertical offset is not sufficient to guarantee a stable vortex-wing in-
teraction. For example, the flow visualizations of McAlister and Tung[56] portray
breakdown of a trailing vortex over a stalled two-dimensional airfoil. This observa-
tion indicates angle of attack is also likely to play a significant role. For instance, a
stronger separation/stall-induced adverse pressure gradient on the suction-side could
promote instability and breakdown. This concept appears to influence the incident
vortex behavior on the suction-side of the ∆z/c = +0.1 case past the mid chord.
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Figure 6.3(b) shows a region of adverse ∂p/∂x, strongest near the mid chord, associ-
ated with flow separation above the wing. In response, an enhanced velocity deficit
is produced in the vortex core downstream of the mid chord and portrayed in Figure
6.3(a). This appears to drive the vortex into an unstable regime above the wing near
the mid chord permitting the growth of unstable helical modes visible in Figure 6.7.
As a final note to this section, the current work illustrates a tendency for vortex-
wing interaction to elicit unsteady fluid dynamics. While the phenomenon described
here is not vortex breakdown in the strict sense defined by Leibovich and Stewartson[87],
that is, requiring flow reversal or a stagnation point, axial pressure gradients are
known to have a significant influence on the breakdown of columnar vortices. Sarpkaya[139]
first subjected a streamwise vortex to an axial pressure gradient in a tube and ob-
served a significant impact on vortex breakdown. Visbal[143] clarified the dominant
role of the axial pressure-gradient for breakdown over delta wings. More severe condi-
tions, perhaps at a higher Reynolds number or angle of attack, may lead to breakdown
of the streamwise vortex in the present configuration upstream for a negative offset
or above the wing for a positive offset. This may elicit behaviors reminiscent of the
buffeting response of fins subject to a broken-down vortex emitted from delta wings
presented by Mayori and Rockwell[1], Wolf et al.[144], Kandil et al.[145], Gordnier
and Visbal[2], and more recently, Gursul and Xie [66] or Lambert and Gursul [67] to
name a few.
6.3 Summary
In this chapter, a rigid, A = 6, flat plate wing operating at a Reynolds number
of Re = 30, 000 and α = 5◦ angle of attack was subjected to a stable, laminar q-
vortex superimposed upstream of the leading-edge. The incident streamwise vortex
was positioned ∆y/c = 0.25 inboard from the wingtip. Exploration over a range of
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vertical offsets, −0.25 ≤ ∆z/c ≤ +0.1, provided a rich variation in the unsteady
fluid dynamics and revealed several characteristic factors that influence vortex-wing
interaction.
When the vortex was aligned with the leading-edge, the incident vortex core de-
veloped a helical instability upstream of the wing that wound in a sense opposite the
rotation of the vortex swirl. Placing the vortex a small distance beneath the wing
caused the instability to become much more pronounced and initiate further up-
stream. Moving the vortex slightly above the wing removed the upstream instability
in the incident vortex.
The onset or lack of stability in the vortex was found to be related to the pressure
gradients experienced at different vertical positions. Direct impingement and negative
vertical offsets, in which vortex instability manifested, subjected the incident vortex
to adverse pressure gradients that tended to enhance the axial velocity deficit in the
incident vortex core. This effect reduced the swirl parameter of the initially stable,
laminar q-vortex into its linearly unstable regime permitting the growth of short-
wavelength perturbations. The onset of helical instability in each case became visible
a short distance downstream from where the incident vortex entered the unstable
regime. Placing the vortex slightly above the wing, which removed instability, aligned
the vortex with the favorable pressure gradient provided by the acceleration of flow
over the leading-edge. The axial velocity in the vortex core increased preserving a
stable value for the swirl parameter. Adverse pressure gradients above the wing as the
vortex approached the trailing-edge appeared to promote the growth of suction-side
instabilities in the streamwise vortex for the positive vertical offset.
Incident vortex behavior was shown to provide a significant impact to the unsteady
loads experienced by the wing. The more pronounced instability elicited by a negative
offset increased the rolling moment fluctuations while the stabilizing effects of a small
positive offset reduced the overall fluctuations of the rolling moment. The range of
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vertical offsets explored produced fairly little change in the time-mean lift or drag
suggesting the choice of vertical position is dictated by its unsteady characteristics
rather than optimization of aerodynamic loads. If a streamwise vortex were to be
intentionally encountered in the context of formation flight, a weaker interaction may
be beneficial. For example, the ∆z/c = −0.25 case produced comparable aerodynamic
benefits to the closer positions with markedly diminished rolling moment fluctuations
and trim penalty. A large negative offset would also ensure high aspect-ratio wings
only deform away from the most unstable regimes.
Several implications for future research were also identified. Stronger adverse
pressure gradients under more severe conditions, such as a higher Reynolds number
or angle of attack, could evolve instabilities into breakdown of the streamwise vortex
and elicit harsher buffeting loads. This could occur upstream for direct impinge-
ment/negative vertical offset cases or above the wing for a positive vertical offset.
Incident vortex behavior could be modified by adjusting pressure gradient regimes
using flow control or wing curvature. The taxonomy of flow regimes exhibited for the
stationary vortices in this chapter are useful for better understanding the implica-
tions of relative motion between tandem wings or the outcomes of aeroelastic effects
of large aspect-ratio wings.
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Chapter 7
Isolation of dynamic aerolastic
effects
Previous phases of the current research explored the impingement of a streamwise
vortex on a wing, the development of vortex instability upstream of the leading-edge,
and subsequent fluctuations in surface loading. Time-mean (static) bending deforma-
tions of flexible wings were shown to provide a significant influence to the unsteady
behavior of the impinging vortex while the effect of vortex-induced oscillations of the
flexible plates was shown to be secondary to the static displacement. The specific
consequences of the dynamic component of aeroelasticity have not been explored in
detail.
Past work in the context of vortex/fin interaction suggests the dynamic response
can be important. For instance, Gursul and Xie[65] investigated the unsteady nature
of vortex breakdown of a delta-wing leading-edge vortex impinging on a vertical fin.
Measurements of the breakdown location revealed dominant frequencies that did not
appear when the fin was absent suggesting feedback effect from the vertical fin. Gord-
nier and Visbal[2] demonstrated mutual interaction between unsteady separation on
a plate and spiral breakdown of an impinging vortex from a delta wing. While both
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of these experiments/computations only considered rigid wings, unsteady separation
imposed by a deforming structure could produce similar feedback on the incident
vortex. Later, Gursul and Xie[65] explored the feedback response imposed by forced
oscillations of a fin on the location of vortex breakdown. They found that low fre-
quency oscillations provided the greatest effect on the amplitude of the breakdown
location and higher frequencies provided very little feedback. These observations mo-
tivate the present analysis of feedback effects imposed by forced wing oscillations on
the unsteady fluid dynamics of an otherwise stable, laminar vortex impinging on a
wing.
The objective of this work is to isolate the potential influence of dynamic aeroe-
lastic response on the unsteady fluid dynamics in the presence of a streamwise vortex
encounter. Wing oscillations are forced by prescribing deformations to follow the first
mode shape of a fixed-free beam on the vortex encounter-side of the wing. The inves-
tigation in this chapter focuses primarily on characterization of the feedback response
in the incident vortex instability upstream of the leading-edge. Specific aspects of the
unsteady flow structure around the wing are described, but flow exploration is not
intended to be as thorough as the previous chapters. Both bending amplitude and
frequency are varied in this chapter in order to provide a more complete mapping of
dynamic aeroelastic effects.
7.1 Problem setup
This chapter continues using the canonical setup and vortex definition provided
in Section 5.1. Forced bending oscillations are now imposed on the vortex encounter-
side of the wing, shown in Figure 7.1, in order to explore the feedback response of the
vortex to a dynamic aeroelasticity. Bending deformations are actively imposed in the
wing frame of reference (xs, ys, zs) using the first bending mode shape for a fixed-free
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beam where the vertical mid-plane deflections are given by
ẑs(y) = A/2 sin(2πfbF (τ)τ) [cosh(βny) + cos(βny)− σn(sinh(βny) + sin(βny))]
(7.1)
where
σn =
sinh(βns)− sin(βns)
cosh(βns) + cos(βns)
(7.2)
s defines the wing semispan, A is the wingtip amplitude, fb = fc/U∞ is the non-
dimensional frequency of bending oscillations, and βn = 1.875 for the first bending
mode. F (τ) = 1 − e−9.2τ is a ramping function which provides a smooth transition
from a stationary wing to the prescribed oscillations. Wing length is maintained
constant by preserving arc length,
S(ŷs) =
∫ s
0
√
1 + (dẑs/dŷs)2dS (7.3)
in order to account for horizontal mid-plane deflections at all phases of the deforma-
tion cycle where ŷs and ẑs describe the mid-plane shape of the deforming structure.
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Figure 7.1: Demonstration of forced bending oscillations. Deflections are exagger-
ated for visual purposes.
Surface positions of the deformed plate are found by accounting for mid-plane
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rotation in addition to the mid-plane deflections:
ys,surf = ŷs −
(
± t
2
)
sin(θ) (7.4)
zs,surf = ẑs +
(
± t
2
)
cos(θ) (7.5)
where θ = tan−1(dẑs/dŷs) is the mid-plane rotation, ys,surf and zs,surf are the deformed
surface positions and ± refers to the upper/lower surface points, respectively.
(a) Reference point (b) Deformed point
Ref. midplane
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(ŷs,0, ẑs,0)
1
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t/c
(ys,surf , zs,surf )
Figure 7.2: Mid-plane and surface point deflections (a) reference points for the
undeformed wing and (b) mid-plane and surface deflections.
Instances of the bending cycle are described throughout this chapter using the
phase angle, Φ. Typical phases of the motion described in this chapter include the
maximum velocities during upward motion, Φ = 0◦, downward motion, Φ = 180◦,
and maximum deflections at the top, Φ = 90◦, and bottom, Φ = 270◦, of the bending
cycle. Each of these phases are depicted for the wingtip deflection, ŷs,tip, in Figure
7.3.
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Figure 7.3: Phases of wingtip motion.
The non-dimensional frequency of the prescribed vibrations ranges from fb =
0.5, 1, and 2 and the wingtip amplitude ranges from A/c = 0.025, 0.05, and 0.1
where the full parameter space covered in this chapter is provided in Table 7.1. The
frequencies chosen closely coincide with the vortex-imposed bending oscillations found
for the full aeroelastic cases in Chapter 5 and dominant frequencies of the vortex
instability found in Chapter 6. The largest of the bending amplitudes used is intended
to shift the vertical positioning between the most stable and least stable regimes
described in Chapter 6 and the smallest amplitude approaches that of the dynamic
oscillations of Chapter 5. Deformation of the fluid dynamics mesh for each of the
prescribed motions is accommodated using the methods described in Ref. [129].
Table 7.1: Map of frequency and bending amplitudes
fb = 0.5 fb = 1.0 fb = 2.0
A/c = 0.025 x x x
A/c = 0.050 x - -
A/c = 0.100 x - -
While the final grid for the present case is identical to that used in Chapters 5
and 6, the decomposition to sub-blocks for parallel processing is reduced from 688
to 208 processors. This adjustment increases the implicit stencil in each decomposed
grid block and helps preserve mesh quality for the highly dynamic deforming grids
required by this investigation. Simulations of the forced bending cases were initialized
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from the previously completed static wing simulation where the ramp function, F (τ),
embedded in Eqn. 7.1 provides a smooth startup. All cases were run for an additional
τ = 20 at a non dimensional time step of dτ = 0.0001.
7.2 Effect of bending amplitude
The effect of bending amplitude is explored first. This section compares the direct
impingement of the streamwise vortex on the wing subject to oscillations at fb = 0.5
with three amplitudes of A/c = 0.025, 0.05, and 0.1. Velocities were sampled within
a 0.2c×0.2c window oriented normal to and centered on the vortex at two streamwise
stations. Fourier analysis was applied to the kinetic energy and averaged within the
sample window. The resulting frequency spectra is shown for streamwise stations of
x/c = −0.45 and −0.25 below in Figures 7.4(a) and (b), respectively, for all three
amplitudes alongside the stationary, rigid wing.
The fb = 0.5, A/c = 0.025 case demonstrates a frequency signature at both
streamwise stations that is nearly identical to that of the baseline static case with
two small differences. Amplification is observed at the clearly defined frequencies
indicating some degree of enhanced growth of instability due to the small amplitude,
low frequency oscillations. A small clearly defined peak occurs at Stc = 0.5 which
matches the bending frequency. This is the dominant clearly defined peak at the
more upstream location which indicates some degree of upstream wave propagation
emanating from the oscillating wing.
The larger bending amplitudes of A/c = 0.05 and 0.1 exhibit increasingly higher
peaks at Stc = 0.5 due to the harsher dynamic behavior. Closer to the wing, at
x/c = −0.25, the component matching the bending frequency is shown to remain the
dominant component rather than that of the spiral instability, Stc = 0.9. Interestingly,
the frequency component closest to the vortex instability has shifted slightly to Stc = 1
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which is a harmonic of the bending oscillations. This observation suggests some
modulation of the instability frequency is possible but, as will become apparent in
the next section, the extent of this trend appears to be limited.
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Figure 7.4: Turbulent kinetic energy spectra at (a) x/c = −0.45 and (b) x/c =
−0.25 at Stc = 0.05 for several amplitudes.
Some of the behavior indicated by the turbulent kinetic energy spectra is made
clearer by observing the instantaneous flow. A top-down view of an instantaneous
Q-criterion iso-surface for the fb = 0.5, A/c = 0.025 case is shown in Figure 7.5
for several phases of a bending cycle. It is clear that the behavior of the helical
instability is not dictated by the bending oscillations for this case in that the spiral
has not demonstrated a major deviation from its behavior for the static wing.
Instead, the clearly defined peak at the bending oscillation frequency, fb = 0.5, in
Figure 7.4 appears to emanate from a disruption of the vortex spiral evolution. For
instance, the vortex spiral completes nearly two revolutions for every bending cycle.
This amounts to a shift in wing conditions roughly every other rotation of the helix
and is best portrayed by comparing the flow structure between Φ = 0◦ and 180◦.
At Φ = 0◦, the wing is traveling upward while at Φ = 180◦ the wing is traveling
downward. The vortex spiral is in comparable phases of its motion at both instances,
but subjected to slightly different conditions in the two frames. The upward wing
motion at Φ = 0◦ appears to inhibit the propagation of the spiral over the suction-side
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while the downward motion at Φ = 180◦ appears to support a more coherent growth
of the upper-surface component. These continuously changing flow conditions alter
the spiral’s ability to propagate over the wing which appears to be felt upstream in
Figure 7.4. Ultimately, the spiral remains at the same frequency as the rigid case,
Stc = 0.9, and its behavior is largely unaffected by the low-frequency, low-amplitude
bending vibrations. Because the incident spiral fails to adjust to a harmonic of the
bending oscillations, the overall flow structure is somewhat aperiodic.
A top-down view of the instantaneous flow for the fb = 0.5, A/c = 0.05 case is
shown in Figure 7.6. The same behavior described for the A/c = 0.025 case becomes
a bit more apparent where corresponding cycles of the vortex spiral between Φ = 0◦
and 180◦ or between Φ = 90◦ and 270◦ show comparatively greater differences due
to the larger change in conditions provided by the higher amplitude oscillations. A
second change in the unsteady flow structure begins to demonstrate the effect of
increased bending amplitude. Here, the spiral structure appears less compact, but its
rotation remains close to the primary frequency. This is most clearly portrayed at
Φ = 180◦ where the spiral appears elongated compared to the lower-amplitude case in
Figure 7.5. This is due to a stronger growth of the suction-side component when the
vortex is bent downward between Φ = 180◦ and 360◦. The larger bending amplitude
case shifts the vortex further into the stabilizing regime when bent downward where
the favorable pressure gradient provided by a positive vertical offset is enhanced
during the downstroke motion. The spiral elongation is an indication of the spiral’s
tendency toward stabilization. The feedback response of larger amplitude oscillations
is increasingly dictated by forcing the vortex between the stabilizing/destabilizing
conditions provided by vertical offset. This effect becomes remarkably clear for the
largest bending amplitude of A/c = 0.1 discussed next.
Snapshots of a top view of the instantaneous flow structure is shown for the
fb = 0.5, A/c = 0.1 case in Figure 7.7. This largest bending amplitude provides the
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Figure 7.5: Top view of the flow structure over the fb = 0.50, A/c = 0.025 case using
an iso-surface of Q-criterion (Q = 15) for several phases of motion (inset). so-surfaces
are colored by velocity magnitude.
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Figure 7.6: Top view of the flow structure over the fb = 0.50, A/c = 0.05 case
using an iso-surface of Q-criterion (Q = 15) for several phases of motion (inset).
Iso-surfaces are colored by velocity magnitude.
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most salient physics, and therefore, more detail is provided for this specific case in
the following discussion. Upstream of the wing, the usual helical instability is visible
during the downward phases of wing motion, Φ = 90◦ to Φ = 225◦. The spiral remains
close to the leading-edge compared to both the static and lower-amplitude cases.
Toward the bottom of the stroke, Φ = 225◦, the effective vertical offset provided by
the bent-down wing places the vortex fully into the stabilizing regime. The favorable
pressure gradient in conjunction with the time-scale of the low frequency oscillation
is sufficient for the complete removal of upstream instability by Φ = 270◦. The
vortex remains stable until around Φ = 0◦ where the plunging motion forces it to
pinch-off from the upper-side and divert to the pressure-side. The bent-up wing
provides an effectively negative vertical offset where the adverse pressure-gradient
promotes a quick reemergence of unsteady behavior. The time-frame the vortex
spends in the destabilizing regime is insufficient for it to evolve to the levels observed
for the static and low-amplitude cases. In this case, a sufficiently large bending
amplitude is capable of driving upstream behavior by providing a large-scale shift
in flow conditions. This explains the dominance of the bending oscillations in the
frequency content for A/c = 0.1 provided in Figure 7.4.
Compared to the lower amplitude oscillations, the flow structure above and below
the wing for the A/c = 0.1 case is much more interesting. A detailed view of the
instantaneous suction-side flow structure is shown in Figure 7.7 where phases corre-
sponding with downward motion of the bending oscillation are shown on the left and
the upward phases are portrayed on the right. An iso-surface of Q-criterion demon-
strates a complex unsteady growth and destruction process of the incident vortex
as it passes over the suction-side. By the middle of the downstroke, Φ = 45◦, the
incident vortex has passed over the leading-edge and pinned to the upper surface.
This anterior portion of the streamwise vortex is reoriented inboard due to spanwise
flow provided by the growing leading-edge vortex, also pinned to the wing surface
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Figure 7.7: Top view of the instantaneous flow structure over the fb = 0.5, A/c = 0.1
case using an iso-surface of Q-criterion (Q = 15); (a) shows the downward phases
and (b) shows the upward phases of motion. Iso-surfaces are colored by velocity
magnitude.
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just inboard of vortex impingement. Toward the bottom of the bending oscillation,
Φ = 225◦, streamwise instabilities in the initially coherent incident vortex begin to
develop. Here, a second spanwise-oriented substructure appears near the front of
the leading-edge vortex and is connected to the separated flow on the inboard side.
At Φ = 270◦, the incident vortex is fully stabilized upstream of the leading-edge,
but suction-side instabilities continue to grow where multiple spanwise-oriented sub-
structures are now visible. This dynamic behavior appears to be supported by the
same destabilizing physics that facilitate suction-side instability for a positive vertical
offset, described previously in Chapter 6. In this case, low-frequency bending oscilla-
tions exacerbate the unsteady behavior and more clearly elucidate the decomposition
process.
As the wing plunges upward, Φ = 315◦ to Φ = 45◦, the initially coherent swirling
flow completely decomposes into a series of spanwise vortices. By Φ = 45◦, the
incident vortex has diverted to the lower surface and the remaining suction-side com-
ponent further decomposes as it reaches the trailing-edge. The remnant and subse-
quent destruction of the suction-side component is visible as the wing begins the next
downward oscillation, Φ = 90◦ to 135◦.
A similar detailed view of the pressure-side is provided in Figure 7.8 where the left
side again portrays downward bending phases and the right depicts the upward bend-
ing phases. This view portrays the unsteady processes in the streamwise vortex as it
passes beneath the wing. The incident vortex is shown to divert to the pressure-side
of the wing by Φ = 0◦. By Φ = 45◦, the vortex has clearly pinned to the lower surface
and tends outboard as it advances toward the trailing-edge. As the wing plunges
downward, Φ = 135◦, the incident vortex begins to pinch-off from the pressure-side
at the leading-edge and the lower-surface component begins to develop streamwise
instabilities. No longer supported by the incident flow, these spanwise-oriented sub-
structures continue to grow, similar to the process observed on the suction-side, and
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Figure 7.8: Bottom view of the instantaneous flow structure beneath the fb = 0.5,
A/c = 0.1 case using an iso-surface of Q-criterion (Q = 15); (a) shows the downward
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then divert over the wingtip through the remaining downward phases, Φ = 180◦ to
225◦.
7.3 Effect of bending frequency
This section describes the effects provided by varying the oscillation frequency be-
tween fb = 0.5, 1, and 2 at the smallest bending amplitude of A/c = 0.025. Frequency
spectra of turbulent kinetic energy, obtained in the same manner as previously de-
scribed for Figure 7.4 above, is compared for several oscillation frequencies at a single
bending amplitude of A/c = 0.025 in Figure 7.9. As discussed in the preceding sec-
tion, the low frequency case exhibits little change from the rigid stationary wing with
the exception of an additional peak that corresponds with the bending frequency.
At x/c = −0.45 in Figure 7.9(a), the fb = 1 case portrays a single dominant peak
at Stc = 1 coinciding with the bending frequency. The fb = 1 oscillations appear
to enhance the upstream influence of the wing compared to both the rigid and low
frequency, fb = 0.5, cases. For fb = 1, the dominant frequency component has shifted
from its original value of Stc = 0.9 to align with the bending oscillations at Stc = 1.
This frequency shift persists downstream at x/c = −0.25 and indicates the wing
motion is capable of modulating vortex frequency to some degree.
The highest frequency case, fb = 2, elicits two clearly defined peaks at Stc = 1
and Stc = 2 at x/c = −0.45 where the dominant component matches the bending fre-
quency. Further downstream, x/c = −0.25, a subharmonic of the bending frequency,
Stc = 1, emerges as the primary component in the energy spectra which corresponds
with the revolution of the vortex spiral. Similar to the fb = 1 case, the highest
frequency, fb = 2, has also managed to shift the frequency of vortex instability a
small amount. It is interesting to note that the vortex instability locks into the same
frequency for both the fb = 1 and fb = 2 cases. When the wing vibrates at fb = 1,
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the vortex instability locks into the bending frequency. For fb = 2, the vortex shifts
to the subharmonic of the bending oscillations closest to its original frequency rather
than adjust to the higher bending frequency or switch to a higher modal instability.
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Figure 7.9: Turbulent kinetic energy spectra at (a) x/c = −0.45 and (b) x/c =
−0.25 at A/c = 0.025 for several frequencies.
Figure 7.10 shows a top view of the instantaneous flow structure using an iso-
surface of Q-criterion for the fb = 0.5, 1, and 2 cases. These snapshots provide a close
view of the vortex spiral and are captured at a sampling frequency of fs = 1. The
fb = 0.5 case, Figure 7.10(a), demonstrates the vortex spiral, measured to revolve
at Stc = 0.9, is increasingly out of phase in each sequential snapshot, as should
be expected. On the contrary, both the fb = 1 and 2 cases, provided in Figures
7.10(b) and (c) respectively, produce an incident vortex that spirals in phase with the
sampling frequency demonstrating a nearly identical helical flow structure upstream
of the wing across all ten sampled frames. This observation confirms the dominant
frequencies at x/c = −0.25 for the fb = 1 and 2 cases, shown in Figure 7.9(b), are
indeed caused by a frequency shift of the vortex spiral.
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Figure 7.10: Top view of instantaneous flow structure using an iso-surface of Q-
criterion (Q = 15) sampled every ∆τ = 1 beginning at τ = 11: (a) fb = 0.5, (b)
fb = 1, and (c) fb = 2. A/c = 0.025 for each case. Iso-surfaces are colored by velocity
magnitude.
Specific aspects of the unsteady flow structure for each case are discussed in more
detail next. The unsteady flow structure for the fb = 0.5, A/c = 0.5 case was covered
in Figure 7.5 and discussed in Section 7.2. Therefore the low-frequency, low-amplitude
case is not repeated in this section.
Several phases of the mid-frequency, fb = 1, case is shown in Figure 7.11. At
Φ = 0◦, the spiral instability traverses the upper-surface. Upstream of the leading-
edge, the helical structure is less-compact compared to the rigid and low frequency
cases and reminiscent of the flow structure for the fb = 0.5, A/c = 0.05 case of Section
7.2. This spiral elongation appears to be related to vortex stretching provided by flow
acceleration over the leading-edge during the preceding downward motion. Similar
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to the fb = 0.5, A/c = 0.1 case, the anterior portion of the vortex pins to the upper
surface and is diverted inboard by the swirl of the leading-edge vortex followed by
decomposition to spanwise sub-structures visible at Φ = 0◦. At Φ = 90◦, the spiral
begins to pinch-off from the suction-side and briefly diverts to the pressure-side of the
wing. From Φ = 90◦ to 180◦, the helix begins to contract and tends toward a more
compact structure similar to that of the rigid and low-frequency cases. By Φ = 270◦
the spiral shifts back to the suction-side and returns to the more elongated form. The
higher frequency oscillations of this case appear to support a forced shift between the
stabilizing and destabilizing regimes provided by vertical offset as indicated by the
extension and contraction of the vortex spiral. This behavior is reminiscent of the
more severe effect shown for the fb = 0.5, A/c = 0.1 case in Section 7.2.
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Figure 7.11: Top view of the flow structure over the fb = 1, A/c = 0.025 case using
an iso-surface of Q-criterion (Q = 15) for several phases of motion (inset). Iso-surfaces
are colored by velocity magnitude.
The unsteady behavior for the highest frequency case, fb = 2, becomes more
complicated. Figure 7.12 shows a top view of the instantaneous flow structure using
an iso-surface of Q-criterion. Upstream of the leading-edge, the higher frequency
oscillations have failed to induce a switch to higher-mode instability. Instead, the
fundamental behavior proves robust and the spiral takes on a form much like the
low frequency and rigid cases. As indicated by Figures 7.9 and 7.10, the instability
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has undergone a small frequency shift to Stc = 1, a sub-harmonic of forced bending
oscillations.
Because the wing completes two bending cycles for each revolution of the vortex
spiral, two full cycles are necessary to describe the unsteady flow structure. The first
cycle, shown in Figure 7.12(a), demonstrates the typical flow structure for a cycle
when the vortex primarily traverses the pressure-side. Here, a train of leading-edge
vortices, traced by white dashed lines, are visible and result from the higher frequency
wing oscillations. Each of these vortical features remain pinned to the wing surface
on the inboard side of the incident vortex.
At Φ = 270◦, the vortex has switched to the suction-side and begins to interact
with the LEV. The progress of this interaction process is tracked through the next
bending cycle, in Figure 7.12(b), which shows the flow structure when the incident
spiral traverses the suction-side. Figure 7.12(c) shows a closer view of leading-edge
wingtip for the second cycle. At Φ = 360◦, the front of the incident vortex is shown
to be diverted inboard by the flow swirling around where the LEV is pinned to the
wing surface. By Φ = 540◦, the interaction between the two vortical features be-
comes rather convoluted where the suction-side portion of the incident vortex has
decomposed into a number of small-scale structures that envelop the LEV footprint.
At Φ = 630◦ the suction-side component begins to attenuate as the incident vortex
pinches off from the upper-surface. The remaining vortical feature continues to de-
compose into smaller-scale structures that wrap around the pinned location of a new
LEV formed during the second cycle. Beyond Φ = 630◦, the flow returns to that
shown in Φ = 0◦ and the unsteady process repeats.
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Figure 7.12: Top view of the flow structure over the fb = 2, A/c = 0.025 case
using an iso-surface of Q-criterion (Q = 15) for several phases of motion (inset). Two
sequential cycles are shown in (a) and (b) while (c) provides a close view of the second
cycle. Iso-surfaces are colored by velocity magnitude.
The combination of high-frequency bending and enhanced interaction between
vortical features inhibits significant development of a coherent suction-side component
that appeared for the lower-frequency cases. Higher frequency motion would likely
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result in an increasingly rapid loss of coherent structure and dissipation of the incident
vortex past the leading-edge. Further increases in bending frequency appear to be
unlikely to provide a fundamental change in the unsteady behavior upstream of the
wing, as the present behavior appears to be fairly resilient. This conclusion is further
supported by the forced fin-oscillation work conducted by Gursul and Xie[66] where
the feedback response on breakdown location was found to diminish with increasing
frequency of fin oscillations.
7.4 Summary
The feedback response and unsteady flow structure due to a streamwise vortex
impinging on a wing subject to forced bending oscillations is considered in this chap-
ter. The oscillating wing operates at a chord-based Reynolds number of Re = 30, 000
and angle of attack of α = 5◦. The incident swirling flow is provided by a q-vortex im-
posed at the inflow boundary and initially positioned at ∆y/c = 0.25 and ∆z/c = 0.
Several bending amplitudes of A/c = 0.025, 0.05, and 0.1 are considered along with
several bending frequencies of fb = 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 which help to map a significant
portion of the parameter space and are representative of the deformations/frequency
content elicited during the full aeroelastic cases of Chapter 5. Analysis of forced
bending oscillations helps to isolate and describe the potential influence of dynamic
aeroelastic response on streamwise vortex interactions.
Low-frequency, low-amplitude (fb = 0.5, A/c = 0.025) motion produced little
change in the general flow structure. The frequency signature in the incident vortex
of this case was markedly similar to that of the rigid wing with some enhancement of
the dominant frequencies. While flow behavior remained much like the static wing,
some degree of feedback response was observed. This appeared to be related to the
a disruption of the spiral’s evolution resulting from the periodic shift in the wing’s
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position during low-frequency oscillations. Significant changes to the unsteady fluid
dynamics require an increase in either bending amplitude or frequency from this
baseline case.
Increasing the bending amplitude at the low-frequency (fb = 0.5) provided a large-
scale change in the incident vortex behavior. A sufficiently high bending amplitude
was shown to force the vortex between characteristic regimes that can occur with
changes in static vertical positioning, described in Chapter 6, and drive the unsteady
behavior of the incident vortex in a periodic fashion. This was best shown for the
large amplitude case (A/c = 0.1) which supported both the complete stabilization
of the incident vortex when bent down and rapid growth of helical instability when
bent upward. This case demonstrates the time-frame to switch between stable and
unstable regimes is relatively short and vortex behavior upstream of the wing can be
driven by low frequency oscillations with sufficiently high amplitude.
Additionally, the high amplitude, low frequency case revealed a number of salient
unsteady behaviors that more clearly elucidate some of the dynamic processes that
occur in the static cases. Namely, the initially coherent suction-side vortex is shown
to decompose into a series of spanwise sub-structures that emerge from and connect to
the transitional flow-structure on the inboard side. This process more clearly depicts
the unsteady mechanisms involved in suction-side instability. A similar process occurs
for the pressure-side component in this case.
Two higher frequencies were explored at the lowest-amplitude (A/c = 0.025). At
the mid-frequency (fb = 1), the incident vortex experienced a small frequency shift
from its initial value (Stc = 0.9) and locked into that of the bending oscillations
(Stc = 1). The high-frequency bending oscillations (fb = 2) failed to elicit a higher-
modal helical instability upstream of the wing but did induce a small frequency shift
in the spiral to a sub-harmonic of the bending motion (Stc = 1). This observation
suggests that although some frequency modulation can be imposed on the incident
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spiral, its basic nature is fairly robust. Lower bending frequencies are likely to tend
toward a sweep through the behaviors of static positions mapped in Chapter 6. Higher
bending frequencies would inhibit the coherent propagation of the incident vortex over
the wing and appear to be unlikely to provide a major shift in unsteady behavior
upstream of the leading-edge.
The ability of the vortex to be modulated to by bending oscillations appears to be
limited to small shifts from its baseline value, but the implications could be important.
This behavior demonstrates a tendency for an incident flow instability to adapt to a
relatively close natural frequency of the aerodynamic structure potentially leading to
a coupling of flow-structure dynamics. This resonance between fluid and structure
could engender limit-cycle-oscillations dangerous to the life-cycle of airframes.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
8.1 Summary of research
Detailed three-dimensional, aeroelastic numerical simulations are presented in this
dissertation in order to contribute to the fundamental understanding of the complex
viscous and unsteady physics that arise in the context of streamwise-oriented vortex-
surface interactions. Computations were performed using a high-fidelity, implicit
large-eddy simulation technique coupled with a geometrically non-linear Reisner-
Mindlin plate element. Several aspects of the general problem are explored in order
to provide a targeted discovery and subsequent evaluation on several of the most in-
teresting phenomena. Topics covered range from flow exploration in a tandem wing
configuration, isolation of unsteady behavior in an incident streamwise vortex, and
the influence of aeroelasticity through both passive and active deformations. A sum-
mary of the research conducted and the primary contributions are outlined in the
following discussion.
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General configuration
The general configuration consisted of an A = 6 flat plate wing with uniform
thickness of t/c = 0.03 and several different levels of stiffness. The follower wing
operated at an αF = 5
◦ angle of attack and a Reynolds number of Re = 30, 000
in every case investigated. Several different axial vortices were generated upstream
of this wing at a number of lateral and vertical positions. This particular choice
of parameters allowed for the investigation of streamwise vortex-surface interactions
with transitional and separated flows while the simple configuration allowed for a
reduction in the number of parameters of an otherwise very complex problem. Such
simplifications are necessary to better elucidate the complex fluid physics and ex-
tends the basic understanding provided by detailed analysis to the broader class of
perpendicular vortex interactions.
Comparison of streamwise vortices
The incident streamwise vortex was supplied using two different techniques, each
with its own merits. The first approach employed an axial vortex generated by a
leader wing operating in a close formation-like configuration. This setup provided a
weaker but physical vortex that can be reproduced in an experimental investigation.
Later, the swirling flow was provided by imposing a q-vortex at the inflow boundary
in order to provide better control of the vortex properties and location as well as
supply a more severe interaction. While not physically generated, the q-vortex is
known to provide a good fit to trailing vortices at lower Reynolds numbers relevant
to the current work and permits understanding of unsteady behaviors in the context
of a number of theoretical studies.
Three incident vortices of differing size and strength were used in the course of
this dissertation and are compared in Chapter 5. Two of the incident vortices were
supplied by the tandem wing configuration with αL = 5
◦ and 8◦ leader-wing an-
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gles of attack while the strongest interaction was supplied by the imposed vortex
case. This comparison suggested the main effects of vortex interaction tended to-
wards those of the imposed vortex as the physically generated incident vortex was
increased in strength. These trends included rapid attenuation of the upper-surface
vortical component, growth of a surface normal recirculation region inboard of the
vortex encounter, and increase in upwash induced lift enhancement. Most notably,
the αL = 8
◦ tandem wing revealed an unsteady behavior just upstream of the leading-
edge which is enhanced and more clearly evaluated in the imposed vortex case. This
feature, not well portrayed in the tandem wing configuration, takes on a clear helical
pattern in the imposed vortex case where the spiral revolves in a sense opposite the
rotation of the incident swirling flow. The unsteady behavior, more thoroughly ad-
dressed in Chapter 6, permits a time-mean bifurcation of the incident vortex between
the upper and lower surfaces by alternating between the two sides of the wing in the
instantaneous flow.
Effects of lateral positioning
The effects of shifting the vortex position in the spanwise direction were revealed
using the tandem wing configuration in Chapter 3. Several lateral positions were
explored for wingtip offsets of −0.15 ≤ ∆y/c ≤ 0.30 with no vertical offset between
wings. Three distinct flow regimes were found to occur in the time-mean flow within
a relatively small range of lateral positions for the impinging vortex. These behaviors
were strongly influenced by mutual induction between the incident and tip vortices
which determined the trajectory of the incident vortex and evolution of the wake
behind the follower wing. This marked variation in flow structure provided a rich
taxonomy of wake evolution which in turn would have significant implications for the
impingement with subsequent aerodynamic surfaces downstream. These characteris-
tic flow regimes were supported by qualitative comparison with a recent comparable
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experiment that verified the same fundamental behaviors.
The effect of lateral positioning was found to produce equally interesting effects to
the unsteady flow eliciting several unique phenomena that can significantly influence
aerodynamic loads or interactions between aerodynamic surfaces in close proximity.
A vortex placed outboard of the wingtip produced undulations in both the incident
and follower wing trailing vortices similar to the cooperative instabilities found in
trailing vortex pairs (see Section 1.3). Interactions between counter-rotating axial
vortex pairs are known to have implications for wake dissipation and may accelerate
trailing vortex destruction. Additionally, this behavior would supply an inherently
transient encounter with a third aerodynamic surface downstream. The tip-aligned
incident vortex generated a more vibrant unsteady response and a greater influence
to the follower wing loads. A close interaction between the incident and tip vortices
drove a highly unsteady tip vortex close to the wing surface and enhanced surface
pressure fluctuations immediately beneath the flow instability. Attenuation of the
inboard positioned vortex was shown to be related to an unsteady interaction with the
transitional flow in the separation region which caused the swirling flow to reorient in
the spanwise direction and then connect with the small-scale structures on its inboard
side.
Evaluation of aerodynamic forces revealed significant lift enhancement compared
to a single wing distributed over most of the span and a vortex-induced rolling mo-
ment for every case. Much of this improved lift was shown to be a consequence of
the inviscid increase in effective angle of attack provided by the incident vortex up-
wash. Nonetheless, viscous effects were shown to be important in the wingtip region
where rolling/bending moment is most sensitive. Interaction between the incident
and tip vortices significantly altered the load distribution and influenced the time-
mean rolling moment coefficient. While the fluctuations in the instantaneous loads
were not very different from that of a single wing, much larger variations in rolling
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moment and buffeting loads would be encountered if the vortex were to move through
the various flow regimes that occur with changes to lateral positioning.
Effects of vertical positioning
The effects of vertical positioning were explored using the imposed vortex con-
figuration in Chapter 6. Exploration at a single inboard position over a range of
vertical offsets, −0.25 ≤ ∆z/c ≤ +0.1, provided a rich variation in the unsteady
fluid dynamics and revealed several characteristic factors that influence vortex-wing
interaction.
When the vortex was aligned with the leading-edge, the incident vortex core re-
sulted in helical instability upstream of the wing. Placing the vortex a small distance
beneath the wing caused the instability to become much more pronounced and initiate
further upstream. Conversely, moving the vortex slightly above the wing completely
removed unsteadiness upstream of the leading-edge. The onset or lack of stability
in the vortex was found to be related to the pressure gradients experienced at dif-
ferent vertical positions. Direct impingement and negative vertical offsets, in which
vortex instability manifested, subjected the incident vortex to adverse pressure gra-
dients that tended to enhance the axial velocity deficit in the incident vortex core.
Should these trends persist for more severe conditions, such as higher angles of attack
or Reynolds number, vortex-surface interaction could lead to more severe unsteady
behaviors such as vortex breakdown.
The spiraling instability was connected to the growth of hydrodynamic instability
(Section 1.3.3) through the swirl parameter. The enhanced velocity deficit provided
by the adverse pressure gradient reduced the swirl parameter of the initially stable,
laminar q-vortex into its linearly unstable regime permitting the growth of short-
wavelength perturbations. The onset of helical instability in every case followed a
drop beneath the linear stability threshold of the swirl parameter. Consistent with
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this observation, placing the vortex slightly above the wing, which removed instability,
aligned the vortex with the favorable pressure gradient provided by the acceleration of
flow over the leading-edge. The axial velocity in the vortex core increased preserving
a stable value for the swirl parameter. Adverse pressure gradients above the wing as
the vortex approached the trailing-edge appeared to promote the growth of suction-
side instabilities in the streamwise vortex for the positive vertical offset similar to the
upstream instability, but this particular behavior was less severe.
In contrast to the effects of lateral positioning, vertical placement was shown be
less important to the time-mean loads, but highly influential to the unsteady loading.
The highly unsteady behavior provided by the small negative offset case was shown to
increase rolling moment fluctuations while the stabilizing effects of the small positive
offset reduced the overall fluctuations of the rolling moment. Little change in the
lift enhancement or lift-to-drag ratio benefits occurred across the range of vertical
positions considered.
Because of this lack of sensitivity between lift and drag, a weaker interaction may
be beneficial in the context of formation flight. Although the largest vertical offset,
∆z/c = −0.25, did result in helical instability it provided some aerodynamic benefits.
While the larger offset quickly diminished the influence of instability on aerodynamic
loading, the orientation of tangential flow of the vortex produced strong suction on the
lower surface wingtip that helped to counteract the vortex-induced rolling moment.
Despite the larger vertical positioning, time-mean lift and drag remained comparable
to the optimal conditions. A large negative offset would be further beneficial for
highly flexible wings where vortex-induced bending would tend to shift the wing
away from the most unstable regimes whereas bending in a positive vertical offset
might unintentionally destabilize a favorable interaction.
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Effects of wing flexibility
The follower wing for both the tandem (Chapter 4) and isolated vortex (Chapter
5) configurations was subjected to rigid, moderate, and high levels of flexibility, all
pinned at the midspan, in order to evaluate the effects of passive aeroelasticity on
streamwise vortex-surface interactions placed inboard of the wingtip. For reference,
the moderately flexible wing was comparable to a thin aluminum plate.
In both the tandem wing and isolated vortex cases, a significant time-mean bend-
ing deformation on the vortex encounter-side of the wing was produced by the asym-
metric distribution of vortex-induced lift. The bending deformations in the tandem
wing cases of Chapter 4 were predominantly static in nature due to a more stable
incident vortex whereas surface pressure fluctuations provided by the unsteady flow
structure upstream of the leading-edge produced a dynamic component in the more
severe isolated vortex case of Chapter 5. Frequency content of the vortex-induced os-
cillations were found to be distributed at harmonics and sub-harmonics of the vortex
instability frequency. The dominant component of bending oscillations was concen-
trated at roughly half the frequency of the vortex instability.
Twisting deformations were found to be highly dynamic for both the tandem
wing and isolated vortex cases. These small amplitude oscillations where shown to
clearly influence the unsteady flow structure and aerodynamic loads as revealed by
the appearance of several unique modifications to the instantaneous flow in the tan-
dem wing cases. Twisting mode vibrations of the moderately flexible wing coupled
with instability in the lower-surface shear layer to generate enhanced pitching mo-
ment fluctuations which were more severe on the non-vortex encounter-side of the
wing. Vortex-induced upwash provided a favorable effect that appeared to locally
suppress the shear-layer instability and reduce pitching-moment oscillations on the
vortex encounter-side for the tandem wing case in Chapter 4. This behavior persisted
when the moderately flexible wing was subjected to the isolated q-vortex in Chap-
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ter 5. The stronger upwash almost completely suppressed the pressure-side shear
layer instability and removed the high frequency twisting oscillations on the vortex
encounter-side of the wing. These were replaced by lower-frequency oscillations that
matched the dominant bending frequency and appeared to be driven the surface
pressure fluctuations imposed by the incident vortex.
The time-mean vortex-induced bending deformations provided an effective verti-
cal offset relative to the incident vortex axis in both cases. This shift in static position
resulted in mutual induction between the incident and tip vortices that tended out-
board behind the follower wing for the tandem wing configuration in Chapter 4 and
contributed an additional mode of wake-evolution to those discovered during explo-
ration of lateral positioning. Increasing flexibility was found to quickly enhance the
helical instability in the imposed vortex case in Chapter 5 providing an earlier onset
and larger-scale fluctuations in the instantaneous flow which in turn influenced the
buffeting response.
In general, wing flexibility demonstrated the potential for time-mean flow-induced
deformations to shift vortex-surface interaction away from the intended regime by
imposing a vertical offset. This behavior produced characteristic changes in the flow
structure for both the tandem wing and isolated vortex configurations. Vortex-surface
interaction provided a significant influence to the dynamic components of the struc-
tural deformations which could influence unsteady vortex behavior and would have
implications for the fatigue-life of aerodynamic structures.
Separation of static and dynamic aeroelastic effects
Uncertainty as to whether the dynamic or static component of the aeroelastic re-
sponse provided the greatest influence on vortex instability in Chapter 5 motivated
the separation of the static deflection from the dynamic structural response in the
isolated vortex case. To this end, the rigid wing was deformed to match the time-
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mean deflections of both flexible plates providing only the static component of the
deformations in Section 5.8. Observation of time mean-loading and the instanta-
neous flow structure revealed nearly identical solutions between the full aeroelastic
and statically deformed counterparts. Comparison of the turbulent kinetic energy
within the incident vortex suggested a minor influence of the dynamic component of
aeroelasticity in both wings. This analysis demonstrated the primary contribution to
the shift in unsteady response was due to the effective static vertical offset provided
by vortex-induced loading. Feedback effects of the dynamic component contribute
but are secondary to the static deflections. The prevalence of static deformations in
the influence of wing flexibility motivated the more rigorous analysis on the effects
of vertical positioning in Chapter 6 in order to better understand the implications of
bending deformations on the unsteady fluid dynamics.
While static bending deformations were shown to provide the most significant
influence, dynamic oscillations may be more influential under parameters not inves-
tigated in the current work and should not be neglected. The influence of bending
oscillations was evaluated in order to explore the potential feedback effects of an os-
cillating or vibrating wing. Bending oscillations were actively imposed over a range
of amplitudes of 0.025 ≤ A/c ≤ 0.1 and frequencies of 0.5 ≤ fb ≤ 2.0 in order to map
the potential effects of a dynamic response.
Low-frequency, low-amplitude motion produced little change in the general flow
structure. Nonetheless, some degree of feedback response was observed and appeared
to be related to a disruption of the spiral’s evolution resulting from the periodic shift
in the wing’s position during low-frequency oscillations. Significant changes to the
unsteady fluid dynamics require an increase in either bending amplitude or frequency
from this baseline case. Low-frequency, high-amplitude oscillations forced the incident
vortex between characteristic regimes that can occur with changes in static vertical
positioning, described in Chapter 6, and consequently drove the unsteady vortex
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behavior upstream of the wing. Furthermore, this case demonstrated rate of both
growth and removal of instability is relatively quick and helped clarify some of the
fine-scale features produced by suction-side instability.
The mid-frequency low-amplitude case, managed to provide a small frequency
shift in the helical instability which locked into that of the bending oscillations. The
high-frequency case failed elicit a higher-modal helical instability upstream of the
wing but did induce a similar small frequency shift in the spiral to a sub-harmonic
of the bending motion. This observation suggests that although some frequency
modulation can be imposed on the incident spiral, its basic nature is fairly robust.
Lower bending frequencies than those explored are likely to tend toward a sweep
through the behaviors of static positions mapped in Chapter 6. Higher bending
frequencies would inhibit the coherent propagation of the incident vortex over the
wing and appear to be unlikely to provide a major shift in unsteady behavior upstream
of the leading-edge. This observation is consistent with the low-pass behavior of fin
oscillations on vortex breakdown suggested by Gursul and Xie[66].
The ability of the vortex to be modulated to by bending oscillations appears to be
limited to small shifts from its baseline value, but the implications could be important.
This behavior demonstrates a tendency for an incident flow instability to adapt to a
relatively close natural frequency of the aerodynamic structure potentially leading to
a coupling of flow-structure dynamics. This resonance between fluid and structure
could engender limit-cycle-oscillations dangerous to the life-cycle of airframes.
8.2 Recommendations for future work
Significant insight on the unsteady physics and aeroelastic response related to
streamwise vortex interactions with aerodynamic surfaces is presented in this disser-
tation. Nonetheless, the important contributions provided by this work only begin
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to address a portion of a vast and complex field of study that remains a fertile topic
for discovery and analysis. Recommendations and direction for future research can
be made based upon the findings presented within this dissertation. These sugges-
tions, intended to address yet unresolved issues, are described in the following and
categorized by the proposed research direction.
Wider exploration of parameter space
The simple close-formation of Chapter 3 and canonical configuration of Chapter
5 were well-chosen for the purpose of simplifying problem complexity and providing
versatility to systematically explore the parameter space. The effects of vertical po-
sitioning were explored in Chapters 3 and 6 while the effects of active and passive
aeroelasticity were demonstrated in Chapters 4, 5, and 7. Many other parameters are
very capable of significantly influencing perpendicular vortex-surface interactions.
Vortex size, rv, may play an important role in selecting the frequency of vortex
instability. Analysis of vertical positioning in Chapter 6 demonstrated the frequency
of the primary unstable mode of the incident vortex is independent of the specific
interaction while forced bending oscillations in Chapter 7 failed to drive mode selec-
tion of helical instability. These observations suggest the time scale of the primary
frequency is fairly robust and a property of the vortex itself rather than the specific
interaction. A similar instability appears for the smaller diameter vortex in the tan-
dem wing cases of Chapter 3 at a much higher frequency. Therefore, vortex diameter
is proposed as the main parameter driving the specific frequency. Exploration of sev-
eral vortex diameters using the isolated vortex configuration employed in Chapter 5
would help to prove or disprove this speculation.
Vortex swirl, q, may prove an interesting topic for further study. The work in
Chapter 6 demonstrated a consistent link between the swirl-ratio and onset of he-
lical instability through the linear stability threshold. While the choice of swirl in
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the present work falls well-within the stability threshold, the upstream influence of
the wing provided by adverse pressure-gradients drives the swirl-ratio into a linearly
unstable regime. Swirl attenuation due to natural viscous decay would likely tend to
unsteady behavior preceding impingement unrelated to vortex-surface interaction in
the case of a much lower initial swirl parameter. Therefore, efforts are better focused
on vortex-surface interaction with higher swirl-ratio vortices. One potential outcome
is that a more persistent vortex remains supercritical upstream of the wing preclud-
ing instability in favor of diverting to either the suction or pressure-side. A second
prediction is contrary to the first in that a higher swirl vortex may actually develop
a severe and abrupt breakdown upstream of the wing due to a more rapid change of
flow conditions upon impingement.
Analysis of different axial flow profiles would further supplement the understand-
ing of vortex-surface interactions. For instance, reversing the axial velocity profile
would supply a jet-like vortex and permit analysis of a different class of vortex-surface
interaction. This would be relevant to the trailing vortex emanating from a very high
leader-wing angle of attack[146] or impingement of a delta-wing leading-edge vortex.
A jet-like vortex will likely be more prone to vortex breakdown reminiscent of the
previous works on vortex/fin interaction[147] described in Chapter 1.
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Figure 8.1: Axial velocity profiles for a (a) wake-like and (b) jet-like columnar
vortex.
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The operating conditions of the wing itself, such as Reynolds number and angle
of attack, are likely to influence the nature of vortex-surface interactions. Spiral in-
stability described in the work by Garmann and Visbal[5] at α = 4◦ and Re = 20, 000
is less severe than what occurs for a wing operating at α = 5◦ and Re = 30, 000 in
Chapter 5. Another work by Garmann and Visbal[148] has recently emerged explor-
ing vortex impingement on a NACA0012 wing at a much higher Reynolds number of
Re = 200, 000. Remarkably similar behavior to the lower Reynolds number flat plate
cases was demonstrated. In particular, spiral instability persists, at a comparable
non-dimensional frequency, despite a large shift in Reynolds number and wing pro-
file. These observations demonstrate the relevance of further study using the flat-plate
configuration and suggests angle of attack may provide the most vibrant changes to
the unsteady flow structure upstream of the wing.
Wing geometry
Chapter 6 specifically demonstrated the influence of pressure gradients on the un-
steady characteristics of streamwise vortex-surface interaction. Wing geometry can
have a significant influence on the pressure fields of the surrounding flow. Exploration
of wing geometry will be necessary to understand the most favorable conditions for
close vortex encounters. For example, careful choice of cambered wings, such as those
shown in Figure 8.2, could be used to modify pressure gradients and better under-
stand specific aspects of wing geometry. A reduction or prevention of vortex-induced
separation over a streamlined wing, such as the NACA0012 airfoil in Figure 8.2, may
lead to significant modification or removal of unsteady behaviors. The recent work by
Garmann and Visbal[148] demonstrated direct impingement and outboard positioning
of a streamwise vortex relative to a NACA0012 wing at Re = 200, 000 behaves much
like the flat plate cases in many ways. However, vertical positing for this geometry has
not been investigated. It would be interesting to see if a positive offset over a smooth
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profile results in suction-side instability in the incident vortex. Suitable tailoring of
the suction-side pressure gradient through a well-chosen or adaptive geometry could
prevent suction-side instability/breakdown in a close vortex encounter.
Concave pressure-side
Convex pressure-side
(b) Smooth wings(a) Cambered wings
Figure 8.2: Wing geometry such as (a) wing camber or (b) smooth profiles may
influence vortex-surface interaction.
Transient encounters
Chapter 3 found that unsteady loading provided by impingement of a stationary
vortex was not nearly as important as the variation in loading that can occur over
a small change in lateral positing. This suggests transient motion of the vortex is
more likely to dominate buffeting loads. Such an unsteady impingement is feasible
due to the natural motion from vortex meandering (Section 1.3.5), long wavelength
instabilities (Section 1.3.1), or atmospheric turbulence. Motion of either aircraft
during maneuvers, aeroelastic behavior and uncontrolled motion of either generator
or follower wing can provide additional shifts in the relative positioning between
aerodynamic surfaces and an impinging vortex. These findings motivate further study
on transient streamwise vortex encounters and wing dynamics.
Wing motion has been addressed to some degree in the current work. Chapters 4
and 5 explored the aeroelastic response of streamwise vortex interaction with flexible
wings and suggested some degree of influence due to small pitching or bending os-
cillations. Chapter 7 directly explored forced bending oscillations and demonstrated
large-amplitude, low-frequency bending deflections can drive feedback response by
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shifting the vortex between different stabilizing/destabilizing flow regimes. Further
study on transient encounters due to aeroelastic behavior is merited. The effect of
pitching oscillations of the follower wing on the incident vortex or behavior of a
trailing vortex behind a bending/plunging or twisting/pitching leader would be inter-
esting topics for study in this context. Further exploration on the effects of passive
flexibility may be best addressed through a broad parametric exploration in a water
tunnel study and then detailed through large-eddy simulations on the cases eliciting
the most vibrant aeroelastic response.
Transience in the lateral direction is more likely to occur in the cases of natural
motion of a streamwise vortex and uncertainty in the either generator or follower
aircraft position. Unintentional motion of the leader or follower and maneuvering
such as moving into or out of formation, both shown in Figure 8.3, are two possible
sources unsteady vortex encounters that could be explored. To this end, at least one
work has emerged on transient interactions during the course of this dissertation.
Garmann and Visbal[149] imposed lateral oscillations in the incident vortex position
in order to emulate meandering behavior. An initial lateral motion of the swirling
flow was shown to incline to a more vertical motion as the wandering vortex evolves in
the spatial direction shifting from the intended interaction. The time-scale of vortex
motion prevented the growth of helical instability upstream of the wing suggesting
transient encounters cannot be described as a simple extension of the stationary
behavior. Further work is necessary to understand the spatial evolution of a wandering
vortex, its subsequent interaction with aerodynamic surfaces, and the implications for
wake-capture.
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(a)  (b)  
Figure 8.3: Transient encounters may encompass (a) wake crossings or moving
into/out of formation and (b) meandering behavior due to relative motion between
aircraft, atmospheric turbulence, or vortex instabilities.
Vortex-vortex interaction
Another unresolved topic is the mutual instability between the trailing vortices
of tandem wings demonstrated in Chapter 3. Here, an outboard positioned incident
vortex in conjunction with the counter-rotating tip vortex of the follower wing began
to exhibit longer wave-length instabilities in both vortices. A detailed study on the
evolution of the unsteady wake behavior is outside the scope of the current disserta-
tion, but likely to influence interaction with a third aerodynamic surface or influence
the destruction of wake vortices. Recently, Ryan et al.[77] conducted a more theoreti-
cal study on the stability characteristics of an unequal-strength Batchelor vortex pair
using linear stability theory supplemented by direct numerical simulation. Instability
growth was dominant in the weaker vortex, similar to that shown in Figure 8.4 below.
Future work on mutual instabilities in wake interactions would be complimented well
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by a similar theoretical component.
Mutual instability
Figure 8.4: Cooperative instability between trailing vortices of a tandem wing con-
figuration, see Chapter 3.
Stability analysis
A complimentary stability analysis would help provide some understanding of the
general problem. If unsteady behavior does evolve from the non-linear growth of the
linear instability modes, then frequencies associated with these instabilities should
be comparable to those observed in the present work. Consistent frequency content
throughout the isolated vortex cases in Chapter 6 suggests frequency of the spiral
is a property of the vortex rather than unique to a particular interaction. Stability
analysis on the specific vortex, perhaps using the techniques of Khorrami[150], would
lend itself well to understanding the time-scales of unsteady behavior. If fruitful,
this approach may provide a simpler tool for predicting frequencies of flow instability
and could be useful in the aeroelastic tailoring of airframes for the prevention of
flow/structure coupling.
Active and passive flow control
While the primary emphasis of this work is to contribute to the fundamental un-
derstanding of the viscous and unsteady physics related to streamwise/vortex surface
interactions, a scientific understanding should ultimately lead to technological inno-
vation. To this end, several recommendations can be derived from the content of this
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article. First, the flexible plates in the tandem wing configuration of Chapter 4 ap-
peared to alleviate the amplitude of surface pressure fluctuations due to the dynamic
component of twisting oscillations. Further exploration on the potential to favorably
tailor an aeroelastic structure is merited.
In addition to modifying wing geometry, favorable pressure gradients could be
supported through simple flow control devices. One idea proposed here is swirl preser-
vation through bleed-air or leading-edge suction as portrayed in Figure 8.5(b). The
growth of unstable modes were shown in Chapter 6 to be strongly linked with the
linear stability criterion proposed by Leibovich and Stewartson[80]. Flow control at
the leading-edge could be used to alleviate the strong adverse pressure gradient upon
stagnation with the leading edge and thus preserving swirl to remain within the stable
regime, at least until reaching the follower wing’s wake. Investigation in this topic
would be best preceded by an exploration of a high swirl incident vortex. However,
the most significant challenge with such an approach would be in reliably positioning
the vortex at the correct location.
(a) Direct impingement (b) Flow control
Vortex instability and  
time-mean bifurcation
q > 1.5q < 1.5
Stability preserved, unspecified 
behavior downstream
Suction or bleed-air
Figure 8.5: Direct impingement with the leading-edge engenders vortex instability
upstream of the wing as shown in (a). Bleed air or suction at the leading-edge, shown
in (b), could help preserve swirl and prevent instability.
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